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STRANGE CHOICE OF ROOST BY CROWS

By

K.K, Neelakantan

That crows, mynas , house sparrows and parakeets prefer to

roost in larger numbers in trees standing in the middle of

crowded bazars is vellknown, but I used to think that this was

due to the absence of more suitable roosts near by. A recent

experience makes me wonder whether these birds deliberately

choose trees in the heart of the town.

Towards the end of the third week of November I was passing

through Shoranur (central Kerala) at 11 p.m. It was a dark

nightt The spot where we had stopped was at the very centre

of this small town, not far from the Railway Station and close

to a hotel which is open all night. It is also the town bus

stand, and till about 10 p.m. is full of bustle. Throughout

*u. „£„>,+. wr.«M *r<A hnse.s stoo there and small, noisy crowds
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from dusk tc dawn. Yet a clump of Pongania trees standing
der a s+r^Pt lamp and in the glare oi the fluorescent Unfits
of the hotel sign was full of crows. Those I saw clearly 'were

all House Crews, They sat without any attempt at concealrient,
and could easily be seen by people* There were innumerable
trees, much taller and larger than the Pcngania-s everywhere
in the town, but the crows had chos edn to roost in t-he 'lime
light*.

I was surprised to find that some of the crows v/ere calling,
so;ne moving from twig to twig, and a few every nov, and then
flying up 50 to 60 ft, into the darkness overhead, Few of
these. last were seen returning to their .perches. One crow 3at
across an electric wire, calmly preening!

It was evident from the large and extensive patches of drop-
pings, under the trees and the white coating most of the leaves
had received that the roost had been in regular use for a long
time,

I believe that many kinds of birds prefer to roost in trees
close to man's dwellings, I have found Tree Pies, Blackheaded
Orioles, Tailor Birds, loras, Lhitebrowed Bulbuls , Paradise
Flycatchers, Crow-pheasants and I'hitebreasted Kingfishers pre-
ferring roosts close to the roof* In the Thekkady Game Sanctu
-ary I found large numbers of Grey Uagtails coming from the
surrounding forest to a tree- near the rest house to roost, .

"

Also the trees near Aranya Nivas were extremely popular as
roosts. Obviously the proximity of human beings affords some '

security to the birds from certain kinds of predators, though
I should think that this would be more than set off by the
danger from domestic cats. Perhaps the crows of Shoranur were
also impelled by this instinct to roost where the constant pre
-sence of human beings gave them a feeling of security.

But those crows which occupied branches close to the road must
have spent very disturbed night. Some of them v/ere behaving as
though the sun had risen! Did these crows deliberately occupy
perches where sleep would be impossible, or were they the
late-comers who could not find better accommodation?

.
.-

Do crows habitually prefer a grove of spreading trees — such
as mango, banyan, etc, -- or, do they quote often spend th:
night scattered about over a larger area in coconut and ot,-

trees? In Trivandrum there are still very well-wooded patches
with large spreading trees. But I find that at one place cr
seciii to sleep in small numbers on various coconut trees. This
roost is not at all a spectacular one, and I discovered that
quite a few crows were spending the night here only because^.
on a number of occasions I happened to hear crows calling i

various trees well before sunrise and when crows had not bqgun
to fly about. It rhould be mentioned that these crows were ,

heard during the on-breeding season, and so such a large r$m
-ber could not have been occupying nests in that area.

BIRD VOCATIONS

By

Mrs, Jamal Ara

"St

Nowhere in the world is there another bird which can claim
**& dexterity than the Indian Tailor Bird, which sew together

leaves to form a receptacle for their nesting materials .„
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Master artisans as they are, they make fairy tales come true by

thousands each surcmer, when they roll spider's webs around their

small beaks, and using it as thread do their sewing. Along the

edges of the leaf they puncture a scries of holes with their

beaks, and then thread these holes with the gathered cobwebs

or the fibres using their beaks as needles. They work very quick

-ly with uncanny skill, the hen-bird inside and her mate outside

One pushes the thread through a hole; the other catches it and

pushes it back through the next hole. The thread is then pulled

tight and fastened* When the nest is finally complete, the birds

go over their work again and put in additional stitches where

there is a possible weakness in the structure*

Next to the Tailor Bird in craftsmanship is the Weaver Bird or

Baya, which combines the functions of a weaver as well as basket

maker, This small seed eater usually hangs its nest from the

branches of a tree overhanging a stream. The nest is built ex-

clusively by the male. The light nest, elaborately woven of

grass or strips of leaves, is weighted with lumps of clay to

prevent it from swaying in the breeze.

These two are well known. But there is a third, the Ashy Wren-
Warbler, which, not satisfied with one type of nest, builds

three different kinds, and is a master at the construction of

each. His first is the same as that of the Tailor Bird, and

the Ashy Wren-Warbler proves himself a better craftsman at this

type of construction as well. In addition he builds a substan-

tial oval-domed affair with the entrance on one side.

Plastering is done by many birds, but the most remarkable piece

of work is the one done by the Hornbill, As soon as the hen

lays her eggs in the hollow of a tree, she imprisons herself

in it by walling up the entrance with her droppings using the

flat sides of her large bill as a trowel, and leaving only a

narrow aperture through which the male feeds her. The skill

with which the wall is constructed is that of a'nason* She re-

mains a prisoner there until the chicks are hatched, when she

emerges by breaking down the wall, but rebuilds it at once.

During her imprisonment, the., male works hard to feed her,' "He

brings food to her incubating prison, taps at the entrance,and

feeds her when she puts her head out of the opening.

The Chestnutbellied Nut'hatch, which nests in tree holes, also
plasters the opening, reducing it to a tiny round one, through
which it can squeeze its body, The female, however, does not

imprison herself in thiscaso.. The House Swift mixes small par-

ticles caught in flight
,
particularly feathers, with its own

saliva to make cup or saucer shaped nests plastered against
walls or under the eaves of house's.

The bird names Kingfisher and Woodpecker remind one of human

vocations. The Kingfisher, specially the pied variety, hovers'

over water and then dives straight down to catch fish. It has,

however, another vocation, that of a miner. It excavates in

river banks tunnels up to seven feet long and nests there. An-

other miner is the Bank Kyna, which is to be found in the riyei

-iiie sandy tracts of big rivers. This also burrows deep in rivt

banks, and also tunnels intercommunicating 'Tube ways' to link

one nest with another.

The above list is not exhaustive , but merely indicates the dif

-fcrxent vocations practised by the artisands of the Indian

birdland*
* * * *
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A COPPERSMITH'S BROOD

: .By

V. Ravi

A pair of Coppersmiths nested in an almond tree early in

the year and raised a brood by March. The failure of that brood

with the death of young birds was followed by a second brood.

A week after the fledgling of the previous brood there appear
-ed the first egg of the second brood* One day before it was

laid we observed the mating; as the male mounted the female it

made a peculiar noise; then he fed her; once a neem fruit was

given.

Only two eggs were laid on two successivo days -- on 31st Mar-

ch and the 1st of April, There was rain on both days, and the

female had to spend long in brooding them. The incubation was

an affair of 17 days. The feaa]e was on duty most of "the time,

the male once in a while only.

In the first days the incubation was done in stretches of con

-siderable periods (20 to 40 minutes each time) at the end of

which the bird would come to the orange tree close by to preen

and rest, the female occasionally visited the peepal tree where

the yiale dwelt. In each stretch again there were breaks for

usually 2 to 3 minutes and possibly more. During these breaks

the bird used to come only to the entrance of the nest, \.hcn

the weather was cloudy and cool the incubation was done in ir-

regular periods; sometimes it was only 1 or 2 minutes and at

other times more than 20 minutes. In the last days the spells

of incubation were comparatively much shorter.

In the table that follows a record of incubation is siven, bas

-cd on regular observations made for reasonable periods at suit

-able times. We have shown the record of some days, not of all

the days on which observations were made.

Incubation by the female bird. The letter E with Serial Nos. 1,

2, etc. indicates the days v.hich elapsed since the laying ot

the first egg.

Days Time No. of Duration of incuba- Total length of

spells tion in each spell incubation time

E4 60 minutes 3 7,. 7, 17i 3*i
morning

E6 20 minutes '","•'
\ , i

morning k 1, 1*, 1, 11 W£

E13 30 minutes 5 S, 3, 4, 2, 3
morning

E15 54 minutes 10 3,1,1,4,1,1,1, 3 13

*

6 23

evening
El? 21 minutes 3 3,3,3 9

morn ing



Finally, after five weeks, the two young birds fledged, and on

the 21st May they disappeared from the nest. On the nignt

previous there had been quite a storm* We even feared that the

brood had perished. The young birds were nowhere °^side. Aria

there was fain water in the nest. Later, however, we found the

chicks alive* They were presumably taken to the £cxpal tree.

One chick used to accompany its mother during^^ J
.

occasional visits to the nest. The female is still keeping in

touch with the nest, often sleeping in it at nlgnti

*

.... 6

The nest bed was softened by pecking out the wood; no foreign

material was added as a lining.

On the 13th day of the incubation the female appeared at the

entrance of the nest holding a downy feather m its bill early

in the morning.
•

On the day previous to the hatching of eggs the male, which was

all along absent, was noticeable near the nest.

Feeding started on the 17th April with two young birds to be

fed. In the first few days the chicks were given a diet «
peepal berries. The female was attending on the brood constant

tly . In the early days sometimes the bird usee to keep the bah

-ics warm by brooding. It rained one evening and the female sat

in the nest brooding the chicks without feeding them. Actually

every day from 6 p.m. onwards no feeding took place though

there was half-an-hour of daylight. At that time the bird would

sit preening itself, spending its time there on the orange tree.

By 6,40 the bird had gone to sleep.

The droppings of the chicks were from time to time collected

and carried outside. It was usually the lot of the female to

scavenge; at times the male too took a turn at the work. The

hen-bird always gave a final clean-up before settling for the

night.

The rate of feeding went on at an increasing pace. In the sec-

ond week the faro wa* diversified a good bit by the addition

of ripened neem fruits, which were available in plenty by. then.

At the sameTime the peepal tree (the headquarters of the-palr)

which was also fruiting" abundantly provided an adaed supply ol

food.

On the 11th day the two chicks were still naked. At noon they

might be sleeping, as the parents brought no food, ihe aauits

outside had an anxious time all that day, because the security

of their nest was in danger. Two other coppersmiths had newly

arrived in the neighbourhood, and were trying to nest. The new

comers gave a lot of trouble and set up a lot of" noise, on

the next two days one bird .approached the nest but was soon

driven away. On the 15th May (the 4th week) the , ceding was

in progress by 6 a.m. early in the morning.



WATCH DIG THE HEST BUILDING OF A PAIR

OF HOUSE SPARRO'JSJE MARCH AUD APRIL

1965

ay

Kamcshwar Pal Singh

Reader* may recall that some tin, ago bird,at^s-cro^
askc£ to concentrate on studying the lif histcry «

_

Sparrow. The following article and the note i
_ 7

encc Section have been received in r.spono„ do

u ,u .f t ft from the rcround behind
The nest in. situated at *^h^h^^hcTno*t: building
a picture henging on the wall. a±tncu^

i
u ^ lly by the

was done mainly by thcmlc ^V*"nSa?iv dry grass* Ly, paper
-p i , tw n ft Pint' rials were gencrax-iy ui y &*-f**~* >'*.p:L,Lfemale. The nest nat -rin

Thc clutch consisted of four
pieces cotton, uid Jute piece,Ij^^^iVSSquSc ready.
eggs and they Wcrc l,.id cv.n bofo^ t ^ on thc ^thj
The first egg was laid on thc jra narcn

,

L
the third en the 5th, ar.

'J

^c fwrth on the btru

brooded both in the daytime and at night, in
q

K?** -K ^*^:.rcTStaf-lSfTh?"upper opening of

z nc unira u" "»\^"> rV" " _ H , r n * cht . The- ma It aluay s

brooded both in the daytime and at night, in
yarded

brought some tit-bits to repair^^^f^^pper opening of
thc nest in the absence of eh. faaalo. in^ I, ^ Thc_

the nest was closed 3 or ^
days after «£ -^ ^.rin£

b
f the

nest v:as repaired even uptil 10 days alter

The eggs hatched on the 16th and 17th March^r «f^
days. Once I put my hand ««*«^ ^ ^ vrhcn thc malc
-cc of the female. It 1UM

f."* t£fthc ncst first as if to
accompanied it and the male visited the neat i

make it sure that there was no dang^- l

fj; -^J" JalccS a
chicks vas done by both P|™M. J^

h™^ Sr the first few
fairly prominent part in Jjodins ;J%^bs. At ni"ht the female
days the diet consist

jJ.™*J
r
^?c°faf™'thfeornice of the

rcoeinod in the nest and the male sat on tne ^ ^
ceiling. The chicks were alinos^ ooubU -ntir i

day. V,inE quills began to appear on the ?th^ dcvclop
day ehe eyes opened and by thc 4" W ^ ^
-ed" except for the primaries. On the la*

j pal
consisted nainly of grains, insc cts, -n

J g^ the chicks at
-ly rice and wheat were ^eely used in itcoins

least It or 5 days before leaving the nest. By tn^ p f

almost all the fledglings left the nest
J ^ °n

g3clf and i

be traced in th, noar-hy bu.^
Jhc on V

lngs
helped the other to go to the near by du .

f^ thm by
remained in the oush icr ^ cr e u=.ys.

both the parents.

Th, birte ,.r; again seen ^^^^^^^i^T^x-

&£"££ no ch^c'-ofanyVAdcrs like cats or other pre

dators.

u **«. rrrt rirt-fullv, I found that it con

SdeS^^„rMrkS"r« thirst ore,-,! and thc



the partly decayed body rf a chick from the second brood. This
explained why only two fledglings were found in the first
brood. But it still remains a mystery where and hov- the chicks
of the second breed disappeared*

Sit * * *

EXTRACTS FROM 'FOUR AGAINST EVEREST*, BY uOODROW
WILSON SAYRE (Arthur Barker, London 1961). Commu
»nicatod by R.E, Hat/kins

PP. 115-16

Ever since Carcp I several large, black, r'-vjn-likc birds
had followed our progress ar.d scavenged our camps. I have no
idea r;hat they normally oat at these altitudes, since we 3aw
nothing else living. But they Ci.rtninly read the sign "meal-
ticket' 1 written across our backs , One or tv ro w^re always in
sight. Apparently we bad underestimated them badly. They went
right through the burlap sacks and eh~ plastic bags in our
cache with their beaks. Our food was scattered all over. Their
favourite was the meat bars, \"c could ill afford the loss of
these precious supplies, transported with such effort so far.
"i.x salvaged what vxe could and piled rocks on top tc frustrate
any future efforts. And then I started worrying about our essoin
-tial cache at Camp II, It was not protected by rocks. The
ravens were squatting all around us as wo left. This could he
a disaster. Our only hope was that, luckily, wc had stored the
food in the canvas Marine sacks, and so far they had not peek-
ed through those rauch tougher containers,

p. 120

After making our ca^hc, v;e all mover) the tents up the East
Rongbuk, about .n hour's walk beyond the cache of yesterday,
"je were chagrined to find the cache broken into and scattered,
I!orm feared some type of rodent . Ue tried to make a rodent-
proof sanctuary of fitted rocks, But it was obviously impossi-
ble. Then I reflected that there weren't supposed tc be any
rodents up here anyway." It was probably th . ravens again. They
wore strong ar.d they could knock down th: lighter recks. Their
long beaks can poke through the holes. 3o \;e usee' really heavy
rocks and we made double walls. It turned out that these in
fact were successful. But wo had lost sofa a more food.

/The first extract refers to a cache on the west Rongbuk
glacier, c^ 20,000 ft,, and the second to a point about 21,00C
ft. Both were -.?iehin about 20 km. of the Rongbuk Monastery ir.

Tibet.

But Camp I was on the west side cf the Hup La, rather nor;
than 20 km. from any village^

Review

UHEriE EVERY PROSPECT'S VIIE, By W*H, Thorpe, F.R.S, (Hanish
Hamilton). Price 25s.

(From The Observer - ".Weekend Review dated 17 Feb. 1963)

A Swiss chemist received the No.bol Pri^o for Medicine for dis-
covering, in 1939 f

the outstanding properties of D.3.T, as an
insecticide. As a result of this discovery, many insect-borne

, » • » o



diseases, for example typhus and malaria, became controllable
and were even eradicated in some areas. Untold numbers of human
lives were saved and the yield cf many crops was greatly incrca
-scd*

It was at first widely stated and believed that D,D,T, was
quite harmless to man and to all other vertebrates, whether
fish, .nice, cattle or birds. In duo course further similar
compounds such as aldrin, dialdrin and hcptachlor, all of them
;|chlorinated hydrocarbons 1', were produced. These have an even

more powerful effect as insecticides. Then it viae found that

D.D.T. was harmless tc many only when used in powder form,
,

which is not absorbed through the skin. Uhen in solution or \ .v

when swallowed, all these substances arc definitely poisonous

to higher anitials cf all kinds.

Next a most sinister discovery was- made: not only arc t;-csc

poisons absorbed, but instead of being excreted again as are

many other poisons, they are retained, and accumulate indofin
-itcly in human and animal bodies. This happens particularly
in those organs which contain a good deal of "fat « the adrenals,
tho testes, the liver, the kidneys and the nervous system. The
daily dose, however minute, inexorably piles up. Uhen we put

these substances on our farms and gardens, insects arc killed
or immobilised, and organic compounds in the soil retain the

poisons.

The earthworms get their ration, and the birds get larger dos-

es still from eating them, or the insects, or both. So birds
and j,.any mammals in their turn become sick* Trembling and con
-fused, they fall an easy prey to hawks, owls and foxes ',:hich

thus got even larger doses, often with a spectacular mortality
over wide areas of countryside — as has happened in the United
States and to a lesser degree in this country. Those birds

which arc not killed swiftly often survive apparently unharmed,

but infertile, laying sterile eggs. It is the same story {with

minor variations as to the route of contamination) with nan's
farm animals, game birds and domestic pets. So man himself
begins to store his pesticides in his own body, getting them

from milk and butter, from meat, from sprayed vegetation and

froH stored grain.

Whether the doese v/c arc yet getting is ncaring any danger
level is still in debate, but that it will reach this level
ih due course if wc continue using these substances as in the
past cannct be doubted. Some of those materials arc implicit
-cd as probable cancer-causing agencies, and there arc other
grave effects. The end result could be a tragedy vastly worse
than that, due to hhalidonide

.

CORRESPONDENCE

Mother Sparrow teaches chick to fly.

November 20, 1965, eveing 5.30 to 5.35* the verandah before
my room which is about 20 yards from the main Kurla Road,

Andhcri East,

A sparrow chick fluttered down squeaking on the verandah i

floor a couple of yards away from whore I was sitting. And

in an instant its mother came down quietly and stood bcak-
to-bcak with her chick. She had no food for it but she was

'"acting* as if she had some Which she- wanted to feed it I
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A. robin tc&sinp a rufougbackod shrike

On 16 June 1964, after sur.sct I observed a rufousbacktd shrike

perched on a ^li ^Titb a .ale rob£ ***£*«*> *»»
females on the ground near the same bush, as |oc .^ ^
saw a dainty morsel it ^Sl^nd tricdto> ob the shrike of

male robin also dashed for
j£

r* *n® *
aSScoSd. The shrike moved

its rightful prey. The ^Mn dij w>t succow. in
tod

on to another bush near by and the same gg^™ t^
1

robin made
twice. Possibly enraged by its^^ ^ it Tias sitting
a divin- attack at the tail of the script «

2 of th0
perched on a bush. Beyon* "SSS^SrS! did not actively

S!ffil?SfKSSt3 by^tn^ that it „as net going to

tolerate any nonsense.
v^ Kcl3car

HJday', 722 AB Havi Peth, Foona 2

ISifor^Stor for Birdwatchers

32A, Juhu Lane
Andhcri, Bombay 58-Ab

j

*
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TIE KENTISH PLOVER, CHARADRIUS ALEXANDRIHUS
LINNAEUS, BREEDING W SOUTHERN MADRAS

By

Stewart Melluish

So little appears to be known of the breeding habits of aowe

of the commoner but less conspicuous birds resident in India

that the following record may be of interest.

Two races of the Kentish Plover, Charadrius alexandrinus

alexandrinus and C. a, seebohmi, are known to be resident

m tiie Indian areaT "The former's range is defined oy Ripley

thus. 'Breeds in West Pakistan In Sind, and India in Kutcn

and Saurashtrs (subspecies ,?) , south in winter throughout

the Peninsula, Neoa^ in the terai, and Ceylon', while
1

seebohmi

is regarded as a Ceylfcnese race, though Salim Air (THE BIRDS

OF TRAVANCORE & COCHIN, 1953) says 'it may possibly be found

to breed in Travancore also;. Except for this last conjectural

statement, I can find no published mention of the breeding ol

either race in southern India.

Kentish- Plovers are common «n the coast of Madras at most timea^

of year, but the first hint I received that they might breed

i

I

1

4
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THE KENTISH PLOVER. CHaRADRIUS ALEXANDRIHUS

LINNAEUS, BHEEDIHG D'l SOUTHERN MADRAS

By

Stewart Melluish

So little appears to be known of the breeding habits of some

of the commoner but less conspicuous birds resident m inaia

that the following record may be of interest.

Two races of the Kentish Plover, Charadrius alexandrjnus

alexandrinus and . C. a. seebohmi , are known to be re^?™.
v

TrTTHe Indian areaT The-former's range is defined by Ripiey

thus, i Breeds in West Pakistan in Sind, and India m KUtcn

and Saurashtra (subspecies .?), south in winter throughout

the Peninsula, Neoa^ in the terai, and Ceylon ', while sexbohM

is regarded as a Ceylfcnese race, though Salim Air (THE BIHDb

OF TRAVANCORE & COCHIN, 195J) says I it may possibly beiouna

to breed in Travancore also'.. Except for this last conjectural

statement, I can find no published mention of the breeding oi

either race in southern India.

Kentish- Plovers are common on the coast of Madras at most times

of year, but the first hint I received uhat they might breed

was after.Zafar Futehally and I had watched a small plover,
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which I had carelessly dismissed as a Lesser Sand Plover,
performing wing- and tail-droopinp and other decoyir," antics 'm sotie plough at Velachcri, a few miles scuth of Madras city,
on 8 February 1964. Mr. Futehally later referred- Joo Henry's
GUIDE TO THE BIRDS OF CEYLOK, where, at page 291, there is an
admirable description of the behaviour we had witnessed. He
concluded that the bird seen was a Kentish Plover, but as birds
in breeding condition will perform ritual acts of this kind
whether they are actually breeding or not, we could not assume
it was nesting*

In early May 1964, at Sadsas in Chingleput district, I found
a plover fledgling, which could not fly and which I was thus
able to pursue and photograph at short range. A very worried
adult Kentish Plover was present to witness this performance,
and to confirm the fledgling's identity. Later the same day
close by I saw two more adult Kentish Plovers frantically
trying to decoy me away from what I could only suppose were
young similar to the one I had "just seen, or nests. Their
tactics were successful.

I have now found a Kentish Plover's nest. I was at Kodikkarai
(better known as Point CalimereJ in Tanjore district on 14
January 1966, walking along the shore about a mile west of the
railway station, when an adult Kentish Plover in very smart
livery attracted my attention by running along the sand in
front of me in a crouching posture with its wings drooping and
its tail fanned out and pressed downwards., Every now and thenit stopped and changed its directions, and occasionally assumed
a more upright stance, folding its wings in the normal manner.
Alter a long and tiring day plodding through the mud, and with
sundown approaching, I did hot feel in the least like hunting
for eggs or a fledgling which might after all be purely
imaginary. I had just resolved to walk on when I lookci downand saw three eggs in the sand at my feet.

These were a matt khaki, blotched all over with s^pia. the
blotches a trifle denser at the broader, ends. In shape they
resembled chickens eggs, the one I measured was approximately
32 by 22 cm* in siae. They lay with their narrow ends inwards
ana downwards in a hollow in the sand about four inches in
diameter, lined and surrounded by an untidy array of bits of
broken shell, I saw no sign of an attempt to cover the eg.^s
with fragments of shell and mud, such as Henry describes. A
few tuits of grass grew round about the depression, but offered
no protection to the nest in any way. The nest was 33 feet from
the high-water line.

Throughout my examination of this nest the adult bird was silent,
andiaid not see it again; nor, it will be realised, did I see it
approach or sit on the nest, but' the chances 'of the ege;s
belonging to a different birds or species are, I believe, very
c£«??

C
i' ?he CsgS were wa™r *° the touch than pieces of molluscsneii lymg near them and a siting bird had clearly left them

only a moment before I found them*'

Calimere is a mere thirty miles from the end of the Jaffna
peninsula, and it is possible that the birds there are seebohmi.
What seems odd is the early date. Henry wrote, 'The breeding
season lasts from about March till August, but June and July
appear to be the favourite months 1

. ,

i
t
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THREE WEEKS OF BIRD' ETCHING IN RANIKHET
IN AUTUMN

BY

Us ha Ganguli

Ranikhet with a height of a little over 6000 ft, is a very
well-wooded hill station comprising mostly Himalayan Oak, Pine,
Horse Chestnut , a few Deodar, Eucalyptus and wild" Cherry Trees*
The eucalyptus and the wild cherry trees came into flover while
I was there in Oct , -Noventer, and the wild rose and sone viburnum
and other bushes wore laden with ripe fruit and berries, and thus
attracted a large variety of birds, I saw nearly sixty varieties
Of birds of which nine were new to me and two of them remain
unidentified to this day.

The biggest surprise for me was the presence of a stork wheeling
high in the air with vultures. It had black wings with white
triangular patches at the T shouldors r

, a white body, whitish
tail, long trailing legs and a large dark neck* I made a sketch

i comparing this later with Peterson T s FIELD GUIDE TO THE
BIRDS OF BRITAIN AND EUROHS I realised that it was a Black Stork,
Ciconia nigra , migrating over the Himalayas,

The kite was seldom seen. The Hawk Eagle, Spizactus species, was
seen on three occasions each time chivvied by -i"

7
"

"le Crows which
were abundant even at this season. One cr two Soeo.o Eagles,
Aquila nlpalensis soared now and then with vultures, but on
November 10, just before lunch, I saw 22 of them within a period
oi 20 minutes flying from North-east in a westerly direction,
rney were certainly migrating.

Five species of vultures were present," Pondicherry, Torgos calvus

,

Himalayan Griffin, Gjrps himalaycnsis . Uhitebackcd, Gyps bengaTe"n~is
Egyptian, lie ophr on porcnopterus . and the Bearded, GypaTtuFlarbatus .me Himalayan Griffin and the Egyptian vultures were more commonly
seen. The only falcon present was the Kestrel, Falco tinnun cuius

.

seen on a few occasions. Once two of them came into the hotel
compound, one sat on the top of a deodar trqe and called, spreading
its wings and tail now and then.

I heard the Rufous Turtle Dov' , Streptopelia oriental is , once but
did not see it. A single Spotted Dove, Streptopelia chinensis ,was seen on two occasions at Bhatrojkhan {3200 ft, J eighteen miles
from rianikhct.

A
and
flock of Slatyheaded Parakeets, Psittacula himalayana, were seen
a heard at Almora,

~"~* '

cicsc approach. I watched one ritting on a stumo onlv 20 ft, away.
It nad rather short wings which did not reach even halfway down the
Darrea tail though the illustration in Salim Ali'c KILL BIRDS shows
She wings reaching beyond the tail. The muscial double note of the
spotted Scops Owl, ptus spilocc phalus was heard on most nights,

ThQ Great Himalayan Barbet, Kogalaim yirens , is a resident bird,
I saw one catching a beetle

»

The Spotted Piculet, Pjcumnus lnnominatus . in spite of its diminuti
L
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siz e made quite a noise while tapping at trees for insects* I
only aavj females. I have never seen a male though once I watched
a female feeding its young at.a nest hole, but the male did notappear as long as I hatched.

Six species of vroodpeckers were present of which the Rufousbellied
Hypopicus hyperithrus was new to me, A pair was seen on October
4/ and 9 days later, presumably the same pair was found in
Practically the same area. This woodpecker, though larger thantne Brownfrented Woodpecker makes a very feeble noise while
digging for insects under barks of trees, perhars because of its
comparatively slender bill. This one was a very* silent bird. The
west Himalayan Pied Woodpecker, Dondrocopos himalayensjs ; the
Brconfronted Woodpecker, Dendroccpcs auriceos ; and the Scalvbellied
Green Woodpecker, Ficus squamae us were numerous and extremely

?£
i5y

.i

TilC Sma11 Yellovmapcd Woodpecker, Pjcu chlorouhus, and
the Blacknaped Green woodpecker, Picus canus , were seen once and
twice respectively. The latter breeds in Raiiikhet as I had seen
it there in summer as well.

The Redrumpod Sv/allows, Hirundo daurica . were wheeling about onmost days and they called frequently.

Only the Rufous backed Shrike, Lanjus schach , was seen on two visits
to Bhatrojkhan.

The drongo was conspicuous by its absence and a single Gray Drongo,
Dicrurus lcucophacus. once flew past our hotel. Common mynas werepresent in small pockets.

The Blackthroate-d Jay, Garrulus lanceolatus . was one of the commonestana doldest birds at this season. Every morning it came to feed onacorns of the Himalayan Oak trees in the compound of '-'est View
Hotel. It was wonderful to watch them rationtly pick at the acorn,
peel the thick outer skin and feed on the meat* Once a jay droppeda largo black spider 4 feet away from me. It flow down, pickedup the spider, flew back to the tree, pulled out the long black
legs and ate them, then swallowed the body. Often two or three of
tner.1 hopped on the ground quite close to me in search of fallen
acorns. Several times I watched them drink water (dew ?) from the
open rain pipes along the roof of the hotel.

The Rcdbilled Blue Magpies, Kitta crythrorhyncha . were equallybold and numerous. They came to manure heaps under these oak trees,
'

and were seen to carry acorns in their bills and once I watched
several ol them feeding noisily on a carcase of a small animal.

The Indian Tree Fie was only seen at Almora. The Shortbillcd
I.imvot, i-ericrocotus brevirostris , was fairly common. On several
occasions tnc male came to the oak trees in the net el compoundwhore sometimes one perched hardly eight feet away from me.

The whitecheeked Bulbul, pyenonotus loucogonys , which is a vervbold and friendly bird In Kashmir in summer Ls only seen on flower-ing wild cherry trees and the fruitladen bushes. The Pxdvontcd
Bulbul was present at .Bhatrojkhan (5200 ft.) and the Black Bulbul
Hyps ipetes madagascariensis . was seen occasionally.

One evening a Rustychockcd Scimitar Babbler, Fomatorhinus erythro-
gCnv! «

was calling from a tree top. At Naini Ta'l in June I"Haef

—

watched these oirds fly up to roost in trees from where they calledm the early mornings, y
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THREE WEEKS OF BIRDT JATCHIISG IN RANIKHET
IK autu;

BY

Usha Ganguli

Ranikhet with a height of a little over 6000 ft. is a very
well-wooded hill station comprising mostly Himalayan Oak, Pine,
Horse Chestnut, a few Deodar, Eucalyptus and wild Cherry Trees,
The eucalyptus and the wild cherry trees came into flower while
I was there in Oct , -November, and the wild rose and sone viburnum
and other bushes -.ore laden with ripe fruit and berries, and thus
attracted a large variety of birds, I saw nearly sixty varieties
of birds of which nine were new to me and two of their, remain
unidentified to this day.

The biggest- surprise for me was the presence of a stork wheeling
high in the air with vultures. It had black wings with white
triangular patches at the 'shoulders', a white body, whitish
tail, long trailing logs and a large dark neck, I made a sketch
and comparing this later v.'ith Petersoh T s FIELD GUIDE TO THE
BIRDS OF BRITAIN AND EUROiE I realised that it was a Black Stork,
Ciconia nigra , migrating over the Himalayas,

The kite was seldom seen. The Hawk Eagle, Spizactus species, was
seen on three occasions each time chivvied by ,!—. lo Crows which
were abundant even at this season. One or two Steppe Eagles,
Aquila nipalensis soared now and then with vultures, but on
November 10, just before lunch, I saw 22 of them within a period
of 20 minutes flying from North-east in a westerly direction.
They were certainly migrating.

Five species of vultures were present, Pondicherry, Torgos calvus,
Himalayan Griffin, Gyps himalayensis , Whitebacked, Gyps bengalensis
Egyptian

,

Me o phr on per enopt eras , and the Bearded, Gypaetup barbatus"
The Himalayan Griffin and the Egyptian vultures were more commonly
seen. The only falcon present was the Kestrel, Falco tinnuncuius ,

seen on a few occasions, -Once tvro of them came Into the hotel
compound, one sat on the top of a deodar tree and called, spreading
its wings and tail now and then,

I heard the Rufous Turtle Dove, Streptopelia orientalis , once but
did not see it, A single Spotted Dove, Streptope lia chi'nensis ,

was seen on two occasions at Bhatrojkhan 15200ft,) eighteen miles
from Ranikhet.

A flock of Slatyheadcd Parakeets, Fsittacula himalayana , were seen
and heard at Alinora,

AtBhatrojkhan I saw a solitary swift uniformly dark below which I
was unable to identify, Glaucieium cuculoides , the Test Himalayan
Barred Owlet was seen both at morning and 'sundown a] d allowed a
close approach. I watched one sitting on a stump only 20 ft. away*
It had rather short wings which did not reach even halfway down the
barred tail though the illustration in Salim All's KILL BIRDS shows
the wings reaching beyond the tail. The muscial .oublo note of the
Spotted Scops Owl, Qtus spiloccphalus was heard on most nights.

The Great Himalayan Barbet
t
Megalain

I saw one catching a beetle.
ia virens t is a resident bird.

The Spotted Piculet, Picumnus jr.nominatu s , in spite of its diminuti

L
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size made quite a noise while tapping at trees for insects, I
only saw females. I have never seen a male though once 1 watched
a female feeding its young at.a nest hole, but the male did notappear as long as I xratched.

Six species of woodpeckers were present of which the Rufousbellied
hypo picus hypc-rithrus was new to me # A rair was seen on October
*I and^clays later "presumably the same pair was forad in
Practically the same area* This woodpecker, though larger thanjne Brownironted '..oodpockcr makes a very feeble noise whiledicing for insects under barks of trees, perhaps because of itscomparatively slender bill. This one was a very" silent bird. The
vi est Himalayan Pied lioodpeckcr, Qcndrocopos himalayer.s js; the
3rownfrented Woodpecker, Dendrocopcs auricops ; and the ScalybelUfiri
ureen Woodpecker, Picus squamatus were numerous and extremely
noisy. The Small Ye ilownapod Wo od pc eke r , Ficu chlorophus , and
the ulacknaped Green '.ioodpecker, Picus canus, were scon once andtwice respectively. The latter breeds in Ranikhet as I had seen
it there m summer as well.

The Redrumpcd Swallows, Hirundo daurica , were wheeling about onmost days and they called frequently":

—

P
111^!? Kufousbackod Shrike, Lanius schach , was seen on two visitsto Bhatrojkhan,

The drongo was conspicuous by its absence and a single Gray Dronso,^crurus leucophacus, once flew past our hotel. Common mynas werepresent in small pockets* *

I!!S SSw^S3 J
?y 'u

9

arrulus l^nceolatus
. was one of the commonestand boldest birds at this season. Every morning it came to feed onacorns of the Himalayan Oak trees in the compound of "Jest ViewHotel. It was wonderful to watch them patiently rick at the acorn,peel the thick outer skin and feed on the moat. Once a jay dropped

*
if

rSG Hack spider 4 feet away from me. It flew down, pickedup the spider, flew back to the tree, pulled out the long blacklegs and ate them, then swallowed the body. Often two or three ofthem hoppcu on the ground ojjite close to me in search of fallen
acorns .Several times I watched them drink water (dew ?) from theopen rain pipes along the roof of the hotel.

-

The Indian Tree Fie was only seen at Almora. The ShortbilledMimvet, rcricrocotus brevirostris . was fairly common. On severaloccasions znc male came to the oak trees in the hotel compoundwhere sometimes one perched hardly eight feet away from me.

The Uhitcchecked Bulbul, Fycr.onotus leucogenys, which is a vervbold and iriendly bird in lashnir in summer was only seen on flower-ing wile, cherry trees and the fruitladtn bushes. The P.edvcntcd
Bulbul was present at 3hatrojkhan (5Z00 ft.) and the Black Bulbul
flypsipctes mactagascariensis , was seen occasionally.

One evening a Rustychecked Scimitar Babbler, Poraatorhinus crythro-genys
,
was calling from a tree top. At Naini TaT 'in June I"HaT

watched tnese oirds fly up to roost in trees from where they calledin the early mornings.



The Streaked Laughing Thrush , G-arrulax g triatus , .

'

,...; Himalayan
Whistling Thrush were as much in cvidenca as in the sunnier*

The beautiful Blaekhead J Sibia, et-:.rcphasia capistrata, was seen
to drink honey Iron the wild cherry trees They had i peculiar
whistling call at this time,

I was lucky to sec three new flycatchers though I could not identify
one of them. The Orangogorgctted Flycatcher, "

-u : c ic ata - a t r c phiata ,

and the Jfcllowbelliod Flycatcher, Rhipj-dura hxpeoraneji^ , were only
seen in the second week of November together with tr Qrangeflanked
Bush Robin* The unknov;n flycatcher was a little smaller than the
Qrangcgorgetted flycatcher, uniformly sooty on head, upperparts,
wings, tail and breast, the rest of the underparts were white, and
a white band ran through the wings. The sides of -he face, chin,
throat and bend of- wing vere black* Izi- colouring skis the sane as
that of the- male Magpie Robin, only the flycatcher was; sooty where
the robin was black :-:ccpt in the face , chin, and throat. It had a
very straight stance and it "''as a very active little flycatcher
flying fairly high up into the air -and hoverinc, often* There were
two of them*

There were at least two species of Phylioscoau." I '"v certain
about rhyllosc opu:- .£cr

;
^uliuf , ?q] las'* s Leaf "ierb] .', "ith a bright

yellow rump which 1 saw at BKatrojkhan, The other Fl

.

;.-•] l-.-scopus was
extremely numerous. In sine it was aoubt the Gr v3k . d Flycatcher
Warbler, olive above; chin throat, breast -pale "• y, belly and vent
yellow, a prominent yellowish suporcilium, a whitish ring round the
tyos, grey eheeks, double wing bar but only one of thorn prominent

.

It was very active, and hovered frequently showing a pale yellowish
green rump* The Greyheaded Flycatcher uarblcr, Scicercu.:/
xantheschistes was also present in small numbers.

The Orangeflanked Bush Robin of which I had only seen the nale in
Gulnarg in Juno was seen in shady area" near small bushes and
shrubs* The female was feeding en the blac); viburnum berries* A
solitary male Dark Grey Bushchat sat en a Wirt at Alnora. Three
Grcywingcd Blackbirds, Turdus boulboul, two male and on,c female v/er-

feeding busily on berries at CKaubatia about 4- mi 1
' from Ranikhct,

At Bhatrojkhan I saw my first accentor, the Rufousbrenstc i Accentor
on November 16, A group were feeding on a harvested terraced field,
and at my approach took shelter immediately ir. the Lay bushes
bordering the field, but they v;er:. not very shy and appeared again
when they thought they were not buing watched. On my previous visit:
to Ranikhct in June, the *nly tit pros r.t was the Grey Tit, but in
autumn only single birds were seen occasionally. Surprisingly, the
Redheaded Tit, Aug ithales concinnu^ t the CJreenbael'.e :". Tit, Parus
mpnt icolus , and 1 1 \ e Y C 1lowcEe"c k .

• "Tit, Farus y.^rX]ior<^yz , vere
present In some numbers* I was vory lucky to see the * ellowbrowed
"i^ > I'arug medestus . This is a small greenish hire uieh a Whitish
ring round its eyes and Loaf ' arblor-likc habit.: •--

i which it can
be distinguished by eh;, short - it-like bill, The ; lie"' brow was
not visible and I believe becomes prominent when . :> bird displays
or is alarmed. Nothing much is known about its h t: er nldifica-
tion. Single birds wore noted with other tits but -mcc two birds
were in the same tree, The call was a loud chce , One was seen
eh.r.ie

: a Leaf * warbler# The Chestnut or Cinamaonbeilicd Nuthatches,
Sitt-a ca?wan;-a , were resident and numerous though towards the end
of our stay there ere fewer birds. The males were quite pugnacious
chasing one another. Once a male threatened another with its mouth
wide open and th-.. tail half fanned out, The Himalayan Tree Creeper
was also abundantly seen. On our way to Kausani, 54 miles from
Ranikhct, I twice saw a wall cr: cper, Tichodroma ncrarii , fly acros
the road

4
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The highlight of ny birdwatchin -, at Ranikhcfc was thi sight c£
k°y}c,Vyr>* ^iP^j-i-nsii: , Blyth's l

r
-llovibackcd Sunbird, It had

brilliant metallic green head and long paint. \ tail} the back was
dark olive grey with a br i ;ht yellow rump, A thin maroon band
below the nape was only visible in bright; sunlight. The md crsidc
was golden orange; paling to yellow on the vent. The call was a
j'!^;'? 11 which is easy to remember. The male had a weak little song.
Nothing is known about the status and nidifieation of this
sunoird

.

rha Li
T
hit,c-eye, like many other birds came quite often to the wild

cherry flowers, The Cinammon Tree Sparrows were ubicuitous,
Lcnchura ounctulata or Spotted Kunia were seen at Bhatrojkhan.
The i lock ^ensisued of young birds with one or two adults. A
ileck of Himalayan Green Finch was seen only on October 25 at
Ranikhct, but small flocks were seen at Bhatrojkhan three weekslater.

The Common Rose Finch, arpoda c u s ery thr jr.us , were present in
small numbers at Bhatrojkhan on November 16.

A solitary mala Pinkbrowed Rose F ir.ch came only once to a wild
cnorry tree. The Meadow Bunting was fairly coranon at Bhatrojkhan
on November 16.

* * * *

THE HILL mm or GEACKLE

By

Brian Bertram

/pr, 3rian Bertram is at present doing a year's fi Id work in
Inaia, studying the social behaviour of the Indian Hill liyna.
This work is be ins cone as part of a Ph.D. thesis at the•
aub-Department of Animal Behaviour in Cambridge, England, and
is being carried out und.r the guidance of Dr. Salirn Al: ;>nnunder the sponsorship cf tr, Bombay Natural History oocicty.
He describes here the context in which this study is bcine
doncj vo hope at a later date to give a report of his findings.
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a

) is : forest birdGistiibutod patchily over India and SE. Asia, but it is widely
US™. ?t as a eagc bird in raany countries of the world.
iras is on account not of its appearance, which somewhat ugly,
?mi?I i

J
S

? .^t?' whi?5 arc r
',i:ss yj but is due to its extraordinary

f.?ii * b
? im:ttatc a wide variety of sounds, reproducing themwith aiiiaaxng accuracy. The noises imitated -may be of animateorigin, sucn as bird- sinatuv:, ice;::: bar!:in<j, cr human speech,

sneezing, coughing or whistling, etc*; or thev may be bfinanimate origan such as the squeaking of chairs or the ringing
Si,, k

'
^UI ^n-' s ability to imitate sounds is rivalled
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' Purrot5 ' 8ut there Ls no good evidence that
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r jrtrrots --v - r 1JS <: this remarkable imitative

a&Jlit/ in the wild state; ny purpose is to discover whether or
n^HT^/* t'

ynas dis PlaY thcsc £r-at powers of imitation* Topreexct tnat the answer to this question is almost certainly
fwi,Jr .

ot *° f-"?lain away the problem but to load on fourfurther questions of 'What do they imitate?. -Jhcn iC thev learn
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do ""* innate?, and How do the/imitate?", I will briefly discuss each of tees, four questions,
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1, What do they imitate?

Birds vary considerably in the. way in which th y acquire their
s secies-specific songs, as has been shown particttl rly by Professor

Thorpe, Doves' songs arc apparently entirely inn ,.; that is to say
that a male- dove -..'ill produce the sone characteristic of its species
regardless of the way in which it is reared; a young dove docs not
need to hear an adult male of its own species in order to develop
its own song, Dcve song is thus fixed genetically , as if for oxanpL
the plumage pattern.

Thorpe's experiments Isolating young Chaffinches 'ivc shown
that these have both an innate and a learnt component of their song
If ycuiv Chaffinches arc prevented from hearing an adult male
Chaffinch singing, then the song, of these young birds is extremely
Simple; this simple inborn song they normally elaborate by hearing
adult birds singing the proper Chaffinch song.

In the Hill liyna, the song appears to bo almost entirely learn"

--at least, Hill Mynas in captivity seem to show virtually no

cocimon pattern in ttic sounds they make. If these sounds are learnt
it is probably by imitation, and it seems likely that in the wild
statu young Hill Mynas acquire their repertoire of sounds by
imitating the noises made by adult Hill Mynas. 3c to this extent
wild i:ili Mynas probably do us.: their powers of imitationj all this
remains to be proven* the question of whether and how much Hill
Mynas imitate the note.- of .other species in the wild state is still
to be determined,

2, When do they learn their t- purtoirc?

The Chaffinches referred to above are only b] :o learn their
song during the first Ik months of their life; if for any reason
they have not acquired the full characteristic son by this age,
then they will never acquire it* There is thus a sensitive period
of learning during early life, and the presence of this sensitive
period suggests that song learning in these birds is an aspect of
the wider subject of 'imprinting', studied int nsivcly in young
birds cf prococial specie. Hill Mynas appear to learn to imitate
much better .her. young than when adult, and Dr, Salim Ali has

suggested that the different age of capture is responsible for the
widespread belief in the superiority of the northern over the
southern race of the Hill Myna as ... talking bird,"This too awaits
investigation^

3. Why do they imitate?

If Bill Mynas are found to imitate other species of birds in

the rild state ,14 hy do they do' so? This is an extremely difficult
question to answer, particularly as it is still a hypothetical one.

That is the evolutionary advantage in imitating the 3ongs of e-thcr

Species of bird;;?; and are these otner species deceived?; and othet

birds of the same species deceived?; or is this imitation perhaps

jus: play, or oerhaos just a side effect of a general ability tc

learn?; or what? I hove tc be able at the end of my work to suggest

answers eo some of these questions,

J!f, How do they imitate?

The vocal organs of birds are very little known; it may that

much of the ran*c of the Hill ilyna's imitative ability is due to

possible possession of particularly elaborate vocal organs; they

have not been sufficiently studicei as yet. But this is not the

whole story, as is shown by the fact that Chlmpansv.es, which have
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vocal organs almost identical to those of Kan, arc apparently
quite incapable of vocal imitation: differences in brain structure
are believed to account for this. But the brains of birds arc not
yet sufficiently understood; wo cannot yet tell whether there arc
common structural features present in these bird species capable
or vocal imitation and absent in other species\a

There are enough problems in this whole study for at least a
lifetime 1 a 'work,

* * $ *

BEHAVIOUR OF A CAPTIVE GREAT HORNBILL

3y

K.K, Neolakantan

On 16,1.1966 I paid a visit to the local zoo hopin .; to spend a
couple of hours watching 'wild' birds, particularly some
unfamiliar migrants which I expected to find in- the bushes and
trees which give the Zoo its special charm. But, though I did
find a Blacknapcd Oriole, I found myself spending more time
observing the antics of the lone male Great Hornbill that was
acquired by the Zoo some time last year.

The bird was in a cage some 6 ft. x 10 ft, and had been provided
with a rusty iron bar to perch upon. The floor was covered with
course sand nixed with some gravel, I found the bird repeatedly
jumping down from the perch to the sandy floor two feet below
it, keeping its wings open and laid flat on the ground, running
its open bill through the sand. It took in a mouthful of sand,
raised its head and let almost all the sand dribble away* Then,
raising its body, it took hold of one of the flight-feathers of
a v;ing and swiftly combed it with the bill, Then it leaped back
to the perch, spent a few seconds there and again jumped to the
floor to run through the whole routine, I watched the bird for
acre than ten minutes, and during this period it must have
repeated the performance at least ten times. Some times the bird
scoopoo up the sand, let it fall and "wiped' its 'in;; feathers
with the bill three or four times before returning to the perch, J

On a few occasions it kept the wing closed while pretending to
eat the sand. Once a large s-.one, about- the size of a lemon, pot

'

between the mandibles and the bird at once raised its head,
opened the bill wider and let the stone fall off,

I wonder whether the bird was indulging in a form of 'anting 1

for its behaviour suggested she sort of nervous exictcment
associated with this phenomenon. If it war a form of 'anting',
it must be a habit acquired by the bird in captivity as it is not
at all likely that a wild Great Hornbill will' come down to the
ground lor such a purpose, It would be interesting to know
whether William, the Great Hornbill who lived in the Bombay
Natural History Society's office for nearly "30 years ev^r showed
a tendency to 'ant',

* # ^ v
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BIRDLIFE AND 'THE DROUGHT IN MYSORE STATE

By

G,V,?l. Frond

I though- the drought .a ar. "a;i..- through would brir some unusual
movements of bird.; •.:-.' ... .cllovrin-; may interest you. To begin
With normally the Ghikr.vag .lur tank which when fulJ " his tine of
year is about 60 to 70 -.crcs in extent, this yc-T .. the last two
months has been about 5 acres in extent with watci • nly a few
inches deep* Usually it is full of duck but this . ason only a few
spotbill, pintail, and gar^ancy teal have been s\.on, and on one
occasion seven nukhta were seen. The main new visiters have been
the Blacks inged Stilt ( H_ir-ier.ee .us hlmantppus ) since September 29
"-- arc still there although* water covers only an acre' now, for
moat -" the time thu.ro have been frorj 50 100 of them so the feeding
mustnavc suited then. Another bird to turn up in ;:\at numbers was
the Little Ringed Plover (Charadrius ucius ) \ at bir.es there must
have been up to JO feeding

-
on the dime mudflats, vhen il ncd they

n to join up into a fair sized flock and have a jr.es turn cf
speed and turn or land at "r> "it speed also.

Other unusual visitors have boon ? Black Ibis but they stayed only
two days. Spoonbills have corao occasionally usually f cr fi but once
22 j,cre seen, Cn December 23 and 2l> six Redshanks were seen are I
wish they had stopped longer J they scorn to stay very close together
when feeding, and choir movements are very quick*

Two Ruddy Sholdrakt or Brahminy Duck were seen on Elovenbcr 11th and
were seen off and on till December 3, One 1 an sorry to say was
shot by lees who were really after the Stilts J 1 But they were very
foolish birds and 1 Idled -.hen:; very near the road passing ever the
bund; three times I and a fri_nd put anon up so that they went a
little further away. They 'an loeidedly uncommon in these parts, I
found no one who had ; en them before ana Phythian-AdamS in his
notes on birds shot •round I'ysore City notes only 0.1 in '11 the
years he was there (see j:, Bombay ret. Hist. Sec , 1%Q).

Also on this tank were the Little Stint, S'aidev-. -, ei I can
never differentiate one from the other, but they ..- not in any
very ^reat numbers.

In normal years the stork tribe usually raakc an appearance in small
nuiaoers particularly the Opcnbillcd Stork but they hav< not been
seen this year, no dcubt conditions are not favourab! for their
type of food?

On account of the failure of the ;!» .'» and KL. monsoons "hot weather
conditions'' set in early in November, grass was brown and the
- ^ a r,..;j'-. i.luc h higher than normal for the time of year. This no
doubt f.& .: a diff rencc to- the insect world so shat the number c£
wagtails, roll< rs

i
bee-caters, decreased J then after some rain

towards the end oi November and early December they returned for 0.

short period but r,cr.- things arc drying up again they have decreased,
I think they probably only move en into the Malnad nroper where in
the forests the insect life can survive better than in" the T IIaidan T

Country?

Under normal climatic conditions we should net get rain till March-
April, thunder showers that will give green grass one-, again for
the cattle and may give enough water to co\ ,.r the beds of th. tanks
but before they can fill up properly will not be before the end of
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June and mor\. likely July? Pity the poor Ryot who deserves all

the sympathy the townsfold can give htm; it is net his fault

there is a shortage.! of foodl

Review

SIRDS OF HEATH *ND MARSHLAND,
Illustrations by 5. Dcmartini
A. Dcnosova, London 196j> - Spring

and BIRDS OF FIELD AND FOREST*
'cxt by 0. Stcpanuk, Trans, by
3coks.

Uc are by now accustom* d to sec magnificently re

illustrated bird books which Be era to show th
'uced and
. painting and

printing of bird picture' has reached the ultiiuutc perfection.
The two volumes under rcvicv; have been print: i in Czechoslovakia
orosunably because- of printing costs. The quality of the paper,

the reproduction of the coloured paintings, and the typography
are all superb.

Doth the books are largish, but not too big to stand upright in

a bookcase* Each vclurnc is more than an inch thick, although

there are not more than about 130 pages. There is a full-page
illustration of one species on every page, facing a page of text

which describes the bird. The paintings are clear and accurate,
placed on the flat white -round cf the page, and "ithout any

distracting "environment", Mr. Dcraartini's style of painting
birds gives them a very realistic .soft"feathered texture, so

that ore can almost feel the bird's warm body*

The first volume, BIRDS OF FIELD AND FOREST describes rr.cst of

the commoner passerines of Europe while the second describes
what the author calls "game birds" in which he includes all the

species which could possibly be included under that title, Thc^

short descriptions which accompany each pa intin™ arc businesslike
but the author's inner feelings are revealed in th< long
introduction to each volume. The introduction is heavily slanted
for 'the author is shown to be a passionate conservationist
an;:ious to protect birds from the gun as well as from thoughtless
people who destroy habitats and nesting sites, re cannot have
too" much of this kind of publicity in India, and if the books
were not worth possessing for any ether reason, they would be
worth having for the genuine love and affection which the
autihor so obviously bears for his subjects.

(L,F,)

MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING OF
THE "BIRDWATCHERS' FIELD CLUB OF INDIA

The Annual General Meeting of the Birdwatchers* Field Club of

India was held at the residence of Mr, Zafar Futehally, Juhu

Lane, Andhcri, at 5,00 p.m. .on 15th January 1966.

The following were present:

-r.

Dr. Salim Ali
Dr. j>..K* Joshc-o
Mrs. K, Sethi
Mrs, K, Choksi
Mr. V* Udaya Shankar Rac
Mr. h, Scthna
Mr. It.M. Sett
!ir, J,K, Sett
Mr, s.v. Nilakanta

Mr, D.A. Palkhiwnlla
Capt* M.P. Bhandarkar
:;iss Shana Futehally
Mrs* L, Futehally
Mr". M.F, Bhandarkar
Mr, 0. Rilsson
Mrs, Sylvia rlilsson

Mr. Ved Sethi
Mr. Zafar Futehally
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PROCEEDINGS

1, Dr. Salin Ali was elected Chairman of tl^e :.
:

. ;.

2. The minutes oi
' 1-st Annual General tin ,

circulated
" itli newsletter of January 1965* vcrc r:.no nd cor

;

.:cd.

3.. The Hen. Secret ry e ve a general rcnort aahut the. vork of

the elub during 196$. He said that th< nurb;.r oi .
rontnbutors to

eh, [-Jew aletter "as intr is ins, and read out th« lolloping list

oi tEcT persons, v:ho had •:... nt in articles, rcvicv&, or letters

for publication. •

Rev, A. Navarro, S.J, Kr. D v*. !jol...i.a

Ilr. Josenh Georg hr. Uaay ah-r.kar Rac

Br. Aran* Tyab; i Master V. 73
.

jr. 3,V, Kilakanta Mr. J. 3. - v
Dr. N, '.Cusa Dr. Miss a.

;.r. 5, J. Jayakar Mr. S.K. M -v-.s

Mr, R.A.S. Melluish Mrs, J at, 1 ato

Miss Phyllis Barclay 3r;ieh Hiss Miriam Brown

Ir. V.U, kelkar Mr. Hiss in Esikitl

r»- J.C. '..right Mrs, Usha B^n^uli

Mr. J.::, McKilvie ..r. ^.^, Saha

Mrs, Laeec Futc-hally Mr. r.D.-J. Erskmc-Crum
Major A.David Mr. L.a, Hill

Frcf, K.K. Ncelakantan Capt, J.C, lahanti

Mr. R,N, Ghatteriec Kr. Wandp.ni-.ilakr-.nta

ir, k. Kanu Nair Mr. 7. J. Roberts

i_r. I.K, Mahavan Mrs. Maureen Thorn

Mr. Zafar Futchally Dr. H, Spun .-ay

Mr. T.V, J esc Mrs. J.C, iher

Dr. Zl.L. Fleming Mr. CM', 3anblc
, r, i. irucsh - Pal Singh R.S, Dharmakumarsinhji

Mrs. Leela Nilakantu Mr, Pratap Singh
K,S, Lavkuc.. r Mr. F .'..

. Soman

Vital statistics: i+6 contributors; foreigners: 16; norc than one

contribution : 16

It 5,-as nce^d chat 16 of a had sunt in moi than one contribu-

tion, indicating their serious interest ir. the Hews letter . Out

ox the 46 contributors, 16 vcrc Englishmen n- 'm.n, • he

continued to be the keenest subscribers.

The Hon.-r ,ry Secretary requested members to s id in .'••.ore review

rnd ex racts of articles from other natural history journals, I

was necessary to publish nore facts about th; ornithological vo
bcii-ig; carrici out in the various parts of the '.;orld, r'.nd this

would only be possible if members sent in information of this

type,

.?.; ~ardin.£ the expenditure from the break up of accounts submitt

it aas notee1 that the total expense for the • ir ""-- Rs 2,183.
;":... r.u..b...r c± cccia.s sent cut monthly varied bo a certain cxtor

ant in December I965, 375 copies vorc sent. Since there were
mly about 200 members who had subscribed, the^ was a deficit
of about lis 1000/- which the Hen, Secretary agreed to meet.

It was. however, decided that during the current year, the

coir.Dlimentary list vould be cut down, so that chore vas a smalJ

deficit, and every attempt vould be uadc to collect subscriptK
fron everyone receiving the :a.vs letter .

The total amount in the current account opened for the Nojslct-

was R3496.79 on lit.,l #1966 t
• . . . S-£
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It was decided that no separate office bearers of the Club were
necessary

, and the members of the Editorial Board of the Jicvg letter
could act as Regional Secretaries for their respective areas, —

Mrs, L. Nilakanta and Mr. Zafar Futehally were respectively
elected as Hon. Treasurer and Hon. Secretary of t] I Club, Dr.
Salim Ali was cl. cted as Chairman*

The following were rl ctcd as members of the Editorial Board of
the Newsletter for Birdwatchers*

1. Dr. Salim Ali, D.Sc., F.N.I,
33 Pali Hill, Bombay 50

3. Capt* NtS. Tyabji
Gujarat Refinery Project Camp
Baroda

5, Mrs, Jamal Ara
North Office Para, Doranda
Hir.oo p,o, ,Ranchi, Bihar

2. K,3» Lavkui^ar
RajkUnar C o 1 1 . go , Raj kot

4. Mrs, Usha G- nguli
10 Cavalry Lines
Delhi 7

6. Dr» Bis'"ai;ioy Biswas
Indian Musev.D,
Zoological Survey of Indfe
Calcutta

o. $r; R,A;S. Ilciiuish
Oxford University Press
Mount Rone., farinas

10, Mr* Zafar Futehally
Editor
Juhu Lane, Andhcri
Bombay $8

The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to thu Chair.

1

i

7» Prof. K.K, Neelakantan
University College
Trlvandrura, Kerala

9. Capt. M-.P, Bhandarkar
Santacruz, Bombay

CORRESPONDENCE

-• '

Mushroom and the liulbul

Sor.ie time back I reported in ~he
Taiabaram eat the petals of Certain
something more interesting to report,
November

Newsletter that bulbuls at
Lowers* This tir.ie I have
During tli ihird week of

I saw a ..hitebrcved Bulbul flying fro:.! fch-t ground with
and oranse coloured substance in its beak. On clc-s r examination
I found a ^roup of mushrooms at the precise sr>ot iron which the
bird had flown away. A few bits were missing iron these mushrooms
and it is nost likely that the bulbul was intcruptod while eating
the mushroons. The mushroom is golden yellow or orangish in
colour and has a funnel-shaped cap. It belongs to the genus
Cantrharellus all the species of -which are said to be 'edible'.
owonTon m nis FUNGI AND HOW TO KNOVJ TREK lists several insects,
slugs, snails and several mammals as feeding on mushrooms. Birds
however are not included in the list. On the other hand, he points
out that birds which oat thesa insects and snails, indirectly
assist in the distribution of the. spores of the mushrooms, thereby
introducing the Continental species of mushrooms into Britain.

Gift Siromoney
. Madras Christian College

Tambaram, I.p.dras 59—— * * # *

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32-A Juhu Lane
Andhcri, Bombay 58
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THE BIRDS. OP EAERAMGA .(BHUTAN

)

By

Zafar Futehally

The Kins of Bhutan has asked Dr. Salim All to undertake a aurvey of

the birds of his country and to write a book about them on the same

general line., as his 'Birds »t Sikkim'. The survey is now in progress

and T had the good luck "f being with the survey party from the 30th

January to the 10th February. It was with reluctance that I came away

to continue the process of earning my living.

Bhutan is an independent state in the Astern Himalayas bordered by

Sikkim, the Cfcamb Valley, and the district Barjec ling on the .est

and Kefa on the East. To the North lies Tibet, and to the South the

Goalpara, Kamrup, and Jalpaiguri districts of Assam. It is roughly

26 to 28 degrees North and 88 to 91 degrees ^ast. The country consists

of extremely steep mountain rr-nges running mainly Fast to '.est and

there are at present three roads running North to South through the

country. All these roads are being constructed by Dantak, the ^oject

of the Border Roads Organisation of the Government *f India, which
. . . £



which is concerned with road making in this area. At the moment the

Bird Survey work is being carried out in the Eastern part of Bhutan,

along the road going from Darranga to Tashigong, rJarranga is at a

height of 22C U from ocaifl level and Tashigong about 185 K.F. away,

is at a height of 103C T
: and ir l.z tween the road crosses ar^as us

high as 2730 M„

Before joining the party in Bhutan T spent a ccupl-t of days with

Mr. E.P. Gee, in Shillong. As is well known, ho is new a distinguish-

ed honorary worker ir. the cause of nature preservation in this country

and his h<"rae 'Evergreen Cottage 1 has become a place of pilgrimage for

like-minded people from all parte of the world. His orchid collection

is famous, and he has acquired an intimate knewledge of the require-

ment of each species of plant, so that he can cake then bloom to their

maximum glory. Orchids are apparently very choosey about their host

plants which is- strange considering that they are merely epiphytic.

Bauhtnia variegata and large stroemia arc satisfactory hosts. The orchids

are tied to the tree in a poijiiion as similar as possible to the one in

which they were before being plucked from the forest. Nature, after all,

is the best guide and the way sunlight strikes the flower ic. all import-

ant. Apart from orchids, 'Evergreen Cottage' has lovely trees, all

carefully ptfsition<~d to get the best possible effect. Ppper Shillong

is about 2500 T.1 high and the main threes here are Pines (pinus Insularis).

?here are also some deodhars and cypruses*

In spite of the thickly wooded hills, bird life is conspicuous by its

absence. Luring the two days ' was there T saw only the Scarlet ITtnivet,

Southern Yellow Cheeked Tits {black crests with black line down their

throats) Blackheaded sibias, '"hlte eyes, Ashy dror.gos, crows, (with

very deep voices) Himalayan Wiistling Thrushes and Bedvented Bulbuls.

Apparently there is a great deal of netting and killing going on here.

On my way up by taxi from Gauhati T saw a man with a catapult carrying

a freshly killed: Bronze-winged Dove, and talks with the locals indi-

cated that they considered birds primarily as an article of food.

On 30th January, I arrived at Ranglya Ely. station to meet the survey

party. Bangiya is the nearest railway station to Bhutan, and from

-here onwards all the movement was by jeep. Between Rangiya and Barrar.ga

a distance of nearly thirty mile a, there- were several Pcmbax and Ery-

thrina trees, which were in blocm, and they were inhabited by many

flower and nectar eating bird;-. Apparently ir. these parts birds are

not molested and killed, which was a pleasant change from the situation

in the Khasi hills { Shillong) less than a hundred miles away. Every

few hundred yards in the wet fields? by the side of the road there

were solitary Lesser Adjutant Storks, suggesting that each bird had

acquired a particular territory for itself. We also saw several Brown

Shrikes (migrants) which appear to be the only species of shrike found

here. The piercing and far-carrying call of a Crested Serpent Eagle

from a telegraph. pol« was exciting and familiar although, as Salim Ali

pointed out it was of a different race from the ones we see in Pcmbay.

The Bhutan Administration had made excellent bundobast for us r-r\<\ we

were soon happily settled in the Guest .Rouse at "torranga. T shall

always remembCT Darranga for the two striking Flame of the Forest

trees in the compound of the Guest House, and the equally attractive

birds which flocked to them.

Rosebreasted parakeets were constantly arcund these trees. The calls

of these birds are much deeper and less shrill than these of the para-

keets at home and have a certain duck-like quality about them 'KATI KAN

KAN'. There were als* quite a few Large Spider Hunters, small birds

with an enormously big Curved bill. They seemed'to me to be a good

dimunitive replica *f a curlew. The colour -3 also similar, "hey have

a shrill chattering call and we came across them in many localities.

They are extremely active and seem intent on getting all the nectar

from the flowers before the others have had a drink. We shot a speci-

men at Deothang and when the dead bird was held by its legs, beak
,.;-f^v,n A/\\ir*s rt^"s + a a lnrirn rnarti tv fvf OOl m IT"! P e-.fi, n^ftar tr.lCkl ed



down. I had a sip, and it was as sweet as sugar. Then there were the

Goldfronted Chlorrpsis, which keep up an endless chatter and imitate

to perfection other bird calls. Tbey are also very aggresively dis-

posed towardg other birds. They do not believe in co-existence and

insist on driving away other birds which cone to the same branch or

even to the same tree, "here were Bluethroated Barbets (megalaima

Asiatics) with crimson red foreheads and the large Green Earbets

calling at all hours of the day. Grey Headed iiynas, Cellared Bushchats

Brown Shrikes, and Chestnut bellied llutbatches, could all be watched

without trouble.

The rook of the guest house, sending our interest in viewing new vari-

eties nf birds, came upto us after dinner and said, wo would probably

consider hiin mad but every naming a two headed b 3 rd cair.e to the Flame

of the Forest tree and plucked the flowers alternately with both its

beaks on either side of the body. It, Salim Ali offered him R^OO/-.

in cash ar.d world fame if the bird was shown to him next morning, ihe

next morning alas is his 'TAKDIR' was bad and r.he bird did not come.

A boulder strewn stream meanders around 3*rranga and we were excited

bv what we saw along the stream and in the adjoining forested tracks.

Apart from the brids mentioned we saw Black Partridge {?), I?rnn2e Drongo,

Black Drongo, Hair-Crested Drongo, lesser Sacket-tailed Drongo (the

rackets are more elongated yet smaller than the ones on the Racket

tails nf Bombay), Sham., I^ra, .hitecapped Redstart, Plunberous Redstart,

Blythe Pock Thrush, White Wagtail, Oreen Sandpiper, Whit* throated

Kingfisher, Magpie Robin, Vhitebacked vulture, Redvcnted Sulbul, Ped-

whiskered Bulbul, Pond Heron, Tailor Bird, Barred Jungle Owlet (onlr-

heard its call fee kulc, tec kukj ta-o kuk
"

-
1 »

Himalayan Pied Xingfii

Red eared Pufouc V^dpceFcr'r "£3iySaEked Shrike, Spatted rorktaii,

Striated Munia, and Greyheaded Flycatcher.

I would particularly like to comment on two species of Fantuil fly-

catchers, which were v- ry crtmmra hero and which we hnd the opportunity

of seeing at cl^se quarters, the Yellowbellied Fantail Flycatcher, and

the White throated Ptantail Flycatcher. True to their genus the birds

kept returning to the same perch after working sallies after winged

prey, so that they could be observed for long period 3. The "hitethroated

bird is very much like the V-hitespottcd one in Bombay, except that it

is darker and has only one whit- line at its throat. Its cr.ll is not.-

is sharp and neat as that of the other species and it seemed to be less

sprv than albogulnrls. Nevertheless it is a delightful bird, and its

presence gave the forest a dainty quality. The other bird, equally

agile, restless, and confiding, was the Yellowbellied species, which

was one of the few birds I managed to photograph. Unfortunately, it

is always on the outskirts «f thick bush rnd scrub and The tiny bird is

lost among the tangled background.

At Dnrmnga, which is wily at a height of 250 M above sea level, both

thr House Sparrow and the Tree Sparrow were present. Higher up at

Decthong 1100 M (formerly kn«wn as Diwangiri) only the Tree Sparrow

was prese-nt. The steady and definite change in the species of birds

at different levels of the Himalayas is an exciting feature of bird-

watching in these parts. One advantage of being with Falim Ali is

that every bird can be identified accurately, and all rclevent taxo-

nomical and ecological facts about it are available to the enquirer.

Without this information mere watching would be much less ieamngful.

Below the tall trees of the forests at Eorranga the undergrowth mainly

consists of a shrub called EDPHETOHTJM. This is rather lantana like in

appearance but it is actually a competitor of the lantana. Wo Iantana

grows in these parts. Unfortunately, unlike lantana, Euphetorum pro-

duces no berries for birds, so that opnrt from providing cover it is

not much use from the avian point of view. However, it is a very

domineering sort of plant, and has extended its influence very effect-

ively over the Eastern Himalayan region.

****** *-»¥•** * J" * * * * s ****»



BIRDS OF JTMU ST/AMP

By

3.V. Nilakanta

Bombay city as we know it today was at one tirse verny small islands -

separated by the sea which has a rise ar.d fall of nearly sixteen feet
during spring tides. Most of these islands have been joined together
by the process of silting and also by dumping city refuse* In many
places the flight fcr living space has been so great that this reclama-
tion seems to have beer, done without paying due attention to natural
drainage, with the result -that in the rainy season, water collects in
low-lying areas and crei drain out only when the tide ebbs. These fiords
are not un common.

During such floods, Juhu can be recognized as a separate island lying
to the est of Santa Cruz and Vile:- Parle. The main access to Juhu is by
a causeway from Santa Cruz, There is a small swm p tr the north of this
causeway and a much larger one to the south* The low area north of the
causeway ebbs and flonds through anarrow culvert. The vegetation of this
part is stunted. There are also several acres of dirty mud which harbours
several small waders as well as the ever present Fend Kerens. It is
worth one's while to stand on this road somewhere near the Lido cinema
and watch little Egrets or one lone Reef Heron stalk mud skippers. There,
at time, may be seen hundreds of these amphibians waiting to be caught.
At other times there is toe much water for waders and we may see cormor-
ants or Cocts,

The swamp to the south of the road is thick with vegetation, aid birds,
if any, cannct^he spotted. This part ef the swoap drains into the fast
flowing Danda creek, which effectively cuts off .Juhu from Bandra.

Although the main causeway remains the bus route 'and the usual access to
the southern extremity of Juhu, further land crnncctior. is provided by
the Juhu aerodrome which is .just a flat md not very broad field joining
Vile Parle to Juhu. Till two years ago alhost free access tr this air-
field was available, the field being used only for amateur flying.
Recently, however, strong fences have- been erected as security measures.
The south-m fence of the airfield is the northern boundary of the swamp,
described m the previous paragraphs, nn this boundary may be ser-n vast
numbers of wagtails, Grey, Yellow, and Shite Wagtails can be compared at
close range fcr identification signs. Hinged -Plovers and Kentish Plover
can also be seen though the latter are very abundant or. the sa-.dy beach
of Juhu sea shore. This boundary is difficult of access ard rot recomme:
for birdwatching.

The northern fence of the airfield is the southern boundary of yet anotherswmp which stretches from Vile Parle to Juhu in the east-west direction.
naay access is provided by anew road running* along the northern boundary
of the swamp aG well as from lanes between newly oonstructed houses in
Juhu.

This swaap has not vegetation, is a salt water marsh and its bottom is
just oozy mud which dries and cakes on its fringes. On the caked mud may
be seen White Wagtails, little Indian Skylarks and difficult to identity
pipits. There is a short belt of rather dry grass on which Elackbellied'
Pinch larks glem seeds. Further on ore the fence posts of now constructions
on which sit Rufousb7,cked Shrikes and an odd Blue Rock Thrush, But it is
the actual water of the swamp which teems with birds and holds cur attention.

The waders in the swap water can be graded according to height or rather
according to length of legs and thus they do-ploy themselves. The shortest
feed in the shallow edges and the tallest stand farther away in deeper
water, Since we are not able to judge distances very well, especiallywhen lcoking through field glasses, the far away birds look snail. Fortunately

there are large numbers of Blackwinged Stilts and Pond Herons everywhere
and comparison with these can give a reasonable indication of size. A

Plovers
ach
mmended



little caution has to be exercised in judging the size of pond herons
"

% which can crouch into small brown bundles or stretch their long rubber
necks straight upwards.

The smaller waders make up for their size by being present in larger
numbers. Thus, the Little Stint becomes noticeable, especially as flocks
of hundred or mere birds take off for no apparent reason and fly?

skimming over the water in unison. The whole flock disappears and
reappears depending on whether they show their brown back or their
white undersides as they bank arri turn. After flying all over the place,
they settle down sone tire s in a different place and sometimes back in
their original place and start feeding at once.

Numbers of V/ood Saidpipers may be seen feeding in the foreground. The
very similar but much larger Greenshank can be recognized at orce by
its size and by its relatively longer legs. We have to wait and see one
of the Wood Sandpipers fly to notice the white rump and brownish tail.
Occasionally, one of them flies and shows a dazzlingly white rump ard
whiter tail. This is a Green- Sandpiper.

The sore what unsoiciable Common Sandpiper may be seen feeding, quietly
by itself, some distance away fromother birds. If we wait and watch till
the bird flies, it will enable us to identify it positively by its
whitish wing bar ard brown rump. This bird holds out its wings in a
peculiarly stiff attitude and beats its wings in very short strokes.
Once this is noticed, it cai not be forgotten.

Redshanks are easily identified by the colour of their legs. It is a
good thing to position ourselves with the sun behind us so that the birds
are properly illuminated and also to avoid too much glare from the
water. Otherwise, it is not possible -t^-sso all the delicate shades of
colour in all these essentially brown and white birds.

In the great distance we may see three or four Large Fgrets. These are
available throughout the year. On some days we may see a few Grey Herons.
At that distance it becomes impossible to judge size but the slow and
majestic wing beats distinguish it from a closer Reef Heron,

On one occasion, we have seen Whimbrels or were they Curlews? They were
too far off to distinguish dark crown stripes, present in Whimbrels aid
absent in Curlews.

On more than one occasion we have seen the" "beautiful avocets. Once, when
the tide had flooded the swanp, the avocets were swimming like ducks.

One day, while watching this panorama, there was a sudden commotion.AU
the birds with the exception of the largest rose up although no gun was
discharged and there had been no sudden noise. I looked skywards for the
reason while the birds flew helter skelter at. top peed. The reason
appeared in the shape of a Marsh Harrier (female) which caire down in a
swooping glide but went onwards without p.ickingn,up anything.

There are usually numerous Heuse Crows, which sometice s chase the smaller
birds. In this season, when there are so many winter visitors, one -just
doesn't take much notice of Redwattled Lapwings and Kites and such.

XXX X X*X-## **-*«.jtj(-«.ju(.**•***-*-*** J
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SOME BIRDS COMMON TO INDIA AND NORTHERN EUROPE

By ;
*

Sven. Nilsson

We have been living in Iran for four years and are now on our third
year in India. Although ornithologists only in a very elementary way
we have had great pleasure in studying to some extent the birdlife in
these countries and compare with that of our homeland Sweden.

Some birds are obviously very well equipped for life in various environ-
m?nts which differ considerably as to climatic and other conditions. I

am not ep much thinking of migrart birds for which their normal cycles
of life may take them from the tropics to the Arctic and back again
every year. But of our common birds, e.g. the house sparrow (Passer
domesticus ) is found over most of Eurasia and seems to be equally able
to survive a Scandinavian winter as ai Indian sumis r.

One of the common crows in India, the house crow, Ccrvus splerfl ens ,

appears to be very similar in its plumage to that of most of Eurasia,
Corvus cornix. A layman would suggest the differerc es to-be only that
of races, but the books say something different, Corvus cornix is common
from the River Elbe to the Jenisei an d the common crow of Iran, but
definitely a different spgcimen than Corvus splendeaas.

The black Indian crow (Corvus macrorhynchos ) on the other hand, is in
India taking the place of the raven (Corvus corax ) , not that of the :

.

blcck crow ofEurope (Corvus corore ). It also looksmore like a raven.
But how has it really been established which of these populations are
races and which are different specimens?

Very interesting is to see the beautiful great shrike (Lanius excubitor )

in India, knowing that in Seden it breeds only in the northern part. In
winter it comes down to southern Sweden. It can then be seen' sitting
on feme poles during the short day at ^o P. looking for food.

Or the little Grebe (Podiceps ruficolljg) , which can sometimes be seen
staying as a rare guest through the winter in Stockholm, swimming in
the narrow water kept free from ice by the strong currents at the
outlet of lake Maelaren.

This particular spot of open water in Stockholm i y a haven for an enor-
mous number of birds in severe winters as the present one. Othespwise
shy birds become quite domesticntud as they are fed by people. The
great number of swans in particular make a spectacular feature in the
centre of the metropolis. Of the birds common to India th<: coot ( Fulica
atra) is always found there.

Another interesting spe.cies is the Lesser Spotted Eagle, which can
although rarely, be seen in Sweden and Iran, which are the northwestern
and southeastern limits of one population, while there is another
population of the same bird breeding in India, It is surprising that
it is not to be found in between. Could dependence on forests be the
explanation?

The kestrel (Falco tinnuneulus ) resident only in south India is a very
common bird in Iran, in breeding season actual ly the bird ofprey most
easily seen in that country. In Sweden it has also been common until
recently, but, alas the mercury treatment of seeds has now almost nade
it extinct. Its primary food, such as field mice eat of the poisoned
seed and become an easy prey in turn transferring of the deadly poison
to the kestrels.

•x-x-***-********* **************** **********



A VAHEY IN THE ORISSA JUNGLE

By

S. K. Reeves

In the June 1965 issue of the Newsletter, in a note entitled "A Valley

£ S OrTssa Jungle", I made some remarks regarding the distribution

or the Srg Grilled Malkoha (Bhopodytes tristis). I ™.**"&*
£ do so by an article written by Mr. L.A. Hill, in the m issue, uzd er

the- same heading.

I am at present reading a book entitled A BIRD _ PHOTOGMPHER IN INDIA

written by that well-known photographer of Indian birds *.H.N. ^er,
aid which was published in 1949 by the Oxford University Press (Indian

branch).

It occurred to me that our readers and Mr. Hill in particular, might te

interested to read what the author has to say (at p. 46) regarding the

status of this bird in the Monbhum District of Bihar. At the time of

writing, the author was stationed at Dhanbad and would appear to have

done a good deal of his bird photography in the Dhanbad sub-division

of the district. It will be observed that, in terms of avian distribu-

tion, Dhanbad is not so very far from Priiposh,

Mr. Lowther writes as follows:

"As long ago as 1862, Jerdon either stated that the large Himalayan

green-billed malkoha occurs or brv^ds in Chota Nagpur ard the northern

Circars, or he thought it did — I an not sure which, as my copy of

'Jerdon- was lent a few years ago to a friend who failed to return it.

But no ornithologist since appears to have tet with this species in

these parts, judging by what 'Old Fauna', lNew. Sauna' , and ' Nidification

have to say in the natter. The first-nacBd quotes Jerdon in support of

the large green-billed malkoha' s occurring in Chota Nagpur, but adds:

'This mods confirmation,' while in 'New Fauna' Stuart Baker observes

'possibly Chota Nagpur and Northern Circars (jerdon)', a statement which

is repeated in 'Nidification' , the relevant volume of which was published

in 1934. It would therefore appear that in spite of the passage of

seventy-eight years Jerdon' s remarks still awaited confirmation in 1940,

when I first published my discovery. It is surprising that .the species

has not been noted from Chota Nagpur in recent years, as it is not only

fairly common (for m unusual bird) in Mhnbhum, in the heavy mixed forest

round the Topchanchi reservoir and the Dolkata nullah, but is found in

the neighbouring district of Hazaribagh. It is, however, a particularly

shy species and frequents forests the ornithologist seldom invades, which

fact probably accounts for its having remained unnoticed so long. A hasty

glimpse of the bird — and this is all that is vouchsafed one as a. rule

— gives the impression of a very large male koel — it is about twenty-

three inches in length, more than half of which is accounted for by the

tail. At close quarters, however, the apple-green bill, with a tinge

of red about the base, and the bare crimson orbital patch, as also the

ashy-green colouring about the head, neck and.. chin, are noticeable.

Sceptics may imagine I am mistaken in 'my identity and that what I saw

was the small green-billed malkoha. Such is not the case. Although I have

not come across the second-named iralkoha , it is not possible to confuse

the two species. The small malkoha is not only considerably smaller (about

15i inches in length) but has the orbital patch cobalt-blue and the

throat feathers forked, which is not the case with the larger bird.

In the Manbhum district the large green-billed malkoha nests during July

and August in heavy jungle, amongst creepers, at aheight of between

fifteen and twenty feet from the ground. I have found eggs as early as

14 July and as late ae 8 August."



NOTES AND COMMENTS

The regional clubs of Rajkot and Roorkee, U.P. , seem .to be doing very-

well. It would be a good policy for other regional editors of the
Newsletter to organize lecture meetings and outings from time to time.

A report received from Dr. Joseph George, Central Building Research
Institute, Roorkee, is reproduced below:

"The membership of the Club during 1965 was twelve which we consider
quite good for a small place like Roorkee. During the year ten field t

trips were organized and the average attendance at these trips was over
50 per cent. Birdwatchers from other parts of the country visiting
Roorkee joined our trips on a few occasiona adding greatly to our
pleasure.

"Mr. Haridutt Vedalankar of Haridwar addressed the Club on "Kalidasa
as a birdwatcher", and fir. K.K. Vaid of Dehra Dun on "Spring in the
Himalayas",

Club members have made a modest beginning in attracting birds to
gardens by installing nestboxes."

CORRESOHDENCE

Birdwatching at Periyar, Kerala

If you want to avoid aholiday at home, no better place to spend it
than Periyar, and no better tine than the winter months — we have just
spent Christmas there.

Facilities for birdwatching are legion but not organ ized. The Hotel
could give no advice. Eventually the Range Officer lent me a guide — to
show me the jungle paths, not to show re birds.' In the three 'days I
saw some 3* varieties, a dozen new to re, got a vicious crick in the
neck from gazing at tree tops, and enjoyed on almost deafening day long
chorus of song and chatter. Unfortunately I neither saw, nor heard, so
far as I an aware, a Malabar Whistling Thrush.

My scorecard shows:

Black Drongo
Velvetfronted Nuthatch (?)
Paradise Flycatcher
Orange Minivet (p)
Grackle (p)
Goldenbacked Woodpecker
Chestnut-headed Bee-eater (p)
Whitebreasted Kingfisher
White backed Vulture
Whitenecked Stork
Paddybirds
Kestrel
Green Pigeon (greyfronted ?)
Small Green Barbet
Roseringed Parakeet
Greyheaded Myna (p)

Grey Wagtail

The Greyheaded Mynais questionable,
in fading dusk.

Rackettailed Drongo (p)
Redwhiskered Bulbul
Common Wood Shrike
Golden Oriole
Large Pied Wagtail
Rufous Woodpecker (f)
Pied Kingfisher
Malabar Grey Hornbill (p)

- Darter
Egrets
Jungle Myna (p)
King Vulture (p)
Large Green Barbet
Coppersmith
Bluewinged Parakeet (p)
Crirasonthroated Barbet

seen in a flock at tree top height..

i^^^L1 Tle
,
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ted ^llowy/red bills and a ruddy patch aroundthe vent, the females absolutely grey all over.

(P) shows my first sighting*



NOTES AND COUNTS

The regional clubs of Rajkot and Roorkee, U.P. , seem .to be doing very-

well. It would be a good policy for other regional editors of the

Newsletter to organize lecture meetings and outings from time to time.

A report received from Dr. Joseph George, Central Building Research
Institute, Roorkee, is reproduced below:

"The membership of the Club during 1965 was twelve which we consider
quite good for a small place like Roorkee. During the year ten field '.

trips were organized and the average attendance at these trips was over
50 per cent. Birdwatchers from other parts of the country visiting
Roorkee joined our trips on a few occasiona adding greatly to our
pleasure.

"Mr. Haridutt Vedalankar of Haridwar addressed the Club on "Kalidasa
as a birdwatcher", and Mr. K.M, Vaid of Dehra Dun on "Spring in the
Himalayas"

•

Club members have made a modest beginning in attracting birds to
gardens by installing nestboxes,"

. '

CORRESONDENCE

Birdwatching at Periyar
?
Kerala

If you want to avoid aholiday at home, no better place to spend it
than Periyar, and no better tine than the winter months — we have just
spent Christmas there.

Facilities for birdwatching are legion but not organized. The Hotel
could give no advice. Eventually the Range Officer lent me a guide — to
show me the jungle paths, not to show ne birds.' In the three days I

saw some 3^ varieties, a dozen new to rne , got a vicious crick in the
neck from gazing at tree tops, and enjoyed on almost deafening day long
chorus of song anJ chatter. Unfortunately I neither saw, nor heard, so
far as I aa aware, a Malabar Whistling Thrush.

My scorecard shows:

Black Drongo
Velvetfronted Nuthatch (p)
Paradise Flycatcher
Orange Minivet (f)
Grackle (f)

Goldenbacked Woodpecker
Chestnut-headed Bee-eater (f)
White breasted Kingfisher
White backed Vulture
Whitenecked Stork
Paddybirds
Kestrel
Green Pigeon (greyfronted ?)
Small Green Barbet
Roseringed Parakeet
Greyheaded Myna (f)

Grey Wagtail

The Greyheaded Mynais questionable, seen in
in fading dusk.

The hornbill male birds had yellowy/red bills and a ruddy patch around
the vent, the females absolutely grey all over.

(F) shows my first sighting-

Rackettailed Drorgo (f)
Redwhiskered Bulbul
Common Wood Shrike
Golden Oriole
large Pied Wagtail
Rufous Woodpecker (f)
Pied Kingfisher
Malabar Grey Hornbill (f)
Darter
Egrets
Jungle Myna (f)
King Vulture (f)
Large Green Barbet
Coppersmith
Bluewinged Parakeet (f)
Crimsonthroated Barbet

flock at tree top height..
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Drought conditions and waterbirds in the Mysore State

The failure of the rains throughout the Mysore State nust have
brought so many waterbirds on a big tank, which I usual ly visit 4-6
times a year between August and February. The place I visit is about
40-60 miles from Chiknagalur district, which consists of 4-6 fairly
big tanks. I first visited those tanks in August 1965 anil found most
of the tanks were drying and on one tank where there was about 3-4 ft.
deep water I saw 12 flar. ingos and about 200 npoonbills and a few
spottedbLlled pelicans.

I visited the same place on 29th December 1965. On a snail tank I saw
for the first time a pair of Ruddy Sheldrake (Brahminy Duck) (as Dr*

*. Salim Ali mentions in his book these ducks are rare to the south of
Mysore), and also saw six painted storks and some shovellers. The other
tanks were completely dry except for the big tank where thousands of
waterbirds of many species corgregp.ted, which is about 250-300 acres
in area. The concentration of so many birds must be due to the failure
of rains and the drying up of almost all the surrounding tanks where
these birds would have been distributed. It was a fascinating sight to

see so many birds on a single tank which includes about 200-300
i» Barheaded Geese, about 20 flamingos, about 2C0 spoonbills, spotbills,

pintails, shovellers, garganey, whistling teal, cotton teal, thousands
of coots, little cormorants, darter (snakebird), grey heron, little
egret, blackwinged stilt, store curlew (in a scrub figld near a tank),
little stint, little ring plover, white ibis 2, black ibis 6, purple
moortien, pond heron and redwattled lapwing.

Again on 10th Jmixiry 1966, I visited the same tank and there were about
40-50 geese and many other waterbirds. When I went on the other side
of the tank, I was very much surprised to see bird-trappers spreading
thousands of srares nr.de out of fishing line on the talk's bcdc, where ~
hundreds of ducks and geese come for resting in the day and night. When

I asked them what they were doing and how many birds they ha.d snared,
they said, that they have come just for fun like myself. After making
friends they slowly started telling that they had snared 1C geese and
many other urwary birds which step into the snares. It seems they are
professional trappers and must have snared hundreds of these lovely
birds which include flamingos, geese, pelicans and maiy ducks. They
said that they also srore Black Buck in the harvesting season. I actually
saw a little stint caught itself by the r.gck in one of the snares as
they had not yet completed spreading the snares. Really it is a great
pity and I felt very sorry that such beautiful and lovely birds are
caught indiscriminately by the hundred in a season, I saw the feathers
around the talk.

The beautiful tank, I suppose could be converted into a Wildfowl
Sanctuary, as so many thousands of birds congregate in the season every
year and if they are protected^ I cm sure many more species of birds
will collect. It will be an excellent and an ideal place for ornitholo-
gists r.TiA lovers of avifauna.

T]hless this indiscriminate snaring and poaching is not stopped, the

future of these lovely and pretty birds and' animals will be in great
danger and very soon they will be wiped out.

Rhalid Ghani

HosahalU Pet p.O.. Chikmaglur. Mysore

s

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newwletter for Birdwatchers
32-A Juhu ^ane, Andheri, Bombay 58-AS
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F-IRD QLAFBELS

By

S«. V. Nilakanta

For the purpose of these observations two types of quarrels are omitted. They

are

1 . Quarrels between predators and prey. This being a serious matter

of life and death, is outside -the scope of mere quarrels and is

also a completely one-sided affair.

2. Quarrels between birds of the sane species. This study is one of

a fascinating nature and involves social relationship, peck

order, selection of mates, nesting sites and such. Observations

. here are of such a wide scope that they have to be omitted.

This leaves us with quarrels between different species and between the birds

and other creatures. Strangely enough, these quarrels seem to be very rew

because birds are not given to logical reasoning or revengeful action.

That is why, perhaps, earlier this year, I saw a Rufousbacked Shrike and a

Blue Rock Thrush sitting on adjoining fence posts on the same building plot.

Every now and then one of them would fly down and grab a locust. It isweii

known that Rufousbacked Shrikes do not tolerate other shrikes poaching on

their territory. They are even able to impale their victims on thoms and

recover them later, much as a dog buries a bone aid recovers it later- Some

unwritten law assures the shrike that the impaled insect will not be stolen

by another shrike. Yet the shrike was not bothered by the thrush.

This tolerant atmosphere does not prevail on top of the tall pipal tree

adjoining my garden. Here, for a few weeks apair of Green Ree-eaters used

to perch and cheer us with their call of tree. ree. ree . It was also a_

pleasure to watch them sal 1 out on rainbow wi.igs and catch invisible insects

in mid air. Now a pair of Black Drongos which own this tree have returned.

The Bee-eaters have vanished.

Although the drongos are not nesting on this tree, they chase away the crows

that hang around on the neighbouring coconut trees. The drongos have built



an invisible fish bowl with their treetcp as the centre. A crow flying into

this region has to apply brakes suddenly and turn away almost as if it has

flown blindly into a glass wall. Failure to do so definitely provokes an

attack.

Drongos remain there and feed till it becomes quite dark. They have no

quarrels with Palm Swifts which hawk for insects at higher levels ani these

in turn have no quarrels with the pipistrelles which become increasingly

numerous as the night comes on.

On the shores of Vihar Lake , however,. I have seen Black Drongos and several

Bee-eaters hawking for insects in company. Probably in such cases the insects

are so numerous that there is plenty for every bird and no need Of quarreling*

The drongos always returned to their own perches after each sally.

The temporary acquisition of a particular perch seems to give birds an almost

human sense, of ownership and possession. In' front of the shipyard where I

work, we have a few mooring buoys for tying up barges. In winter months, at

almost any time we may see a few gulls sitting on the buoys. Both Blackheaded

and Brownheaded Gulls sit on the buoys without quarreling but Herring Gulls

never tolerate the scalier ones- Although they are seen in the company of

smaller gulls they are not at all sociable here. That is, no two Herring

Gulls are close to each other. One daj a Herring Gull vacated the buoy on

which it was sitting and alighted on the water about fifty yards away. The

buoy was immediately occupied by a Brownheaded Gull. The Herring Gull got

off the water with some effort and came back to chase away the Erownheaded

Gull. Even though the Herring Gull went back to the water, it would not

allow any smaller gull to sit on the buoy.

The hedges and drumstick trees at my place harbour a large number of insects.

These are thoroughly nought for by Ashy Wren Warblers, Tailor Birds and in

winter by a Blyth's Reed Warbler. Probably the same insects are eaten by all

the three species which belong to the same subfamily. The Ashy Wren Warbler

often feeds on the ground and seldom ascends to the treetops at a height

of thirty feet or so. The Tailor Bird seldom alights on the ground and

although at times ascends to the coconut trees at fifty feet, most often

feeds at lower levels. The Reed Warbler never descends to the ground and

feeds at higher level, especially en its first arrival in autumn. Although

they constantly talk to birds of their own species, they take no notice of

other birds. (The Reed Warbler constantly makes a tchip, tchip noise although

there is no ether Reed Warbler to hear it.) They are all on good terms with

the Palm Squirrels which give loud warning when a cat comes prowling along.

Suddenly, once a day there is an invasion by a flock of Purple Sunbirds, They

come in a noisy group and are mainly interested in the drumstick trees. They

hang in most fantastic position? from the most precarious leaf tips and

gather tiny insects. They also search all the flowers for nectar arri insects.

They are the only birds that can hang in mid air and pick off their food.

The Tailor Birds resent this invasion. I have seen rude fisticuffs between

a Tailor Bird and a Sunbird where the more agile sunbird definitely won on

points. Often when the sunbirds arc about, the Toiler birds sulk in the

hedges.

I have seen a sunbird pick off a spider from a web in mid air without spoiling

the web. This is something a Tailor Bird cannot do.. Is it possible for a

Tailor Bird to have the human feelings (failings would be more appropriate)

of envy ard jealousy?

Meanwhile, Ashy Wren Warblers and the Blyth's Reed Warbler make the best of

the insects disturbed by the sunbird invasion.

Tailcr Birds caught by me have usually pecked he . Here is another quarrel

between two creatures more removed in size than a whale and I. late one

afternoon, I caught a sunbird, and for want of anything bstter to do, gave

it a half teaspoon of tea, rich in sugar, remaining in my cold teacup in the

-.



Whatever be the reasons for this paucity of marauders among the feathery

tribes, it is possibly an indication of a poor bird population. We did

see a fewof them on several occasions like the Kestrel, Shikra, and the

Tawny Eagle; and on two different occasions we spotted a pair of eagles

soaring high into the heavens so that it was not possible to identify

them with any degree of certainty. But from their shape and pattern of

coloration we presumed that they were one of the two varieties of Pishing

Eagles to be found in this region.

Hovering in the sky we noticed the presence of the Nilgiri House Swallow,

the Whiterumped Swallow, and the Dusky Crag Martin. It was only late in

the evening that we saw a few nightjars. Since at this time of the year

they were not calling, it was not possible to certify their identity,

except on one Or two recasions when we felt certain that they were the

Indian Jungle Nightjar.

It is worth recording that perhaps the best parf of our -stay was the

sight of the beautiful forest through which .the mounted, n train, from

Mettupalaiam wormed its way. -As the train zig-zagged its way up the

hills we looked in rapture at nature in aL 1 her glory and variety. During

our holiday we had scouted for full 12 days the hills and valleys from

Ootacamund to Kottagiri and enjoyed every hour of it. But now we come to

think of it, the picturesque hillsides of the railway track, whose inner

beauty and bird .treasures were closed to us, were one of the best areas

of forest of the Ootacamund region.

HOW TO, WHEN TO, AND WHY WATCH BIRDS

By

K. S. Lavkumar

Reading through the February issue' of the Newsletter , I was drawn to the

article on birdwatching at Ranikhet by my kind and charming friend Sh.

Usha Ganguli, I was struck by three problems:

1 . ' Whieh is the right age to start on the hobby?

2, How should a person new to it make a beginning?

3. In what way can this newly acquired interest be continued, and

just in passing, what is the value of birdwatching to the

person?

In this essay, I wish to take each of these problems and tc try and give

answers to them,

1.. There is no age qualification for starting any new interest in life

and this is true of Natural History and Birdwatching in particular. I

remember as a student, going out with Sh. Usha Ganguli ard she had just

started and knew little about birds. This was fifteen years or so ago.

Well who can visit Delhi now and being a birdwatcher have no need for her

help and advice? A startling ability has been shown by my friend Lalsinh

Raol, who only four years ago recognized no birds beyond the usual gamut

of household hangers on like crow, pigeons,, and sparrows and. the like. Today

he is a birdwatcher with considerable capabilities. In fact our Rajkot

group owes its entire life breath to him. An equally amazing acquisition

of bird knowledge has been revealed by another Rajkotian — Yadav who makes

beautiful bird portraits. It has been my happy privilege of being associated

with these people from the very beginning. "Thus, age has no disqualification

and on the contrary, a mature person possibly makes far more spectacular

progress once he has decidedon taking up any interest.

Quite obviously, in al 1 such cases, a spark of sufficient intensity

has to be set off in initiating the process. Younger people, especially
6
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school age children make willing noviciates and learn rapidly; children
are interested in everything new and especially animal life proves
fascinating and irresistable for small minds. But here, the continuation
of the interest is dependent on encouragement from nlder people — most
of the child naturalists are lost due to lack of interest shown in their
hobby by teachers and parents, and most certainly due to lack of opportunities
to pursue their pastime as also due. to the divergence of interests by more,
compelling demands on their energies.

2. The seeond problem has little to it I expect. To start birdwatching,
I would simply say start looking and noticing birds 4 There are many

around. Get to develop a habit of wishing every bird ycu cone across with
a 'Ah! how do you d*? 1 Follow the important event sof their lives, song,
fights, nuptials, births, deaths, etc. In fart getting to know birds is
like getting to know ones neighbours — after al 1 birds are our neighbours.

If you know all the fan iliar faces around you, then any new core r in the
area will immediately register on you; you greet him and so your number of r

acquaintances increases in ever widening ripples. Watch birds, the common
birds around you, anil also listen to them, because sound is by far the
best method of loacting birds, and new ones at that. To illustrate the
point, while engaging a class in a written test, I allowed my mind to note
all the familiar bird calls, when oil of a sudden I heard a harsh double
note which I had not heard before.' Strolling out of the classroom I noted
a small blue flycatcher in the trees outside ... my first Blacknaped Blue
Flycatcher. This bird is a first for Raj kot and the area. I have since then
been hearing this cal 1 repeatedly through the month suggesting that this
bird is spending the non-breeding months with us.

A stage socn arrives when a need for a good book on birds is felt
and it is then time to acquire one. This book should not be- treated as a
reference volurr,, but one which should be read through, as then we realise
the opportunities of what can be looked for in the area, increasing the
avidity for adding new nai^s to ones life list. Attempts should also be male
to find kindred souls as company for this adds to the pleasure.

The third stage on the way to acquire full status among the birding
set needs a good pair of field glasses. These are a high initial cost but

over the years, they amply repay the expense. A binocular costing Rs*60/-
over ten years of service demands a saving of less than Rs|/- a monthJ In
this manner, birdwatching becomes the cheapest hobby imaginable.

3. The interest in birds shown by young people very often as not is
relegated with increased demands of a norc immediately pressing nature,
however the linger and happier the association young people have with the
outdoors, the less delible will be the impression on their minds. They will
always look around and notice birds. But for active participation, the need
is for organisation of regional clubc, easily available advice and cheaply
procurable literature on the subject. Newspapers in their weakly editions
should be pursuaded to give 'space for local natural history neo, while all
urbane areas should have parks with jungly corners. Quite often as not the
many young bird fanciers are starved of company and guidance till the interest
subsides. In this country, I am disappointed to say that there is little
or no encouragement for younger naturalists and as often as not discouragement
is the first encountered. looking back over the years, I find that my interest
in birds has been a gift of chance and the opportunities my environment by
birth bestowed on me. All are not so favourably placed and with greater
deploying of natural vegetation and expanding of built-up areas, the chances
are getting fewer and fewer. . School programmes, serials in popular picture
weeklies, well laid out parks, small aviaries in public places, exhibitions
of bird subjects by amateur artists, etc. are all in the order of the dty

.

For adults, once the interest is aroused, all he needs is to get
into contact with some kindred soul on! there is little chance for his
interest to flag. With the years, he will find the 'call' of birds and the
great outdoors assooi n.+eri wi+Vi +v>o™ -t^wo-i <~+oM ~
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garden. The sunbird immediately stuck out its long tongue and eagerly sipped

the syrupy tea. The bird was net at all disturbed by being netted or he3d in

hand. There is the contrast in character between the cheerful sunbird and
the brave little Tailor Bird,

Individual birds differ in quarrelsomeness. While some sparrows have nipped

me on being caught othershave lain deceptively docile till I relaxed and

enabled them to make a quick getaway.

On the ground around my house, hoopoes, magpie -robins, and Asby Wren Warblers

may feed without realising that the "other bird" may be depriving them of

their food. But not so with nesting sites.

Opposite my house there are two dead coconut trees. One is about 40 feet in

height and the other about 8" feet. (A coconut tree grave to destruction,;

They are both frondless and have nest holes in the too ten feet. Every year

we are disturbed by the raucous aid varied call of the Ccomon Myna as well as

by the piercing shrieks of Roseringed Parakeets as these two species compote

for these nest holes. As there are more than one pair of each species ±\ would

be interesting to watch to see how the whole wrangle ends-

The holes in the smaller tree are also used by the Spotted Owlets. No qraiveJ- ~.

have been witnessed between the owlets ond other birds except that between

owlets and crows. Owlets caught in bright daylight are relentlessly chased by

crows but both species get on well early morning anJ late in the evening.-,

One day, in Madras, I was watching a pair of Goldenbacked Woodpeckers. C!:~y

were calling each other and tapping tree trunks. All went well until they

started at the base of a tad palm tree and worked upwards in spirals- l'hey

were at once mobbed by a pair of Common Mynas which were nesting in that tree.

Trhe racket made by the mynas brought some . more from the neighbourhood* The

V/oodpeckers were driven off but they also made a lot of noise.

M. * «• *

THE FAUITA CF OOTACAMuTED AT A CIANCE

By

A. Navarro, S.J„

Last year we decided, along with a small party of students, to spend our Octo-

ber holidays in South India. Our budding ornithologists recommended Ootaoemund

a-s an ideal spot for birdwatching. As we -had only 12 days at our disposal, w

determined to limit our activities to the road, that snakes its way from

Ootacamund to Kotagiri. We were fortunate to pitch our headquarters at "Wsoc-

Brook" where the owners of the small tea-estate very kindly allowed us to use

their house.
•

West-Brook is situated almost 6000 ft. above sea level and this gave us D

feeling of being on top of the world and close tc the pure air of heaven —
an ideal spot bor birdwatching. In front of the estate was a largo, deeply

forested and verdant valley with tea plantation, groves and several patches

of eucalyptus. The valley was veined by small sholas, with an intricate networ.;

of brooks and rivulets from the surrounding hills — all of which gave us a

sense of living in the neighbourhood of eternity.

As the weather at this time of the year was crfcp*and invigorating we found

jsk our way up and down the valley easy aid unfatiguing. The hills to the rear

of West-Brook were mostly covered with young plantations of eucalyptus trees

and interspersed with tea shrubs in colourful gardens.

Prom the information we received locally we came to the conclusion that fcr

practically the last fifty years, except* for the topography of the region,

vast and radical changes had been taking place. The tea plantations and the

overgrowth of eucalyptus have, to a large extent, replaced the exuberant an-

homogenous feature of the forest so typical o^ the region.
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Now ecology and environment are the main factors that favour prosperous
birdlife. Even when birds possess a high degree of adaptability to fit
themselves to a new environment, it is the time factor and eventual
circumstances that may force them to adapt themselves; but even in this
case, it is always on the proviso that between the different environments
in which they find themselves, there will aways be a certain propprtion
of affinity to each. Many ornithologists are of the opinion that climatic
conditions with various altitudes play an important rcle here; but this

fact, in my view, will not enjoy its full value unless it maintains its own

typical flora.

But, here at Ootacamund it turned out to be just the reverse. And why?

Obviously, because the eucalyptus trees and the tea plantations do not afford

birds either shelter or food. In other words, birds in such a locality are

deprived of that shelter and that sense of security which an exuberant aid

luxuriant forest quite patently offers them. As regards food it should be

plain that homogenous vegetation will provide "them with food, not only in

abundance but of sufficient variety to satisfy the requirements of specific

diets in certain species.

Under such circumstances we saw that birdlife, once so superbly flourishing

and plentiful in this region of Ootacamund, was at present rather on the

decline, not only in variety but in numbers as well. We therefore limited

our excursions to the sholas in the beginning. We found the sholas to be

rather small end rather distant from one another; in fact, they were almost

devoid of birdlife, with hardly a flight of multicoloured denizens to greet

our eyes. However, we found a few of them still so thickly covered with

vegetation as to be almost impenetrable in some parts. This gave us an idea

of what that forest might have been in days long past, before their present

denuded condition.

But all was not despair. Along the brooks and rivulets we came across many

of the common birds such as bulbul s, babblers , warblers , flycatchers, shrikes,

wagtails, and a few Tringas, The slopes of the hills that had not yet

fallen under the tyranny of the cultivator were still covered with a light

sweep of forest, more or less of bushes and medium-sized trees with plenty

of undergrowth. Strangely enough, here were more birds to be seen than else-

where.

Besides the common varieties we found chats, thrushes, woodpeckers, munias,

bee-eaters, drongos er»w-pheasai ts, doves, quails, sunbirds, barbets, parnbts,

laughing thrushes, and minivets. On the more open countryside we met larks,

pipits and wagtails. We also entered some patches of reserved forest. Here

we fourd the Black Bulbuls, Microcelis psaroides — in large numbers. Then

the Velvetfronted Nuthateh and the White-eye were also very numerous. We saw

the Yellow and White Brewed Bulbul; the Indian Grey Tit, the Chlcropsis, the

hornbills, and few owls and a fair number of flycatchers. The most common

flycatcher was the ubiquitous 'Ah ite-spotted Fantail Flycatcher which was

found on every kind of haunt. As for the Nilgiri laughing Thrushes, we saw

hurricanes of them gliding through the reserves and their neighbourhood as

well as in the scrap ever-glades. We were fortunate to see a few green

pigeons here 5 but the most eommon pigeon was the Nilgiri Wood Pigeon ,

Columba elphinston^. The Jungle Wildcock, true to its name, cay apparently

only be seen on the re. serve

s

#

But only once did we behold the Eourdillon's Great-eared Nightjar. On two

other occasions and separately, we saw the Wood Cock. These two birds, with

the addition of a gl»rjjus quintette: Bourdillon's Blackbird, the Nilgiri

laughing Thrush, the BJ^fk and Grange Flycatcher, the Nilgiri Verditer

Flycatcher and the Little S*4y-bellied Woodpecker, we the most interesting

and scienttifically satisfying bArds we encountered during these, holidays.

What the odour of lilacs in a New England spring or the scent of orange

groves in Valencia would be t#a poet, the sight of these exquisite and

breath-taking birds were te us#

Against this background of beauty, we noticed the scarcity of birds of prey.

...... 5



Coining to the question of "Why watch birds?" there is first one
answer: "Why do anything?". Birds delight the aesthetic susceptibilities
of men: their beauty St form, -colour and notion are a joy to watch. The
problems of their vigorous lives are a challenge to human intelligence.
Birdwatching leads aperson into varieties of activities by virtue of its
many facets — art, scientific query, photography, aviculture, and an
outdoor life of the most strenuous type, morning walks, cheerful picnics,
fowling, etc. Pew hobbies then are more complete, more satisfying for
people of all ages, bridging gaps between ages anfi rations. Prom the
utilitarian view, birds are closely linked with pest control. They destroy
vast quantities of insects and rodents, but at times they pilfer" crops to

the momentary annoyance of cultivators. Yet, on the balance they are by
far the vivacious friends of man sharing his unique home the Earth.

* * * *

OCCURRENCE OP THE NIGHT HERON FYCTICORAX N. NYCTICORAX
(LINN.) AT ERNAKULAM, KERAIA

By

N.G. Filial

According to the Ornithology of Trovancore & Cochin (j. Bombay nat. Hist.
Soe.Vol, 39:59«) and the BIRDS OP TRAVAMCORE AND COCHIN (p. 416) the night
heron is neither common, nor is there any record of its breeding in this
area. Hence, this note on a nesting colony of these birds at Ernakulam may
be of interest to your readers.

Nesting is in progress at the time of writing this. The birds are established
on q se»pent grove standing in xpxx a private compound, in frort of the
Ravipuron temple, a well-known Hindu shrine at the southern end of Ernakulam.
The temple faces the harbour and is hardly three-quarters of amile from the
waterfront. The grove, almost on the bend of the road which cuts the 70
foot highway, a few yards to the west, is a tangle of trees like the Alstonia ,

Holigarna and Artocarpus and various bushes , festooned with creepers and
hardy climbers. The tallest nncng the trees is the' Alstonia, whose crown must
be about 50-60 ft. from the ground.

The birds greeted me with a wild cacophony on the morning of the 22nd February,
when I walked up in the direction of the temple. They seemed agitated and my
feeling was that they were wrangling for favoured perches as they settled down
for the day. Just then ono bird after an otter arrived and landed on the clump

with nesting material in its beak and disappeared into the depths of the
foliage — which proclaimed that the n osttftg • season was on.

Roughly, there ray be about 4*-5* birds in the colony, made up of black-capped,
black-backed adults and brown-blotched juveniles. No other species was

noticed in this company. Among the adults, some had red feet and others
yellow. ones. The legs of the young birds were a greenish yellow. In carriage
and ra rkings

, these juvenilesre minded one of a curlew, especially when they
rested on an exposed woody branch. The calls were a confusion of creaks and
croaks, snorts and chuckles, wild shrieks and throaty protests. Amidst this din
was an incessant chitz, chitz coming from the depths of the tmgle. The leaves
of the clump are covered by a white smear with the excrement of the birds
and on 16.iii.l966 when I walkedpast the grove, the odour was quite powerful.

•The birds foraged for nest material, not only in the grove itself, but from
trees in the neighbourhood, particularly were a POlyalthja and a mango, standing
on the bank of the temple tank nearby. The process of gathering the material
was leisurely. The birds would settle on ore of the' smaller branches and tug
and pull, first at one twig and then at ai- other, with apparently no judgement
about its strength or distance from the perch and quite often they would be
thrown off balance. If successful, they flew back immediately to the grove. On
the 19th I found them visiting an ancient mango tree weighted with Loranthus

nearly half a mile away. Birds c^sae and went from this tree in a regular stream.

Both red-legged and yelloW'J.egged individuals were seen to carry twigs to the

• « • • 8



nesting site. The nests all seen well hidden in the foliage.

It was last year that I care across these birds at Emakulan for the first
tine on 2.iv, 1965 to be exact, at the sane serpent grove. There were then
about 20-30 birds, copose-d of adults .and young, which remained- at this spot
till 23,vi.1965. No nesting activity was noticed during this tine. Crows
used to harass then and Pariah Kites sometines dived low to investigate the
bickerings in the gathering. People of the locality were familiar with the
bird end gave ne the name Pakal-Unnai which freely translated would nsan
1

daytine diner'

.

Only once during his 6-nonth survey of the birds of Travmcore ard Cochin in
1933, did Dr. Salin Ali coco across the night heron — a small colony which
roosted on the banks of the Ponnai i River. In ny own experience too, I have
only once instance of a bird being seen, at Tiruvallon, on the outskirts of
Trivandrun — a specimen in the hands of r. local shikari, with his fingers
round its neck and the bird's feet dangling in the air, nuch like a donestic
duck being taken to the narle t — and that nany years ago. Bat Ferguson's
(once Director of the Trivandrun Museun) collectors are reported to have
found this species fairly connon at Perunbalon in N. Travancore and at other
places round the Venbanad Lake, where they are apparently protected by the
inhabitants. Perunbalon is hardly 10 niles fron Emakulan, due south. This
fact and the birds* apparent prelilection for serpent groves, which confer
on then a certain innunity, seen to lend support to Mr- Ferguson's view.
Perhaps the night heron is not so scarce a bird as it is taken to be in this
area.

.THE ROOSTING OF HOUSE SPARROWS
• •:

By

Stanley Cranp
(Reproduced by kind pemission c£ • Wild Life Observer, Dec. 1965)

For any bird a safe place to sleep at night is as essential as adequate food
or a secure nest .site. Yet roosting habits have been less studied by naturalists

than breeding or food, end though nuch has been written on the connunal roosts
of starlings, rooks and gulls, we still have a great deal to learn about the
roosting habits of even such a connon bird as the house sparrow.

A few years ago I tried to find all the connunal roosts of sparrows in an area
of sone 3lf square niles of central London, centred on Blooiisbury, where I live.
I nanaged to track down 24 different roosts in this relatively snail area,
varying in size fron 20 to 2,1*0 birds. There were nore roosts than I had
expected, but even so I alnost certainly overlooked sone, for sparrow roosts
are harder to find than starling roosts. They are usually less noisy and nuch
snaller; noreover sparrows fly to then in small parties, or even ones and twos,
often not in a very direct line, whilst the large bustling flocks of starlings
fly so straight that you can often deduce the approximate site of a roost fron
a few observations nade in different sectors several niles fron it. And not
all the chirping gatherings of sparrows towards dusk, known in London as
sparrows' chapels , are in fact roosts. If you wait patiently you nay find that
as it grows darker the birds slip away to roost elsewhere, or retire to their
nest-holes nearby.

ON THE EMBANKMENT

I started ny investigations in July, when the 'roosts are hardest to find. They
were all snail then, none holding nore than fifty birds, because the adult
sparrows were still breeding and nostly roosting in their nests, and the leaves
on the trees and creepers easily hid the sleeping forns. As 'the "autunn progressed,
nost of these snail roosts were gradually deserted and fewer, but nuch larger
roosts were forr.ed, all of whigh were in plane trees. [Two of then, in Euston
Square ard along the enbonknent by the Thanes, held over 2 ,00r sparrows in
nid-winter, although it would seen that the bare branches of the planes could
give little protection during the lonf cold nights. The sparrows slept on the
lower branches, from about twenty feet upwards, and in several cases flocks of
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starlings occupied the tops of the trees. Most starlings prefer the more

sheltered ledges on buildings in the winter months, but I have only once

found sparrows roosting on a building — a mere handful of birds scattered

among the crevices of an ornar.ented stone porch. Yet uany sparrows, of

course, roost in buildings — in their nest-holcs, and you can see sparrows

taking material to their nests outside the breeding season to keep their

sleeping quarters in good repair.

During the winter, the total, nunbers of sparrows at the big roosts did not

vary greatly (despite- some irregular fluctuations which suggested that some

birds at tines changed fron one roost to another), but in April there was

a very sharp drop in numbers just before nesting began in earnest, and by

fey and June I could find only a handful of birds using communal roosts.

SUBURBAN ROOSTS

During the winter I also tried to nap the gathering areas of the main roosts.

These were irregular in shape, and overlapped in places; most sparrows flew

only a few hundred yards to sleep, and none flew more than 1-4 miles* On

the outskirts of London, however, seme sparrows must fly much further, for

even in winter larger sparrow roost shave been recorded, despite a lower

densisty of sparrowsin the suburbs, while one late autumn roost, when young

birds swell the population, held about 19,003 sparrows. Even this pales

besides a roost reported from Egypt in the late summer which held about one

hundred thousand house sparrows.

Different species vary greatly in the amount of time they spend sleeping, and

usually those that retire late rise early — and not the reverse as at first

you might expect. This may well be connected with the r.oud to get enough food,

esoecially in the short days of winter. Sparrows, which can usually rely on

arple supplies of breat put cut for them in London as elsewhere, are amongst

the first birds to go to rccst and the last to awaken. In winter, almost all

are gathered in the roost before suiset, and most of them up to half m hour

or so before this, and they do net leave until sunrise or even Later, long

after the blackbirds and starlings are up and about.

PRIVATE HOLES

Sparrows, like starlings, will roost both communally and in their nest-holes.

Why do some prefer warm holes, while others choose the bare branches of trees

(end some even switch between the two)? In his monograph of the house

sparrow (Collins, 1963) Dr Summers-Smith has suggested that sparrows prefer

to roost in holes, but when these are in short supply will roost communally.

In my study area, from a rough calculation base on sample densities, I believed

that well over 5^ per cent used the communal roosts, although I knew of

numbers of suitable but unused nest holes. However, Summers-Smith suggests

that climate Sight al so be a factor; in higher latitudes the sparrows must

use holes 'to survive during the severe winters, whereas further south they

are free to choose and communal roosts are mere frequent. Certainly, his

sparrows in a suburb in north-east England had no communal roost, whereas

further south in central London, which is several degrees warmer at night than

even the surrounding countryside ..over..half.. the sparrows preferred to roost

socially, and in southern Spain and france I have seen much larger sparrow

roosts than any I have net in Britain.
"'

Still much of this is speculation, and" a definite answer can only be given

where there have been more careful studies of sparrow roosting habits in

different parts of the country. This np^« —- —* f-^
l00

'
a™ *°r no°?

people has the disadvan}^- «" ** **ter « can only b, one at the week-

ends. But it» 8 .p~*fi.nly exciting, and, anyone might help to answer one of

the many puzzles about the roosting of house sparrows.



notes and corsents

The Bcmby group is reminded of the request made earlier about submitting
a list cf all birds seen in the Tulsi lake area during this seasons The

authorities of the Aarey Milk Colony are interested in havirig such a list

on hand — perhaps with the ultimate object of being able to hand it out

to visitors of the National Park and encourage the hobby cf birdwatch ing.

Kindly therefoi-e send a list cf your observations to the Editor by 30th
May this year.

It is nice to be able to correspond with birdwatching friends in Pakistan
again now that nail services have been resumed. Mr. ? J • Roberts has sent

in a fine piece on the birds of Manchar lake, for the Journal of the Bonbay
Natural History Society. After it np pears in the Journal permission will be

sought to reproduce it in this Newsletter.

Readers will perhaps find the extract from the Wild Life Observer interesting
and helpful and will indicate how we can set about studying sparrows at their
roost. Almost every town in India has sparrow roosts which are easy to
observe.

CORRESPOND5NCE

Baikal Teal in Rojasthan

On 4th January 1966, I happened to be in a duck shcot at Kharwa, a place
about 30 miles from Ajmer, This was arroxiged by the Thakur Saheb of Kharwa,
a keen shikari.

During the shoot, a duck was picked up, very near t. where I was sitting
with my binoculars. I asked the picker to bring it to me as it seemed to ne a
little peculiar in colour. I could .iot identify it when it was brought to ne
except that it was a teal of sere kind. Then the shcot was' over, I asked this
duck to be identified. No one present there could identify, H.H. cf Kisengarh
emphatically said: 'I havenever seen this duck shot in Hajasthan." We all were
a little excited and on return to the Palace consulted a bock on Game Birds of
India, a very old but finely illustrated book, published in 189#. I forget the
nane of the author. This book had an illustration comparable to the teal. On
closer exaa ira tion after reading its description, we found that it was a Baikal
Teal. It said that Baikal Teal is a rare straggler in India and its 'regular
path cf migration falls further east of India. With their permission, I brought
the teal for skinning. Later on, I consulted Stuart Baker and Whistler. Both
say, it is a rare straggler.

Many years have passed since these books were published, I would like to
know if this teal is still considered a rare- straggler or has any change been
noticed.

I have skinned this teal aril it now hangs in our Museum, 1 will have to take
more care, if I know that it is rare.

R.N. Chatterj ee
Mayo College, Ajnerc

"Placing the Family" Some gomments '

I wish to make the following comments in reference to lire, Jamal Ara's
article "Placing the Family" In Newsletter for December 1965.

Mrs- Jamal Ara in her classification of birds in her article has made
certain statements which are net correct. For example, in Accipitres: Diurnal
birds of prey, she states that: "The eggs are white cnl never more than two."
row this is far from correet as many birds of prey lay as many as three tc five
^ggs. Nor ar; all birds of prey lay white eggs. These statements cannot be
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generalized.

This kind of article is not based on facts and hence would bo very misleading

to a novice.

Mrs. Janal Ara also says; "They are vegetarians (this is evidently a slip of

the pen or aprinting error) and often destructive." Mow birds of prey are no

more destructive then alot cf other birds, especially seed-eating birds. Birds

of prey nay sonetines take a young denestic fowl or so but because of that they

cannot be branded as destructive,

I would like to nake it clear that my intention is not to criticise Mrs. Janal

Ara, who contributes articles quite regularly to the Newsletter , which is far

nore than I cap. say for nyselfi All I wish to say is that it would be nuch
better if nonbers restricted their statement s to facts.

K.R. Sethna

Mylenoney Estate, Chikragalur Diet

Mysore

A Correction - Mrs. Janal Ara's reply to above

I an grateful to Mr, K,R, Sothna for pointing out the unfortunate nistake

which was a typing error confusing two different articl-s. Due to oversight on

ny part it went to press vncorrected. On re-'ding the Newsletter I wanted to

send the correction but due to r.y present nental condition it slipped ny nind
completely.

It should read as follows:

"The eggs are either spotted with red or ore plain white. One or nore in
nun bar. The birds of prey are essentially carnivorousj and as a whole are

exceedingly useful, either as scavengers or as destroyers of vernin and insects

I or, exceedingly grateful for criticisn cf any kind pointing out such

errors.
Mrc. Janal Ara

Zafar Futehally
Editor: Newsletter for Eirdwatchers

-
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SOLE ASPECTS IN THE BREEDING
BEHAVIOUR OF THE COMMON PARIAH
KITE

By

Robert B. Grubh

Some time back I had the opportunity to study the mating behaviour

of a pair of Common Pariah Kites ( Milvus migrans) on which I

find very little published information except a note by Salim

Ali in 1926.

I first noticed the birds "when they were mating on the roof of

a "building adjacent to the Society's office at jalkeshwar Road.

As soon as the mating was over the male sat beside the f^ale.
There was a slight but distinct difference in the colour oi tne

plumage. The cock was slightly ashy grey all over while the hen

had slight rufous wash. The female appeared to be oigger in size.

Later, the difference in their coloration was connrned by watch

-ing them at subsequent matings. I succeeded in finding their

nest, situated at the height of about 30 feet, on a mango tree

just behind the building where they mated.

I have no doubt about the identity of the pair as I did not see

any other kite coming and alighting in the area in which the

pair was normally present. There was another pair on a palm tree

about half a furlong from the mango tree. That pair was never

noted to enter this area and vice versa. Occasionally when either

of the bird flew out of sight, it always returned within ten

minutes or so.
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Mating:
The pair mated without any obvious courtship display. The

male flew straight to the female and alighted on her. Once,
while the female was sitting about a yard away, the male bird
walked up to her and mated. During copulation, the male uttered
several short, high-pitched cries which, ended as soon as the
act was over. Frequently, before the end of the act-, the female
was noted to raise" her head side-wise and upwards. Usually the
male dismounted and oerched near the female for a while before
flying away and only" on occasions he left her immediately after
mating. She too did not leave her perch soon after mating. The

female was never seen to resent the male's advances although
there was little courtship display.

The birds more or less mated again and again at the same

place where they were observed to mate for the first time. But

they did not male only here; for instance, they were also
observed to mate on the mango tree where their nest was placed.
However, as far as I could see they mated only within a limited
area (territory?). Matings were observed during almost all
periods of the day — sometimes even after 6.30 p.m.

Salim Ali (J, Bombay nat. Hist . Soc. 31:524, 525) observes the
following regarding the mating behaviour: "Copulation among
the kites continues generally. The act is performed many 'times

"each day. Have not been able to make a full day's number, but
by 10. in the morning, before leaving for office have frequently
observed from three to six times. The birds usually return to
the same neighbourhood for the act, time after time and very
often, the female does not leave her perch in the interval at
'all. The male bird alights on her back from the air and balan-
cing himself by flapping his wings, flies off directly the act
is completed. The female whistles in a particular manner when
wishing -to attract her mate and the cock bird keeps up a series
of distinctive short, sharp crescendo whistles or screams -which
end up abruptly when the act is over ... on February 13 , copu
-lation was observed at 6.45 p.m., just as dusk was setting in

• • . during the act and while the male was on the female's
back and- emitting the short, sharp 'screams' to Which i have
referred, the female very often turned herjiead back to look at

him, bringing her bill quite close to his."

In the following aspects the behaviour of the pair of kites
observed by Dr. Salim Ali agrees with those observed by myself:

1. The male bird alone cried during copulation.

2. The female turned her head upwards during the act of copula
-tion although I cannot say it did so on all occasions. Dr* Salim
Ali also refers to J.S, Huxley who has observed this type. of

behaviour in the Oyster-catcher....
In the following aspects, the behaviour differs.

1. The female did not whistle in order to attract the male.

2. The male did not alight on the female's back only from the
air by flying towards her.

3. The male did not always fly off directly when the act was

, over •
'-.

F e e d i n g:

During the period of observation, I did not come across any
... 3



instance when the female got her food by her own effort. It was

the male who brought her food. This behaviour is considered
general among the birds of orey. On one occasion the male brought

a big rat and alighted about 20 ft. from the female. Immediately

the female flew to the spot. The male left the rat there and

went to the top of the next building. She began feeding. After

a long while he went near her and kept quiet. Now she flew off

leaving the remaining food, on which he started feeding. Many

times when he brought food to the mango tree, she quickly
approached him, got the food and began feeding, sitting away

from the male. The male neither refused to give nor tried to

share the food. Once, however, he brought some food and started

eating himself, ignoring his mate who was moving rapidly after

him; but shortly afterwards the female was seen feeding while

the male kept at a distance

.

Whenever the female had any food with her the crows pestered

her. If they came too close, she stopped eating, lowered the

head, looked straight at the 'intruder' and uttered sharp loud

yelps, which may be expressed as: kek-ke-ke-ke-ke-ke-kek . While
voicing this 'threat call' the lower jaw moved up and 'down cons-

picuously. Often, as though in response to this call, the male
swooped down on the crows and chased them away.

N e st Prot e ct ion:

The nest had taken the finale shape, when I saw it. A few
additions were made afterwards. I could not see all the nesting
materials because of the position of the nest. I could see the
stout outer twigs along, some of them having long pointed thorns.

Cotton ropes, dirty rags and a black ladies' hair net were hang-

ing from the nest. The nest had enough space to accommodate both

the kites at the same time.

From the first day of observation (25th January 1965) till

30th January, the nest was not continuously occupied, and the

kites were away from it for long periods. Matings also were
observed during this period. Day by day they began to spend more

time on or near the- nest. They rearranged the twigs frequently.

At times they peeked at; each other gently with closed bill, when

both tried to arrange the same twig. Matiing still continued, but

mainly on the mango tree itself. From February 2nd onwards they
protected the nest carefully. The nest was never left unguarded.

One of the birds usually the female was always on the nest,
leaving it only for short intervals when the male took her place.
Whenever the male brought food while the female was on the nest,
she would not get out of the nest to receive it, but would wait
for the male to enter the nest, and then collect the food from
him and go out of the nest for feeding, leaving the male to sit
in it.

Host probably, the eggs were laid now and incubation had begun.

But I am not sure of this point, for the nest was not examined.
During these days of 'incubation' the kites strongly protected
their nest from the enemies, here only crows. It was interesting
to watch their behaviour during this period. Whenever a crow or

crows approached the nest, the response of the kites varied along
with the" sex and the conditions described below.

When the female. alone was on the nest, she voiced the same

threat call with the same body posture as she did when pestered

by crows while feeding. This call was in most cases followed by

the male chasing away the intruders. When the male was alone on-

the nest he cried and behaved in the same way as the female did,

without leaving the nest. The female bird did not appear and
. I- — nv< *t,»n *vv* 4* In ao f* f-»r» f-> n c -i r\Y\ C
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linen the female was on the tree (not on the nest) and the

male not in the vicinity, she swooped towards the intruder, at

times with a single kek and alighted near the nest, but she

never chased out the crows actively. Her actions were rather

passive,

Uhon both the birds were on the tree (not on the nest) ,
the

male alon«- lunged forward and scattered the intruders as veil as

the other"crows sitting on the tree, off the scene, the female

net even making the threat call.

linen both the birds were on the nest they both guarded it

from within, without getting out and they uttered the .threat

calls vigorously.

The crows did not seem to have any fear of the kites. They

just kept themselves ou-, of harm's way and gave the kites what-

ever trouble they could give. Some times two crows approached

the nest simultaneously, one in front and the other from behind.

Once ? Common Crow and a Jungle Crow joined to perform this

trick. But never did the kite that was on the nest try to _ chase

them leaving the nest at the mercy of the other crows, This

behaviour in mv opinion is of vital importance for the survival

of the species'. Stuart Baker (NIDIFICATIOH OF BIRDS /+ :?2) says,

'I have never seen cither of the present show any real resent-

ment to the taking of young or eggs ... The only demonstration

I have ever noticed was the swooping of the bird towards the

intruders, but always at very discreet distance and even this

was most exceptional.' The behaviour of this pair of Pariah

Kites docs not seem to be in accordance with the above statement.

However, as I did not know whether there was any egg or young in

the nest, I should not comment on thisLb ,

Observations went on without any noticeable change till 4th

February, On that day, at 1.00 p.m., both the birds loft the

nest for a minute or so, Uithin that time a crow entered the

nest, did soothing with its head bent down and then flew away.

I do not know what it actually did. Soon after the male kite

came and sat on the nest. The next day in the evening ynen I

watched the nest, there was no bird on it. Only about halo, an

hour after I started, watching both the kites came to the nest.

The male stooped out of the, nest sooner and frequently made long

shrill cries. "Up to 7,00 p.m, till darkness completely masked

my sight, the bird was sitting on a branch away from the nest.

I do not know what happened tc these birds. Perhaps the crow
which entered the unguarded nest might have damaged the eggs,

if there were any. Any way. after that incident a definite

change was evident in their behaviour. This condiPion lasted

till T2th February when a- 9.-25 a.m. the birds were scon mating

once again, Next day another mating was observed, how the nest

was not so carefully guarded as before, although driving away

of the crows continued.

* *



BIRD QUARRELS

By

Prof. K.K. Ncclakantan

On reading Sri Nilakanta's article on bird quarrels, I was

reminded of certain squabbles for which peevishness and nervous

-ncss rather than competition for food, nest-sites or perches

appeared to have been the cause.

Many years ago I used to pass a Morinda (a sort of wild fig with

rasp-like leaves and and abundance of sulphur-yellow fruits)

every day. '.,'hen the tree was full of fruits a male koel used to

spend hours on the tree. Though the branches were laden with
ripe fruit and I seldom saw the koel eating anything thcrc_,

T
the

koel would not allow any other bird to go near this tree. When-
ever other kocls or smaller birds like the bulbuls attempt ed to

land on a branch, the koel would at once drive them away. He had

more of the Man of Property about him than even the owner of a

nesting territory.

The Chloropses (at any rate Jerdon's) also behaves like a dong

in the manger though its desire to keep others off has something

to do with the food ration. Once a Chloropses arrives on a twig

bearing berries cr flowers , it spends more time driving other

birds away than in feeding.

Once I witnessed a prolonged quarrel between a Spotted Dove and

a Pied Crested Cuckoo. They were in a low bush in scrub country

(the compound of the Christian College, Tambaram) and spent more

than half an hour scrapping. The cuckoo's insistence on coming

back to the bush from which the Dove always drove it away seemed

to bo as illogical as was the Dove's determination to shoo it .

off. I did not find any nest anywhere in the neighbourhood.

Common Mynas have a curious habit of picking a
_
quarrel with one

of themselves who becomes the object of a combined assault by

five or six of his (or her) kinsfolk. This starts late in the

evening when the mynas arc presumably on their way to the roost.

A small group may be seen on top of a palmyra tree just resting

and making the usual noises. Suddenly, before one knows what

started it, pandemonium breaks out and all one sees is a couple

of mynas tumbling 50 feet to the ground and then rolling about

and pecking one another. Meanwhile the others would also have

flown down and would first form a circle" of vociferous specta-

tors and then they too would, one by one, join the fray. The

whole thing would end as abruptly as it had started and the ilock

would disperse or more off together as though nothing unusual

had happened. This sort of thing seems to be more frcauent

during the summer months.

Having strayed from the topic of quarrels between birds of dif-

ferent species, let me conclude with the accounts of quarrels

between birds and other animals, and birds and insects. The best

example of the former is the quarrel between a squirrel and a

shikra which I witnessed some 22 years ago. One would have

thought that no self-respecting shikra would let a squeaking
_
pair

scuirrcl disturb its rest, but i found the shikra deserting its

perch on being asked 'to get a move on' by the squirrel. The shiki

sat on a wall up the side of which the squirrel ran. The squirre.

tactics consisted in making sudden rushes from one side of the

wall towards the shikra. I do not remember now whether thc_

squirrel uttered its usual ear-splitting alarm calls, but it had

no difficulty in persuading the shikra to seek some other perch.



On many cvcings some months ago I used to enjoy the sight of a

dispute between a Loten »'s Sunbird and a dragonfly for the bare

twig at the top of a tamarind tree. The twig was probably used
more regularly by the dragonfly, Whenever the sunbird occupied
this perch, the dragonfly would come and, by merely flying in

a determined fashion towards the bird, force it fly off. But

the sunbird would return at once and take possession only to
be driven off again by the insect. As the sunbird seldom spent
much time on this perch the technical victory may be said to

have gone to the dragonfly.

Watching such incidents and trying to find the reasons for them
can be an absorbing pastime.

* * * *

KEOLADEO GHANA

By

Major A, David

Keoladeo Ghana, Bharatpur, that paradise for birdwatchers and

a treat lo a naturalist is within easy motorablc distance of

Delhi. The road approach via Mathura or Kosi Kama diversion

takes about three to three and a half hours. For those who do

not oossess a car the Frontier Hail is ideal train to get there.

The resthouse is comfortable and the warden is Well informed.

For a business executive or a hard pressed administrative a

weekend at the sanctuary would be an ideal nerve tonic _ and a

rest cure. For those who arc rushed for time a ouick visit by
Frontier Mail in the morning and return by the same train
would give a three and a half hours delightful relaxation. The

afternoon is the resting time and the birds are less restless
and give one a better opportunity to. approach them. The best
time to visit Keoladeo Ghana is cither in November when the

migrants are on their way down or February when they arc on

their return flight.

My last visit to the Ghana was way back in 193 # when I visited

it for a different purpose, i.e. a snake hunting expedition with

my reliable friend Sukh Lai the ancient snake charmer. At that

time Sukh Lai was bitten by a wily and vicious throe and a halt

feet black cobra on his index finger while trying to catch it.

In half an hour he went blue all over, but his young son, hardly

Ik made an incision on the soot with a sharp blade and kept on

sucking the venom and the blood and spitting it out. In two

hours he revived, and I gave him a cup of hot tea and we were

a blc to continue. I asked him if he did not have any charm or

native medicine ( zehar mora ) etc. for snake bites.

I visited the Ghana after 20 years for purely birdwatching
last Sunday ( 6th February). It was then a preserve and now it

is a sanctuary. The result was fantastic. The sanctuary is

loaded with birds. There were a thousand greylags spread all
over; about 500 Barheaded Geese, Pintails, Gadwals , 'Spotbills,

Redheaded-, xrA White-eyed-, and Rcdcrcstcd Pochards, Teals,

Wigeons, Shovellers, coots in thousands , -painted storks, black-

necked storks, openbills, and spoonbills, pelicans, darters,

and cormorants. Ibises and egrets (the big Chinese ones and

the Indian variety), greyhcrons , the pon heron, the jack and

fantail snipes, and two kinds of sandpipers ana some snippets
were present in sizeable proportion. The lapwings and curlews,

three varieties of kingfishers, and last but not the least,
' the star attraction of the sanctuary, the white Siberian Crane

were present. There were about 20O of them, snow white with a

black patch on their stub tails. They look like the Chinese

egrets from a distance but they are bigger and their bca^s arc

4



like those of storks though more pointed and. smaller, nore oxrat,

could be added by closer crutiny but I think this list is enough

to generate excitement among birdwatchers. This is not all; On

thc°side line the Ghana provides sizeable herds of'diitals,

chinkaras (Indian Gazelle), blackbuck, blue blulls, ana a couple

of leopards in the bargain. Luckily we had Mr. P.D. t>tracey,tne

^reat advocate of wild life preservation and the author of the

famous book THE ELEPHANT GOLD with us to help in idcntixication.

The Ghana is a great sanctuary and a qunique one of its kind and

can become a great national asset if developed further, borne

field birds like spurfowl, painted and black partridge ana even

the great Indian bustard could bo introduced and seasonal crops

could be grown on drier patches to provide fodder and feed to

the wild animals; grazing of cattle should be stopped in these

localities. Fodder is already scarce and the domestic cattle

apart from introducing diseases like anthrax may soon starve

out the wild animals. Nature will then take over to revive the

balance.

Incidentally the sign post for the sanctuary is very defective

and should be rectified immediately; otherwise the would-be

visitor could roan for hours without reaching anywhere.

* *

THE' PIED CRESTED CUCKOO

By

E. VI, Ramble

Before long we may expect the Pied Crested Cuckoo ^to arrive in

the north. This is a bird which has intrigued me for years and

I have particularly wondered where ti come from before the on-

set of the monsoon and where it goes to in October.

Here in Saharanour, in the Uttar Pradesh, we can expect it in

the first fortnight in June. To give the dates of arrival which

I have recorded over the years may be of interest to other bird

enthusiasts.

1947



breezes in its flight, crossing the west coast, sweeping north east-
wards and then some of them turn up to the north west up the Gange-
tic plain towards* the Uttar Pradesh and Punjab.

The Pied Crested Cuckoo must lay its eggs immediately on arrival.
I was once brought a young bird, fully fledged, which indicated
that the hen cuckoo must have arrived many days earlier than I had
actually recorded. The youngster was too advanced to have fitted
into the time, allowing for the full hatching period and its growth.

They arc very common during the monsoon but disappear by the end of

Sept ember although I have observed a pair as late as the middle of

October at Rhatar at the foot of the Chabrata hill road 50 miles
north of Saharanpur.

Only once have I ever seen the bird take' a grasshopper off the
ground. That was at Monghyr on a very isolated hill with a solitary
bush on it. The bird came. off the bush from time to tine to catch
its prey on the grass.

On another occasion I watched a fledgling being looked after by a

flock of jungle babblers. It was perched on a low twig and made such
a commotion that all the birds in the flock appeared to take it
food to keep it satisfied. There were no young babblers among the
party, I watched this performance for a quarter of an hour before
the birds were disturbed by a passer-by.

*

TINY BIRD VETERAN

Story by T.A.G, Hungorford
( Through the courtescy of the Australian High Commission

: News and. Information Bureau)

Perth, Australia

A small g rey bird with a wing span of only eight inches observed on

a Swan River beach, near Perth, Western Australia, in February 1966
has been revealed as an intrepid world" traveller.

The bird, a Northern Siberian stint, was banded in December 1959 by
a Perth bird watcher. Ifc was trapped oh -February Ik, 1966, with two
other ringed birds of the same type at the 'well known haunt and
observation point of wading-birds at Pelican Point , on the Swan
River only about three miles from the heart of the city.

An examination of the rings proved that the stint banded in 1959 now
had to its credit six return journeys between Pelican Point and its
•breeding ground in the tundra belt of northern Siberia.

'to o-1

The others had had respectively five and four yearly migrations.

While the stint's migratory route has riot definitely been establish
-cd, it has been suggested that 'the bird would follow coastlines as

far as possible.

Thus, on leaving Perth for return to its breeding grounds, it would
follow ehe Western Australian coast to a jumping off point opposite
Indonesia, cross the Indonesian and "Philippine islands to skirt the

Asian continental coastline to its destination in northern Siberia,

Under these circumstances it would cover at least 20,000 miles on

its yearly .two-way journey Siberia-Western Australia-Siberia.

It would take something less than 'three weeks for the one way trip,

seldom stopping, but living on the fat accumulated during its lazy



summer holiday on the banks of the Swan, where it makes its
advent as early as September, but

•
principally in October, It

It loafs through the sunny months, feeding on river algae and
snail water living creatures, and in April begins to think about
the long trip home: the breeders- go first, any bird which is -

sick, or instinctively docs not feel itself up to the journey,
winters in Western Australia.

What guided this tiny wanderer, and other which undertook simi-
lar journeys, was still the subject of research and conjecture
among naturalists the world over, said Dr. Dom Serventy, the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation's
principal wild life research officer in Western Australia.

Also under discussion and investigation was the possibility
that along these cstalbished migratory routes diseases were
spread from one part of the world to another.

At the time of an outbreak of encephalitis in the Murray Valley
region of eastern Australia about a decade ago it was suggested
that migratory birds might be responsible, but Dr. Serventy
thought not. It was more likely, he said, that diseases would
be carried by birds migrating internally within Australia,

While a number of Australian birds frequented the Pelican Point
sanctuary and Australian dotterels built in the sand dunes -near-
by, the most interesting visitors were the sandpiper group, of
which the stint was a member.

Other foreigners which visited the area were dotterels from
inner Mongolia and, occasionally, Arctic tern.

The latter would be birds which had been blown by strong westerly
winds out of their usual South African migration route between
the Antarctic and their Scandinavian breeding grounds.

The only report received so far of the recovery of a Pelican
Point bird outside Australia concerned a banded sharp-tailed
sandpiper shot by a Russain hunter slightly north of the Arctic
Circle in May 1961.

The band, returned to Perth through the Moscow Academy of Scicn
-cos, proved that the bird had been ringed in January 1961, by
a Perth bird-watcher.

The stints trapped in February would be released after their
ring numbers • had been recorded; possibly to be trapped again in
future years, Dr. Serventy said.

Both official and amateur bird watchers were active at Pelican
Point, and data accumulated from an examination of banded birds
would assist in establishing their life expectancy and migration
routes.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Bird migration

_with. reference to the remark of the author about the possibi-
lity of Northern Siberian stint being a carrier of cncephaliti;
readers will remember that it was suggested that birds
migrating between India and the USSR might be responsible for
the prevalence of similar diseases in the two countries. In the
Kayasanur forest of Mysore, a form of encephalitis developed

,

as a result of which a large number of monkeys died. It was sus.
pectcd that the disease was. caused by ticks, and that the ticks

10



travelled on the bodies of birds between India and Russia. The

Bombay Natural History Society as a part of its bird migration
study scheme sponsored by the World Health Organization is

continuing with this investigation. The ticks collected from
migratory birds arc studied by the Virus Research Centre, Poona,
and blood smears from migratory birds are sent to Russia for
analysis at the instutc of cncephalitic diseases.

<J* -.'-O.. k'-V-

Salt Lakes in Calcutta as a bird sanctuary

The migration of several varieitics duck and other species

of birds from the Zoological Gardens to the Salt Lake area is

a daily occurrence. The Salt Lakes now cover about yc sq. miles

of swamps most of which are used by private owners for fishing.

Because of their extensive reedbeds and other aquatic vegeta-

tion it is a rich feeding ground for birds and over 200 species

have been recorded in this area.

The orogrammc to reclaim the Salt Lakes has posed a serious
throat to the bird life in these marshes, A group of imaginative

persons encouraged by the Governor, Hiss Naidu, have submitted

a memorandum for preserving at least a part of the Salt Lakes

as a bird sanctuary. We hope their efforts will be successful.

CORRESPONDENCE

Birdwatching at i-Iira Road (W. Rly.)

Br, Navarro took me and some of my friends on a half day's

outing to the Salt Pans near ivjira Road (II, Rly.) on 20th March

1966 [time 1.30 to 7 p.m.), which is always . a good place for

birdwatching, especially from the middle of Novemoor to the end

of March.

On that very warm afternoon one could sec the vapours rising

from the parched earth. In the beginning we could not spot any

birds except some Little Stints and Sea Gulls. But towards

evening our nrospects changed and we saw a gorgeous specimen

of the Caspian Tern with its prominent red beak — one oi tno

largest to be found in India. It was resting on ohc edge pi the

water in one of the salt pans, lie tried to approach icsealthi-

ly to get a closer look, but it suddenly took to the air with

graceful ouick wing beats. Wo then moved on to anoohor spot
• where we saw Common Swallows in great numbers ana also several

Palm Swifts, Br. Navarro at once told us that it was the ercstca

Swift which we had so often seen in one of the ravines in

Khandala. All of a sudden one of our younger colleagues pointed

out a huge group of tiny birds, say about a hundred, feeding

upon the almost invisible organisms in the salt water, in^se

birds all belonged to the family of Littlc Stints and while we

were observing them, a pair of Gullbilled T.rns passed over us.

They had black on the top and sides of their, heads, this showed

that they had already acquired their summer plumage.

Ill round in tho marsh where sca-weeds and other water plants

were growing, wo could hear the tiny calls of some warblers,

especially of the type of Prinia . We tried our best to identity

a few of these amusing birds but our attempt was of no avail

as they flew across to another marsh or hid in the bushes on

-.ho slightest noise made by us. A popular feature oi. the day s

r trip was the abundance of the Grey Wagtails all oi tnera in

beautiful yellow breeding plumage, Br. Navarro remarked that

they had started gathering in flocks for it was time ior thcm_

to migrate to the breeding grounds in far-off European countries

.... 11
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On the banks of some salt pans which were full of water we saw
Little Coromorants. In the centre of these sane pans the Grey-

Heron and the Little Egrets were busy hunting small fish for
their supper.

On our v/ay back to the station, we saw on the dusty path a^few
pairs of Crested Larks engrossed in picking up seeds and tiny
insects. Suddenly a pair of Collared Bush Chats settled on the
edge of the stalk of a dricd-up plant, possibly in search of a

roosting place for the night. There were very few birds ^ in the
salt pans this year as compared to some previous years in which
I had the privilege of seeing hundreds of Little Stints, Rcd-
and Green Shanks and other varieties of waders. It nay be of

interest to note that last year in the same area wc wore fortu
-nate enough to come across Gould's Desert Chat ( Oenanthc desert.

atrogularis ) and the Isabelline Chat ( Oenanthc isa'oellina )

.

We returned home quite satisfied with our hike hoping to come
back again for a full day to observe the fascinating bird life
of the salt pans.

Adil Dubash
Bombay

Help to birdwatchers visiting: the Pcrivar Sanctis rv
T
Kerala

Re. the letter from Mr. Erskinc Crum in the March 1966 issue
of the Newsletter ,

The T iild Life Officer, Thekkady, has been furnished with a

list of some 1$0 birds which may be expected to occur in the
sanctuary area. It is hoped that this list will be made avail- '

able to any one who cares to ask for it at the -Jild Life Office,
Thckkady, Paintings of 22 birds {some common, the others
uncommon but interesting for one. reason or another) have also
been handed over for exhibition at some suitable place so that
the visitors might be induced to pay some attention to the
birds of the place.

Prof. K.K. Neclakantan
Trivandrum, Kerala

^afar Futehally

Editor, Newsletter for Birdwatchers
3 2-A Juhu Lane
Andheri, Bombay 5 8-AS
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1

By
"

R.A.S, llelluish

A change of weather is a time for the "birdwatcher oo stand bo,
particularly near the coast. At the end of April, which had as
usual been hot and dry in Hadras, high winds hit the snore nere,
and "brought with thera torrential rain from the Bay of Bengal*
It was a moment to be out on "Dhe prowl, looking for biras blown
astray. I chose the 30th to visit the southern end of oho Lagoon
at Pulicat. The,' sky was overcast. There had been some rai.i

the previous night, and a big storm was in the offing: I could
see it piling up over the sea to the north-east, a huge dark
"blue-grey wall. of jagged cloud. Its assault was Obviously going
to bring my expedition to an aorupt end.

There was not very r.iuch in the way of bird-life on the water's
edge: a Curlew, a 'handful of black-stomached Colden Plover

,

some Large and Lesser Sand Plover, with a lot of rufous on their
breasts and at the sides of the head, and a smattering of Little
Stint and Curlew-Sandpiper. A little way out, standing in the
shallows j a dozen assorted Laridae, Caspian and Gullbilled Terns
and Brownheaded Gulls. Nothing else,-'

y

So I thought,, at leat-t; and 1 began to fear I was going to get
a drenching for nothing. The storm was "barely ten minutes away.
Then I caught sight of the very thing- I had come out in search
of — something extraordinary and entirely unfamiliar. A pair
of small ^ slender t.erns, gracefully "but ineffectually ' trying to
make heaaway against; the freshening wind, at first glance almost
entirely "black- Whiskered Terns might "be expected to have black
patches on their stoiuachs at this tii.e of the year, out here wea'e



"belly, all "black. The coverts under the wing were "black, too.
The rest of "both sides of the wing was grey, except, on the
upper side, for a thinlc dark leading-edge to the primaries and
a whitish line aft of it, and a pale greyish white area some-
where on the coverts. The tails, above and "below, were the only
parts of the "birds that were pure white. They were snort and
squarish j without streamers, like a Whiskered Tern's. I could
not distinguish any colour on the "beak and legs; the "beaks looked
"black, "but then so do the beaks of Whiskered Terns unless one
can get very close to them. In any case, it was "blowing hard
now and there was no .question of a leisured examination of
these creatures through a telescope. I "barely had time to make
the "briefest of notes and pack away my gear "before all the
"birds in sight were suddenly hurled away like fallen leaves
before the onrush of the storm, and a few seconds later the
whole world was smudged out in sideways raini

These were Whitewinged Black Terns, Chlidonias leucoptera
(Temminck)i Though not apparently unknown in Ceylon, the absence .

of published records of this species for South India suggests
that it has rarely if ever "been observed here. When Ur. Humayun
Abdulali recorded it from Bombay- (1950, J\ Bombay nat. Hist.
5oc 49:310) he .said it had not "been reported "before from any-
where in -peninsular India. Stuart Baker, in the second edition
of the Fauna, described it as common all down the eaat coast,
"but he did not support the remark with evidence or say what led
him to such a "belief. It is not true now. Commenting on Baker's
statement, Whistler (J^ Bombay nat. Hist. Soc. 39:247) wrote.
The unwary might be led by this to expect to find the bird

normally m- the Presidency, so it may be as well to emphasize
the fact that the Old Fauna (4:309) states that it has not been
clearly identified from any part of India west of Tip^erah and
I have seen no evidence to make me disagree with this" statement ."

BIRD AMAZONS

By

Jamal Ara

Jars, Bustard-Quail has claim to fame as one of the few females
of birds- who dominate their males; the others in India are the
hens of the Little Button Quail and the Button Quail.

These birds can be distinguished from true quails, especially
in hand, by their having only three toes, the hind-toe being
missing. If you shoot or buy a three-toed quail you can be sure
it is one of this strange tribe.

In most birds, Indian or belonging to other parts of the world,
the females are smaller and less gorgeously plumaged than the
males. The duller colouring of the females in most species has
a .protective function for the hens sitting on the nest are less
conspicuous and less liable to attack.

The hens of the three- toed quails abhor all domestic responsi-
bilities and are the dominant partners of the short-lived mar-
riage. They lay the eggs but do not sit over the nest. They
leave the incubation and rearing of the young to the males.

The females parcel out the territory too and use their gorgeous
plumage for both intimidating rival females and for courting
the males. The fights for territory begin as symbolic demonstra
-tions with much aggressive gesturing and posturing. These
quails have not much song, but whatever capacity for making
noise during courtship there is, is largely among the females.



The small "bush or heavy grass in cultivated fields or the under

-growth of light forest which these "birds tenant throughout
India, Ceylon and Burma resounds during the territorial display
with loud, drumming and booming sounds. That is the voice, call

or song, as you please, of these "bird amazons. They first drum
Lrr—rr- - r- - r-rrr and then bellow out from puffed, breasts and

throats boom - boom - boom. The hen bustard-quails are the loud

-est, while the button-quails and the little button quails have
muffled voices of the same pattern, a cross between a coo and

a purr. At its poorest this call sounds like a plaintive moan.

These bird amazons are polyandrous. They fight over a male but
as soon as they are mated and the eggs are laid — in a shallow
hollow on the ground, protected by a bush or grass, they leave
the males to brood. The nests are often tunnelled through a

dense tuft of sirki or moonj grass and the clutch of three to

four eggs, greyish white profusely speckled with reddish brown
or blacking purple, laid at the back, the brooding male going
and coming through the hole in the grass.

The hens having laid the eggs wander in search of new territory
and new males. Sometimes a few hens will be together for a short
while in the undecided period after a mating, but soon the grass
widows, with renewed interest in mating, will start fighting.
Stuart Baker kept many males together in captivity but the
females would always fight each other to death. So desparate
is the fight under natural conditions that it is possible to

walk up and catch two fighting hens. In North Bihar bird-trapper
know of this pugnacity of the hens of these quails and catch the
with the aid of decoy females, mind it, not males. ,

The victor of a fight gets the male over whom the fight has
ranged. The male himself looks a subdued creature and proceeds
to line with feather and grass the nest it is his lot to make.

The breeding season of these quails is long, practically extend
-ing over the entire year. The fights intermittently take place
at all hours, morning, noon, and night. In one season a female
may have had four or five 'husbands' in succession.

It is difficult to call the mere males of these birds by so

descriptive a name as 'cock', implicit as it is with assertion
and fight.

The Bustard-Quail (Turnix suscitator ) , called 'Gulu' in Hindi,
is an almost tailess ground bird, the size of a" sparrow but more
roundish and plump. In the bush it seems a darkly and heavily
barrel bird with a slight whitish apology for a crest over the
black-spotted head, the chin, throat, neck and breast are velvet
black, and strike one's eyes if the bird raises itself. That is

rare for it' Is a great skulker. The smaller male is duller than
the hen and has a white chin and black and buff banded breast.

The Little Button- Quail ( Turnix svlvatica ) is smaller than the
Bustard- Quail, one of the smallest game birds, and so tiny,

light and puffed out it looks that it is called lava in Hindi.

It is readily recognized by the white line that traverses down
the centre of its head. It has much yellowish whiteness m its

finely mottled feathers and has a stiff pointed tail and a slaty
bill.

The Indian Button- Quail ( Turnix tanki) is the same size as the

bustard-auail and is called the burra lava to show thao it is

bigger than Little Button-Quail. A rusty red broad collar on me
neck and the upper breast of the hens is important for its men
-tification.



All these three- toed emails are found all over India, except

Puniab and Rajpubnna. A local race of •bustard-quail inhabits

the area round Calcutta and the Botanical Gardens are the

- favour:' te fighting and nesting ground* .

Three-toed quails with similar habits are founr in Australia

and Africa. Apart frorr these three- toed quails the only other

hirds known to have dominant females, are the rea-necKed and

grey phnlaropes. These birds of the water breed near the Arctic

Qircle and so we miss their fights nor do we see them. in their

"breeding plumage. They are winter visitors to India and are

called tuhi.

X" X X" "X
1
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SOME BIRDS IN OUR GARDEN

By

. Zafar Futehally

I saw many interesting birds in our garden at Andheri, Bombay)

during the past pew months. In the cold weather I enjoyed watch

-ing two Redbreasted flycatchers, a male and a female, flitting

about in their characteristic vivacious way from one part ol

the garden to another and occasionally descending on a stone on

the ground. The male and the female occupied two aifferent sec-

tors of the garden and did not seem to have any contact with

each o.her during -he winter sojourn away from their breeding

grounds. They indulged in a low whistle which always indicated

their presence. If they kept ruict one would hardly see them.

Blyth's I- ed Warbler was another winter visitor whose presence

was indie ted "by its sharp choic, ohelc call. As the hot weather

approacheci this hire' started x>o warble and sing quite melodi-

ously The Eastern Grey Wagtail always comes to us some time

abouY October and invests the garden with a dainty quality. We

had the good fortune of having .with us Dr. Frank Eraser darling

of thy Nature Conservancy and the well-known author of A PELICAN

IN THE WILDERNESS. A'HEED 0}? RED BEES, and several other booKs,

for a couple of da rs. he thought that the wagtail represented

more than any other avian, the true essence of a /bird "by its

grace and beauty. One day suddenly a sharp flycatcher call

indicated tha presence of a Paradise Flycatcher. This bird stay

-ed in our garden for a fortnight and then moved away.

During February and I'larch another 'set of birds came into pro-

minence. There was a nest of a Purplerumped 3unbird and we

watched the fer: le working hards at feeding the chicks, ihe male

is not too keen a! out domestic chores. I managed to put a

plastic ring round the leg of one Of the chicks but never saw

this chick again. I hope *# ringing was not the cause of its

death.. Its companion whicn was not ringed was seen by us on

many .ubsequont days being fed by the parents* The cheep, cheep

call of the young on-: drew our attention ufc~all hours of the

day.

Golden Orioles also fashed through our garden at this time at

"break-nec ..: rpeed. It is amrzing how they escape disaster "by

coliding with the "branches of trees through which they dart

along, Some years "back a young oriole came to grief by dashing

against the window pane of an open window and caused us raucn

pain by dying the next day. I am sure that these birds are

nesting in our garden, but I have not "been able to una tne

nest yet.

Ashy Wren Warblers, Tailor Birds, and Spotted Owlets were the

other species which thrust themselves on our attention during
these months.



In early April the Magpie Hobin was easily the most eye-catching

"bird. Its song in the marring indicated that a territory- has

been acquired and a few days ago I found the female carrying

nesting material under the Llangalore tile roof of our house.
_

The male does not help at all with the building, but accompanir

es the female back and forth on her material carrying trips to

ensure that she is doing her job. But the bird which has really

won our hearts this season is the wlhitespotted Fantail Flycatchei

a Pair (I am almost certain the progeny of the bird which nest-

ed in our garden last year) built a nest in a shrub just three

feet from the ground. This was in £arly April. I am afraid we

watched the birds too intently at their nest making, so they

abandoned the site and started to build at the identical spot

on a white Ixora shrub where the parents had built last year.

Two eggs were laic and incubation commenced, but after two or

three days a garden lizard presumably, devoured the eggs. The

birds built a third nest on a Ouisqualis creeper and we watched

them at work for a couple of hours en the first day. Curiously,

no progress was made on the subsequent days and we suspected
th-it the reason was a prowling bloodsucker lizard on the creeper

which perhaps made the birds realize that further efforts would

be doomed to failure. I drove away the predator and was delight
»-ed to find after a week that the bird3 re-si.arted to build at

another place on the Puis qua.

l

is just a few feet away from where
the previous nest was intended to be. This morning (19th Hay) I

had the pleasure" 'of seeing the first chick and the second egg
will perhaps hatch tomorrow. .

i
Postscript. Hay 25rd: I was out of Bombay from the 20th

evening, till tue evening of the 22nd , When I returned the nest

was empty. I am sure the indefatigable couple will build again.

SALT LAKES A3 BIHL SANCTUARY : LAND RECLAMATION
AND HUNTERS WKEAiC HAVOC

v

(Uith a map.;

(Reproduced from Satflsman, Calcutta)

By Special Representative of the
Statesman in Eastern India

The migration of hundreds of birds from whatever remains of the

Salt Lakes on the eastern fringe of Calcutta to the Zoological
Gardens at the break or dawn for shelter during the day is not

season but a daily occurrence,

Wagtails, swallows, ducks, snipes, plovers, sandpipers and others
all flee their natural habita- during the day when it. turns into

a favourite hunting ground for bird hunters from Calcutta. Not
protected ny the West Bengal Wild Life Preservation Act, they

are completely at the mere/ of the pleasure-seekers whose wanton
depredations continue throughout the year.

The precarious and pitiable existence of these winged animals
has disturbed bird-watchers and ornithologists and has been take
note of by the Governor, Miss naidu, who is chairman of a consul
-tative committee for allied problems. Her committee is now
studying whether men and bird^ can co-exist to their mutual
^.vantage.

A plea for a bird sanctuary in the Salt Lakes area is made by
Mr. Biswamoy Biswas of the Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta.
He says that birds, apart from being interesting from the academ
-ic ana aesthetic points of viev;, also play axi important role in
man s economy by prey:r;g upon large noards of insects "which
destroy crops and

-
plantations, -ind carry diseases.

Mrc Habitat, ' The Salt Lakes, now m;ch reduced in area, cover



In early April the Magpie Bobin was easily the most eye-catching

"bird. Its song in the morning indicated that a territory has

been acquired and a few days ago I found the female carrying
nesting material under the Mangalore tile roof of our house.

The male does not help at all with the building, but accompanic

es the female back and forth on her material carrying trips to

ensure that she is doing her job. But the bird which has really
won our hearts this season is the tfhitespotted Fantail Flycatcher

a nair (I am almost certain the progeny of the bird which nest-

ed^ in our garden last year) built a nest in a shrub just three

feet from the ground. This was in £.arly April. I am afraid we

watched the birds too intently at their nest making, so they

abandoned the site and started to build at the identical spot

on a white Ixora shrub where the parents had built last year.

Two eggs were laid and incubation commenced, but after two or

three days a garden lizard presumably, devoured the eggs. The
birds built a third nest on a Quisqualis creeper and we watched

them at work for a couple of hours en the first day. Curiously,

no progress was made on the subsequent days and we suspected

that the reason was a -prowling bloodsucker lizard on the creeper
which perhaps made the birds realize that further efforts would

"be doomed to failure. I drove away the predator and was delight
-ed to find after a we^k that the birds re-sr.arted to build at
another place on the Quisqualis just a few feet away from where
the. previous m-jst was intended to be. This morning (19th llay) I

had the pleasure- 'Of .seeing the first chick and the second egg

will perhaps hatch tomorrow.

1 Postscript, lav 23rd: I was out of Bombay from the 20th
evening, till the' evening of the 22nd, When I returned the nest

was empty. I am sure the indefatigable couple will build again.
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By Special Representative of the
Statesman in ^astern India

The migration of hundreds of birds from whatever remains of the

Salt Lakes on the eastern fringe of Calcutta to the Zoological
Gaidens at the break of dawn for shelter during the day is not
season but a daily occurrence.

Wagtails, swallows, ducks, snipes, plovers, sandpipers and others
all flee their natural habita- during the day when it. turns into

a favourite hunting ground for bird hunters from Calcutta. Not
protected by the West Bengal Wild Life Preservation Act, they
are completely at the mere/ of the pleasure-seekers Y/hose. wanton
depredations continue throughout the year.

The precarious and pitiable existence of these winged animals
has disturbed bird-watchers and ornithologists and has been take
note of by the Governor, Hiss i-iaidu, who is chairman of a consul
-tative committee for allied problems. Her committee is now
studying whether men and bird^ can co-exist to their mutual
advantage.
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man s economy by prey: rig upon large noards of insects 'which
destroy crops and plantations, and carry diseases.
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In early April the Magpie Bobin was easily the most eye-catching
"bird. Its song in the marring indicated that a territory has
"been acquired and a few days ago I found the female carrying
nesting material under the Mangalore tile roof of our house.

The male does not hulp at all with the "buildings "but accompanir
es the female back and forth on her material carrying trips to

ensure that she is doing her job. But the bird which has really
won our hearts this season is the tfhitespotted Fantail Flycatchei

a pair (I am almost certain the progeny of the bird which nest-
ed in our garden last year) built a nest in a shrub just three

feet from the ground. This was in £arly April. I am afraid we
watched the birds too intently at their nest making, so they
abandoned the site and started to build at the identical spot

on a white Ixora shrub where the parents had built last year.

Two eggs were laid and incubation commenced, but after two or

three days a garden lizara presumably, devoured the eggs. The
birds built a third nest on a C.uisqualis creeper and we watched
them at work for a couple of hours en the first day. Curiously,
no progress was made on the subsequent days and we suspected
that the reason was a -prowling bloodsucker lizard on the creeper
which perhaps made the birds realize that further efforts would
be doomed to failure. I drove away the predator and was delight
»-ed to find after a week that the birds re- smarted to build at
another place on the GuisQualts just a few feet away from where
the,previous nest was intended to be. This morning (19th l.Iay) I

had the pleasure; 'of seeing the first chick and the second egg
will perhaps hatch, tomorrow.

i Postscript, ffiav 23rd: I was out of Bombay from the 20th
evening., till the evening of the 22nd, When I returned the nest

was empty. I am sure the indefatigable couple will build again.
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AMD HUNTERS TSEblAiC HAVOC ,

(Uith a map;
(Bepreduced from Sate s.man, Calcutta)

By Special Representative of the
Statesman in Eastern India

The migration of hundreds of birds from whatever remains of the
Salt Lakes on the eastern fringe of ralcutta to the- Zoological
Gardens at the break of dawn for shelter during the day is not
season but a daily occurrence.

Wagtails, swallows, ducks, snipes, plovers , sandpipers and others
all flee their natural habita- during the day when it. turns into
a favourite hunting ground for bird hunters from Calcutta. Not
protected by the Vest Bengal Vild Life Preservation Act, they
are completely at the mere/ of the pleasure-seekers whose wanton
depredations continue throughout the year.

The precarious and pitiable existence of these winged animals
has disturbed bird-watchers and ornithologists and has been take
note of by the G-overnor, Miss Naidu, who is chairman of a consul
-tativo committee for allied problems. Her committee is now
studying whether men and birdn can co-exist to their mutual
advantage.

A plea for a bird sanctuary in the Salt LakoJ area is made by
Mr. Biswamoy Biswas of the Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta.
He says that birds, apart from being interesting from the academ
-ic ana aesthetic points of view, also play an important role in
man s economy by preying upon large noards of insects 'which
destroy crops and plantations, and carry diseases.

Birc Habitat,. The Salt Lakes * new m;ch reduced in area, cover



In early April the Magpie Robin was easily the most eye-catching
"bird. Its song in the morning indicated that a territory has
"been acquired and a few days ago I found the female carrying
nesting material under the Bangalore tile roof of our house.
The male does not help at all with the "building, "but accompanir
es the female back and forth on her material carrying trips to

ensure that she "is doing her job. But the bird which has really
won our hearts this season is the Whitespotted Fantail Flycatchei
a pair (I am almost certain the progeny of the bird which nest-
ed in our garden last year) built a nest in a shrub just three
feet from the ground. This was in juarly April. I am afraid we
watohed the birds too intently at their nest making, so they
abandoned the site and started to build at the identical spot
on a white Ixora shrub where the parents had built last year.
Two eggs were laid and incubation commenced, but after two or

three days a garden lizard presumably, devoured the eggs. The
birds built a third nest on a Cuisqualis creeper and we watched
them at work for a couple of hears en the first day. Curiously,
no progress was made on the subseqUeiit days and we suspected
that the reason was a prowling bloodsucker lizard on the creeper
which perhaps made the birds realize that further efforts would
he doomed to failure. I drove away the predator and was delight
red to find after a week'- that the birds re-started to build at
another place on the Quisqual ls just a few feet away from where
the .previous nest was intended to be. This morning (l9th Lay) I

had the pleasure- 'of seeing the first chick and the second egg
Will perhaps hatch, tomorrow.

* postscript, lay 25rd: I v-ras out of Bombay from the 20th
evening., till the evening of the 22nd, When I returned the nest
was empty. I am sure the indefatigable couple will "build again.

X- X aXX-XXXXX

SALT LAKES AS BIHD SANCTUARY" : LAND RECLAilATION
AMD HUNTERS WHblAiC HAVOC

N

(l.ith a map;
(Reproduced from Satosman, Calcutta)

By Special Representative of the
Statesman in Eastern India

The migration of hundreds of birds from whatever remains of the
Salt Lakes on the eastern fringe of Calcutta to the- Zoological
Gardens at the break of dawn for shelter during the day is not
season but a daily occurrence.

Wagtails, swallows, ducks, cnipes, plovers , sandpipers and others
all flee their natural habita- during the day when it. turns into
a favourite hunting ground for bird hunters from Calcutta. Not
protected l>y the West Bengal Wild Life Preservation Act, they
are completely at the mere/ of the pleasure-seekers Y/hose wanton
depredations continue throughout the year.

The precarious and pitiaDle existence of these winged animals
has disturbed bird-watchers and ornithologists and has been take
note of by the Governor, Miss haidu, who is chairman of a consul
-tative committee for allied problems. Her committee is now
studying whether men and bird"^ can co-exist to their mutual
afrvantage.

-A plea for a bird sanctuary in the Salt Lakes area is made by
Mr. Biswamoy Biswas of the Zoological 3urvey of India, Calcutta.
He says that birds, apart from being interesting from the academ
-ic ana aesthetic points of view, also play an important role in
man s economy by preying upon large noards of insects which
destroy crops and plantations, and carry diseases.

Biiii Habitat. The Salt Lakes, now much reduced in area, cover
nhont 3R sn-nnTo milrtcs rf vmnrm.., rnr,*' nf tyliich nr« Maori ns fi^h-



eries "by private owners. With their extensive reed-beds and
other aquatic vegetation, the area provides an excellent
habitat for a large variety of aquatic and marsh "birds, and
a feeding ground for many others. About 200 different kinds
of "birds have beer: recorded in this area which has "been a
paradise for "bird-lovers for well over a century.

The sketch map of the Salt Lakes and the surrounding
area showing; the suggested location of the "bird sanctuary

The past few years* difficult foreign exchange position has prov
-ed a "blessing to the birds. Eestrictions on imports of cartridges
and their high price have considerably limited the activity of
bird-killers. This has apparently caused some improvement in the
bird population of one Salt Lakes. The Cotton Teal, which became
exceed ingly scarce in this area between 1950 and 1955, can now
again be seen in fair numbers, sometimes in flocks of even half
a dozen or so.

Unfortunately , the
a serious threat t
with its consequen
programme to recla
aspect of the bala
the last two or th
ecological conditi
venture.

programme to reclaim the Salt Lakes has posed
o the flourishing bird life in these marshes
t likely increase of the insect menace. Any
.im new areas can hardly afford to ignore this
nee of nature. There were many instances in
ree centuries when serious changes in natural
ons by man in many areas proved to bo a costly

Judicious planning of the reclamation programme, taking into
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consideration the "biological aspects, can effectively conserve
animal resources without, hindering the project. All that is
necessary is to set apart a patch of a few square miles in the
Salt Lakes undisturbed, as a sanctuary for "birds. A wide emabank
-ment may ho constructed to enclose the sanctuary and it should
"be lined with trees and "bushes. The natural aquatic vegetation
and planted trees will suffice to encourage and attract birds
to live and roost there, if there are no trigger-happy marau-
ders around to make them feel unsafe. Strict vigilance and det-
errent punitive measure's, if seriously applied, can take care
of this aspect. Birds are generally very confiding creatures.
They soon learn when and where they are given protection and are
not molested, and in such areas they come very close to man.

A five-square-mile plot, covering the southern half of the North
3i.lt Lake from Makalpota to Bamanghata can "be turned into a "bird
sanctuary. A number of narrow embankments through the sanctuary
will facilitate close-range observation "by "bird-watchers and
ornithologists.

If thought desirable, a s ;.iall fee may "be levied for entry into
the sanctuary. Liany foreign "bird- lovers and ornithologists who
visit Calcutta as jurists, are very keen on seeing Indian birds.
At present, they have to be satisfied with the few they see in
the city or in its vicinity, or have to go to far-off places
like the Ghana Sanctuary in Rajasthan.

The extension of the West Bengal Wild Life Preservation Act, •

1959, to the area, stimulation of people's interest in wild life,
and employment of the staff necessary for the strict enforcement
of the Act, may all be taken up together to make the area an
effective bird sanctuary.

Y- M v v a v. u iL
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ARRIVAL AMD DEPARTURE OP THE PTEL CRESTED
CUCKOO

By

3.D. Jayakar

Genetics and Biometry Laboratory
Bhubaneswar, Orissa

In response to Lir. E.W, Ramble's appeal for information regard-
ing dates of arrival of the Pied Crested Cuckoo in different
parts of India in the Llay Newsletter I give below the relevant
data for the years 1963-65 in the vicinity of Bhubaneswar.

Arrival Departure

1963 June 3 September 17

1964 Llay 20 October 15

1965 Kay 31 October 23

These. are dates when the pied crested cuckoo was seen or heard
for the first and last times during the year.

In̂ 1S
6
f there was no record of the species bet.veen September 17

and October 15 and in 1965 between September 19 and October 23,
S9w» i

3 SGG?3 £° support Lir. Ramble's statement that though mostbirds leave by September a few stay on till well into October.

In 1963 and 1965, the dates of arrival near Bhubaneswar and in
^ao2

r '?npur arG almost the same, whereas in 1964, there is a gapof 23 days, and this makes things still curiouser.
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necessary is to set apart a patch of a few square miles in the
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ARRIVAL AMD DEPARTURE OP THE P3ED CRESTED
CIDKOO

By

3.D. Jayakar

Genetics and Biometry Lahoratory
Bhuhaneswar, Orissa

In response to lx. E.W. Ramble's appeal for information regard-ing dates ot arrival of the Pied Crested Cuckoo in different
parts 01 India in the Hay Newsletter I give helow the relevantdata for the years 1963-65 in the vicinity of Bhuhaneswar.

Arrival Departure

1963 June 3 Septemher 17

1964 Ifey 20 Octoher 15

1965 Hay 31 Octoher 23

These are dates when the pied crested cuckoo was seen or heard
i or the j.irst and last times during the year.
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1
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?r
Was

,
n? rGcord 0I" the species between Septemher 17and Octoher 15 and in 1965 hetween Septemher 19 and Octoher 23,

bird- T-pnw°h5 £^CTort l,i£' Bale's statement that though mostbirds leave hy September a few stay on till well into Octoher.

In 1963 and 1965, the dates of arrival near Bhuhaneswar and in^aharanpur are almost the same, whereas in 1964, there is a gapot 23 days, and this makes things still curiouser.



I hope Mr. Kamble gets many replies to his appeal and that more

such data on other species are contributed to the Kewslettei\

Postscript. This year the Pied Crested Cuckoo was heard near

Bhubaneswar on 19th of May.

V y y 'A A ~
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NOTES AHD COMSNTS

R A S Felluish sa^s in hid article published in this issue that

a storm is a good tine to he on the beach to. look out for birds

tossed out of°their course by the wind. It is interesting to

record that a Short-<tailed Tropic Bird was found uead on the

beach at Kitrn, 15 miles south of Bombay, auringjiay. ihere had

blen same inclement weather during that period .hut whether this

Sas the cause of the presence of this unusual him m this area

is difficult to tell.

ft*-*XXXXXXXX-

COEKESPOHDENCE

B ird- hews, from Madras

We nrc living on the sea shore here in a casuarina plantation.

Every mS?ni^I?
S
is impossible to sleep after 5.30 as there is a

ero,m nf Vnout 15 Hill I'lynas which make so much noise ohat we nave

ffgit%>. This hSs been disbelieved hy experts like L;r. ^ishnan
hut oven" a birdwatcher on his first day of hira-.-.-atching cannot

make a mistake when so many birds are hardly 10 yards away. Ihore

are also Common ISynas for comparison hy sight and sound.

The other noisy hirds hore are Yfhitebrowed Bulbuls, Bluetail-

Pfl "Rpp-enters. and T ras. Actually the morning chorus is a racket

wLn LroSgos;Vhitch?easted Kingfishers, and Goldenbacked Wood-

peckers join in,

3.V. Nilakanta

X X X X X -XHf-X-ft X' X X X X X

Weaver-birds nesting on telegraph wires

• While travelling towards Attur, in Golem ^^^^A^ ^^?^-
the 3rd of May, I had the opportunity to see a group of weav^bua-
Ploceus Dhili^irus? engaged in nest building, with nests suspend

ed~fro~ telearca-ol~ircs. The nests were m various stages of cons-

"truction! Thl'Slte ,as at a point about 50 ^S^^SS^Stoe
Cuddalore road aid over crops of .paddy. Jater is available in tne

many wells, hut there are few trees in this area, as every hit 01

cultivable land has been used up. for crops like maize, sugarcane,

and tapioca.

As the observation was made from a bus which had temporarily

slowed down, I could not collect more details. Hovertheleso, I

have no doubt about the identity of the nests ana ohe ouildero.

Even though I had covered some fifty more miles on bus in Attur

taluk, I did not come across any other weaver nests on telegrapn

wires.

Shri Badshah wrote about- weaverbira.s nesting on_ telegraph

wires, in an article in the Madras nail. U964) . ohri A.H.|, uao

has also observed -this (personal communication . This lo tne

first time I have observed this, and to ray mind, illustrate to
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ecological tolerance of the weaverbirds,

tWHH«H<-*-****-**-*

Daniel Mathew

Night Hergns breeding at lSrnakulara« .Kerala

With reference to Sri N.G. Pillai's article aoout the occur

-rence and feeeding of Night Herons at Ernakalam m^he BggM
-terVol. 6. Ho. 4, and his remarks that these birds are rare

Inlerala, t have to state that my son T. Balakrishnan in his

notes (in Vol? 5, No. 9, Newsletter ) on the breeding of the

Little Sret in Kerala haFmentioned the fact of a big colony

of Nilht
S
Snd Pond Herons breeding in tamarind, peepal, ana mango

trees at fSlamuri in the heart of Palghat town. Considering the

numbers of Night Herons breeding at Palghat my sone is of the

opinion that the Night Heron is not now a rare biro, in Kerala,

and that by careful observation a few more such roosts ana

breeding colonies may be found.

Mav I further add that Sri N.G. Pillai's translation of

•pakalunnaz.' as 'day-time diner* doesn't seem to be appropriate

to theory name of Night Heron, a habitual night;fe^er. The

word'pa,calunnan' should therefore be translated or interpreted

to mean 'day time non-diner or abstainer*.

A few of these birds have established their roosts and are

regularly breeding in some very large and shady tamarind trees

in the heart of Coimbatore town. I have seen them breeaing, m
company with Pond Herons, in babul trees standing in 1anks.

Their breeding season is July and August, ooth at Palghat ana

Goimbatore.

B. Subbiah Pillay
(Communicated by Prof. K.K.Neelakar

Zafar Futehally
Editor: Newsletter for Birdwatchers
3 2-A Juhu Lane
Andheri, Bombay 58-AS
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A BIRDHOUSE NEST
.

." " By
:

.,. . .

Nandan Nilakanta

Some years age, the Club, through the Newsletter , had a sked menbe:
to make a study of sparrows. In connection with this we had built
a snail nest-box, about six inches cubed, made of eement-asbestos
board, with a hole of two inches diameter in one side to serve as
an entrance. This contraption \uhich was obviously man-made, \ras
fixed to the fork -of a drumstick tree by tying it with wire. It
was 16$ feet (4*92 metres) off the ground and it was hoped that
sparrows would nest in it; However, probably because crows and
squirrels could get at it, it was not used for several years.

The rain and the continuous salt wind from the sea took their tol
and the birdhouse began to disintegrate. The bottom of the house
fell down and lodged in the fork, lie paid little heed to it until
one early June rrorning,

At about noon on 2nd June, 1966, My father and I were casually
watbning a pair of JIagpie Robins that boldly include our garden
in their territory. Ue are interested in these birds because one
of them has been ringed by us. However, on this particular day,
I noticed that the female had an insect in her bill and then lost
interest till my mother suddenly remarked: 'Oh? It's gone into
the ... ncj It's gone behind* the birdhouse J' This aroused our
interest and Father saw it disannear infcn t,hp hi i-rihouse. A flnsov
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look showed that the birds had built a nest over the fallen
bottom, we examined it with a pair of binoculars but saw nothing
01 interest. A few days before I had seen the male Kagoie Robin
dive at a crow and chase it away from the very same tree but it
never occurred to me that it might have a nest there.

The fact that the female entered the nest with an insect makes
me believe that there are nestlings in the box. My only worry
is that a Crow-Pheasant which has been skulking in our garden -

may find the nest. He were worried that this had happened when,
on the morning of the 4th, we found that the birds seemed to
take no interest in the nest. For very long they did not approach
it and we even. saw the male Magpie Robin eat an insect quite closeZo the nest-box, with no regard for it. Father climbed the treeto investigate but could neither find nor hear anything even when
he put his finger into the nest. However, a short while later,
the female entered the box with an insect. I watched the entrance
carefully but it had not reappeared when I left ten minutes
later.

Once on the previous, day, the male bird entered the nest through
the ho-le.- A few. minutes later the female came with an insect. It
flew to. the rim .of the entrance hole but hastily hopped out again,

' for, -with the male still inside there was probably not room enough.
.-. This episode convinces me that both the male and the female look

•.*. .after the young, \

I have noticed that before a ,parent Magpie Robin enters the
birdhouse it goes through an 'elaborate safety •check-list' , It

;
first perche.- on a branch about three feet from the nest and above
it-. Then., i* .here is nothing to alarm it , it hoos onto another

.

branch about .a couple of feet below the nest and "waits to make
sure that ther* is no danger before it flies to the sill of the
entrance ho3-.-.. If it thinks that we are observing it, it flies
into the oppc?: -e compound. They always use the entrance hole.

As they invariably- perch at exactly the same spots, on the same

??5S?
nes » au* ' ng the approach ritual, it should not be too

difficult ..-., .--hotograph them by remote control, Tie also want to
ring the y -iig birds,

(This pair of Magpie Robins have been seen in our garden for many
years. The iiiale was netted on -20th November 1965 and its wing
was found to be 90 mm. A blue, aluminium band was put around its
left leg on that day by which it has been confirmed that these

• are the same birds that have been in our garden for so many years.
They sing beautifully: whistling tunes and also chirring, noises.
The chirrr, chirrr sound seems to be a sort of alarm call or a
warning signal, for, though it is not conclusively certain, I have
observed that this sound is made whenever cats, crows or humans
venture too close. Although I have often heard and seen the male
make this chirring sound I have not ever seen the female doing— so. I wonder if only the male can do so. Both the male and the
female often sing lustily.)

Note. The cover picture shows the broken nest box with occupant.

% , , • j
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BIRDWATCHBJG IN IIUSSOORIE

3y

N.M. Ilistry

Recently I spent eight enjoyable days in Mussoorie and the adjo:
-ing area and I used this opportunity to observe the birds in
this region. On my first morning in Mussoorie I vrerit for a strol
to the Gun Kill. Here I caane across a small flock of Rufous bell:
Babblers. They were jumping from one rock to another and hiding
in the tall grass and bushes which grow in between the rocks. 11
was evident that they did not like the early morning intruder ii
their territory and they tittered harshly as they kent a close
watch on my progress. On my way back from the Gun Hill I made a
detour by the Camel's Back road. Here when passing through an
area in which there was thick foliage on either side of the roac
I heard what sound* like a Tickell's Flowerpeckor. The Flowerpecl
was on the -valley si 'e and i was waiting for it to make its
appearance, when a sky blue ball flew over my head from the
hillside and settled on a rock just a few feet below me. I
completely forgot the Fowerpecker and stood marvelling at the
beauty of my new friend — a Verditer Flycatcher, It was a
splendid male specimen, just the size of a sparrow and it showec
not the least sign of alarm at my presence. He just sat there 01
the rock and looked me all over. It almost seemed as if he was
waiting for me to throw a crumb at him. Then he suddenly flew
a;jay out of sight, and I continued on my way.

Next day, I strolled down the ghat into the Doon Valley. In the
orchards, lychees were hanging in ripe red bunches from the tre<
and the birds must have been finding them irresistible, for in
almost every tree-top a 'scarecrow' had been put up. I -saw
hoopoes, mynas, robins, magpie robins, jungle babblers, parakeel
bulbuls, black drongs and other common birds. Then I saw a
solitary Rufous backed Shrike, This bird was not difficult to
recognise because of the conspicuous black band through the eyes
and the rufous back. It was sitting in a tree by the roadside
and when I approached it flew away to a more distant tree from
where it kept a sharp eye on me. I vrent nearer and again it
flew away.tEinally, I gave up the chase. Kearby a pair of- hoopoe
were feeding on the ground in the shade of a tree. They started
playing the same game with me as the shrike and flew from the
shade of one tree- to the next as I walked on. However, they wer<
not so shy as the shrike and finally, they let me pass very clos
to them while they waited in- the shade of a huge banyan tree. A
little further on there was a water tap and a magpie robin was
quenching its thirst in the small pool that had formed below the
tap. It was very warm and both I and the magpie robin were
equally thirsty. \"hen I approached the t ap the magpie robin r
retreated just a yard or so and then when I moved away it hoppec
back to have its fill,

A couple of days later I started on a trek from Mussoorie to
Tehri. An early morning in a Himalayan jungle is an unforgcttab'
experience, especially to a birdwatcher. The jungle was alive
with' the cooing of doves screeching of junglefowls and the calls
and whistles of numerous other birds. Leading the orchestra was
the ace mimic of the forests, the racket-tailed drongo, who
regaled the jungles with his varied calls and songs. "i identific
two species of doves — the Spotted Dove and the Ring Dove. Aboi
ten minutes after I had entered the forest I heard a commotion c

little to my right on the hillside. Expecting to see some wild
animals I peered intently through the undergrowth. To my pleasai
surprise I saw two Red Junglefowls scrataching the jungle floor
and fighting -it- out over some juicy worm. However, they quickly
took alarm at my presence and vanished in the undergrowth. A li1
further on, a junglefowl rushed across the road a few yards ahaj



raitrh f« y.2 - r. T' :'x" *•*«*? ""« oira wnose call was very
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T
neard m the jungle, but which I could neither see norlaentiiy. I had heard the same bird in the Kulu Valley the previousyear and I think it is a regular visitor to the Himalayan foothillsevery -summer. It has. a very pleasant call consisting' of just twonoces, which it repeats regularly at short intervals. The notessound something like Koo-kuk, as if somebody is playing the notes

™2rt?2
a dejcending scale - can it be a Pigmy Owlet? Perhaps some

fS ! ^ 7 be *bJ\to lde»tifiy the bird although I realize thattne data supplied by me is very insufficient for proper identify.
£t. ?\!.* v f,

neafinS Kaudia, the tranquility of the forestwas scattered by the sharp report of a rifle shot. It was apitiable reminder of the junglefowl's panic.

The track emerged from the forest near a village called Kapul Paniand tnere there was a steep descent to Tehri along a track which
C
J|f
ng fc

2,
the rockwall on one side and hugged the valley »n theother. Tnere were huge lizards and chameleons in the holes andcrevices m the rockface on the left. A brahminy kite circled inthe sky over the valley on the right.

d«!2%£"*£*i?-
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?
urPri*ed t0 see this bird here but then a littleaown the hill slope there were terraced fields and down into thevalley were water-logged paddy fields. Possibly the kite had
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t0 hunt lizards in

•

tne rocks. In -che terraced fields I saw the somewhat rare

thfJw?f,Sfi
bulbuls. Unlike their more commonly seen counterpartsthe redwhiskered and redvented bulbuls, the whitecheeked bulbulshave a yellow vent instead of a red one. I also saw some moreruxousbacked shrikes and. now and then a Kashmir Holler (blue lavlwhicn looked majestic in flight. Near the village of Ram Gaon Isaw a splendid specimen (male) of a crested bunting. Surprisinglyit made no sign of flying away even when I approached very closeThen a thunderstorm with lightening flashes broke out over the #

lehn Garhwal hills and it brought my birdwatching to an abrupt

On my last day in Mussoorie I once again went to Gun Hill in themorning and took a. stroll to Savoy in the evening. I was rewardedwith tne sight of two uncommon birds that day *- a kestrel nestingin a call tree on the approach to the Gun Hill, and some scarletmimyets in a. cluster of trees near the Savoy.

#

THE STORY OF 'KOTUR*

n .... ' By T.V. Jose
un 14th April 1964, my neighbour's son canie running to me andsaid that tnere was a nest of a bird in the near-by Pongom tree.From tne details of the nest and the "bird he described, it was
plain that the bird was a coppersmith (Megalaima haemacephala ).

The rest and the nestling

I found the stump 20 ft. above the ground slightlv turned upwardshowing a dark depression on the upr>er side at t';e ---p-ged end
which turned out to be the mouth of" the hole. The hole at its'mouth measured 2 ins. across and was 6 inches in depth. That the
hole should be thus open to the sky seem/to me an unusual /ed
occurrence, as always observed coppersmith birds choose to excavatenest holes from the lower- side of a dead branch or the side of ^*
vertical or slanting stem.

As I approached the chick — the only one left in the hole — itsensed danger and instantly lay flat close to the wood motionless.
It was dark-greyish in colour with incipient feather buds bordering



the wings; other- ?ise
?

it appeared naked and 'blind too. As soon
as I put my fingers into the hole in an attempt to catch it, it
withdrew to the bottome. However, I could take' it out though with
some difficulty.

There was no lining of cotton or any soft material used to pad
the nest. The bottom of the nest was covered with the chick's
alnost-amber-colourcd droppings. Yet the accumulated excreta
did not stink. In general features the hole of a co^orsmith
bears a striding resemblance to that cf the smell green barbet
(liegalaima viridjc) . I do not however remember whether the piled
up faeces in the latter case wore odorous or odourless as I came
across one nest some years back. One thing soen/pVctty sure that
what might seem to be unhygienic has evidently little to do with
the health of the chicks in either case. Chicks arc always spot-
lessly clean, and healthy.

Threatened, as it was, by its natural enemies on the one hand,
for the tree had harboured many sinister-looking crow-nests, and
neighbours' children on ;he other, I thought the chick would be
safer under my care. My overwhelming desire to study the chick's
growth ana behaviour, was another tempting reason to kidnap it
from its lawful ^arcnts.-Ir our room I kept it on our table in a
soft pad cf cotton cloth, between two rows of books.

Life under our roof

With apyarent ease the young coppersmith adapted itself to the
new surroundings. On calling it, 'kotur' it would open 'its beak
and attempt. to grab the food held out to it. Seeningly, it was
unable to judge the direction of food for in the nest the directic
wao restricted always to the open side, "With the food safely in
its mouth, the clamour and fuss it made at each time would fade
out. Kotur 's diet gci orally consisted of ripe plantain, grapes
(peeling - off skin), figs and chikku. Except for the meagre quantit
of insect food that it night have got through fruits like those
of banyan and pecpul, provided occasionally, there was no insect
food as such in its menu, since we did not know what -sort of
insects it would cat. Deficiency of nitrogenous food, I am afraid,
had an r.averse effect on its overall grov.'th and narticularly on
the growth of feathers. Ue gave it food in small" quantities, feari
indigestion. Uhen none of us was at home, the young bird had to
starve. Nevertheless, after my coming from office I used to make
lip the shortage by feeding it till ;:s late as 10.30 at night.

Some significant activities

At this time one surprising fact came to my notice: that nature '

has failed to provide any marked colour in the mouth of the chick,
as night be seen among a variety of birds, of which the purpose
may be to help their parents to feed their offspring rightly and
evenly in the confusing colour of the nest and nestlings. After
a moment's thought I realised the futility of any colour, however
bright, except possibly white, where the chicks have to live in
dark holes.

T-TWhen a meal was over net only old its agitation die out but tne
chick crav.'led cuicklv backward and lay flat for no- c time. Wo all
know that a backward movement, whether among, ^irds or other
animals, is very uncommon and perhaps even unnatural. To undorstar
then this peculiar habit we have to go a little deep into the
house-hold life of c opporsr.iths.

The depth of their nests varies from 5 to 7 inches, or a little
more. Variation I think depends on the texture of the vood they
choose for boring. In one nest, selected at random, the inside
space somewhere in the centrc-j measured roughly 2^ inches diameti.;-
(vertical section) and mouth of the hole lg inches. The hindmost



portion of the tunnel is invariably used for depositing their

droppings. The remaining portion is very much limited considering
the area recuired by the number of chicks, usually three and

rarely four, that have to live till theg arc full grown. Chicks

of different sizes are found in a clutch. So, at feeding tine, all
of them cannot thrust their head and neck equally well and catch

the attention of their parents to receive food. As soon as one

succeeds in satisfying itself with the food offered to it, it.

would recede allowing the other to have its tum and the parent
bird thus completes the round with no feeling of confusion, over*
feeding or underfeeding. This arrangement t hus helps to feed the
chicks impartially from the youngest to the eldest, with the care
and attention proper to them. I surmise therefore the lack of

distinct colour in the younglings' mouth can be interpreted

meaninglfully in this context only.

Another occasion at which it wculd likewise crawlbackward was when

it wanted to evacuate its bowel. This is in order to deposit the

excreta at the rear-most corner of the cavity.

As days passed we observed that the bird was capable of producing

two types of sound. One was just diminutive of its adult stage from -

which it earned its name, Coppersmith, and heard it producing
during the interval between one meal and the other calling for our
•attention; and the other, described roughly, was much like a faint

hissing noise emitted by a hot nail dipped in cold water, a sign
of satisfaction, heard only after every meal, but lost its identity

when it grev; into a fledgeling.

Unless it felt hungry, it would drowse most of the time. However,

it was not without activities of its own when it was awake. At

times soon after food taking it would run the tongue inside the

beak over and over. Sometimes, as if it was dreaming or imagining
the proximity of food, it would open its mouth, thrust forward
head and neck and : cat air*. This nock food taking was repeated
so often and earnestly that one might think that the chick was
Speaking to itself (mentally): 'I.will cat thus and thus, let the

food come within my reach.' Sometimes I fancied it was taking

planned exercise to improve the related muscles of head and neck

to snatch the food next time more efficiently. Fancy apart, could

that have been due to some ±js minor disorder of the 'digestive

system caused by our faulty feeding as, for example, hiccup in

humans?

Flight of Psychodas (a kind of tiny flies found on fruits) too

near the chick, would sometimes tempt thp chick to chase them#
But never have I seen it catching any.

For some time I observed that sudden sounds make the chick instinct

-ively silent and crouch flat on the table. But in course of time,

when the chick was accustomed with disturbances of the room, it

grew indifferent to such signs that otherwise called for caution^

If, therefore, we want to see the life-saving instincts of the
chicks well preserved and sharp enough to become of any use in

later life, they should be reared, as far as possible, in secluded
places, c.away from the hubbub of our life.

Further developments

On the 19th I was satisfied to see the feather stalks elongated,

even their olive green tops sprouted, but not sufficiently long

and spread out to cover the body completely. To my delight the day

""irrituarrBlkersayrin""his book THE NIDIFICATJON OF BIRDS

OF THE* INDIAN EMPIRE that three eggs are generally laid, sometimes

only two and rarely four. .

2This means incubation begins as soon as the first egg is laid.
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day before, I saw it preening its scanty feather buds or making
attempts to do so. It v/as learning an important lesson in persona!

"hygiene. Now its eyes were fully open, and what was more, its
eye-sight was improving day by day. Coppersmith chicks have poor
eye-sight as compared with bulbul chicks, or perhaps, for that
matter, any chicks of open nests. At this time, ar a little
earlier, came stretching exercises. Nov/ and then it would stretch
out one of its wings and the leg of that side to the extent it
could, let another activity of far more importance v/as its traini;
of wing muscles for the oncoming flight. It would lower its front
portion close to the wooden plank of the table to get a grip over
it and stretch out both wings and vibrate briskly. In spite of al
these activities, the little one had not full control over its
muscles, and, as a result, it faltered in attempts requiring skil
and attention. Flapping exercises continued until at last it beca
a full fledged flier. How docs it manage all these various activi
ties requiring considerable space in its narrow tunnel nest?

On the 20th I cleaned its beak, cheek, brow and throat with tip
of damp towel. I noticed that Kotur could straighten its knees
letting the weight of its body fall on its feet. In the days that
followed it learnt to hop and by and by it would hop all over the
table, sometimes going into narrow spaces between rows of books
that somewhat resembled its nest hole. And what was once hopping
now turned to short flight. On 28th, Kotur flow a distance of abc
7 ft. without stopping. It was a horizontal flight. Its flights,
in this as in those that followed immediately, were aimless. They
were attempts to the unknown, but repeated with verve and vigour.
The thrill of new experience, robbed its desire for food as its
food taking in those days was found unusually irregular and far
reduced. The kok, kok (not tonk, tonk ; the difference between the
sound of the chick and that of the parents (adults) to my ear
mainly lies in the shallowness and quicker repetition of the forr,

noise v/as also very much reduced. In short, all its attention nov

scorned to have converged to the one task of flight.

On our shelf I fixed a dead branch with many tiny twigs. ^ This gai

opportunity to the bird to learn gripping, hopping and aiming at
one twig from the other. Kotur learnt quickly ascending and
horizontal flights, but sceiii/unable for a time to fly downward.
But by the 3rd May it could come down from the branch to the tab!

to cat without our help. And on 5th, a Saturday, it directly flc\

down on the head of my brother asking for food.

Ever since Kotir v/as able to fly it preferred to 'roost on the
branch of tree we fixed on the shelf. This shows, that coppersmi
can sleep on branches too, like any other birds.

However, I was eager. to test the truth of the statement that
Coppersmiths use their nest hole as a roost eyen after their
parental duties are over for the year. On several nights I wrigg

up the tree to examine the nest hole where Kotur 's parents were

supposed to roost. But always I found it empty, and unused.

I hasten to add that the finding is not sufficient to prove anyt

contrary to the observation made on this point by others. Unc oi

the studies I carried out later proved that Coppersmiths do roos

in their nest holes, as well as on twigs. In one case botn tne

parents spent nights in one hole with their chick
>

or chicks in

that nest. But much is yet to be known about their roosting

habits and I hope my efforts in this direction will soon be

rewarded. ,.

(To be continued)

* * *

a
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THE ARRIVAL OF THE GOLDEN ORIOLE IN
SAHARANPUR, U.P

By

E'i Wi Ramble

Here, in Saharanpur. the Golden Oriole is a local, migrant and its
arrival dates arc given below:

1947
194^
1949
1950

27 March
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A NOTE OK Otus scops

By

Robert L. Fleming, Ph.D.

About twenty years ago I hoard a small owl calling at duski I did
not recognize it. 'Pluck-pak-pluck' it would repeat over and over
again. Barlowganj , Mussooric, U.P., where I heard it, is about
5000 feet in altitude and is surrounded by steep, rocky slopes
dotted with bahunia trees.

In Nepal, fifteen years later, I again heard this bird in the
Rapti Dun near the Narayani River. The altitude was about 1000
feet and the forest was largely sal . It was well after dark when
the monotonous sound began and though I could locate the very
tree, the flashlight revealed no bird.

It was in Jhapa District, the extreme south-eastern district of
Nepal terai , that we camped in January, 1965. Here again, several
individuals of this illusive bird, punctuated the night air.
Stumbling over logs in a cut-over forest I finally glimpsed a
small owl sitting on a stump in an open glade of light forest.
It ?lew into tall trees ncary-by and again I could not find it.
I counted 247 'pluck-pak-plucks ' before it stopped.

Three weeks later we camped in the foothills on the border- of
Jhapa and Tiara districts, in a heavy, mixed forest at $00 feet.
Again our little friend began to sound off, this time a half
hour before dusk. Cur son, R.L. Fleming II soon returned with a
beautiful Tright reddish-tan phased Otus scops . This was now a
familiar sound throughout the terai and into the Nopalcse foot-
hills to about 3500 feet. Uc were in Kanchanpur two" months later;
this is the extreme south-western district of the terai . Here,
across the Sarda River from Tanakpur, we collected a specimen
in broad day light. It was silent but flew out of a leafy tree
in fron'c of us into a similar tree near-by.

It had taken so many years to know that 'pluck-pak-pluck' were
the notes of "the North Indian Scops Owl!

*** *8* flr

UNEXPECTED BIRD

By

I^alsinh M. Raol

I was out for birdwatching in: the evening on 13,3.61. There is a
very good spot fa- watcrbirds, especially waders 'a t Rajkot in
the river Aji where the city sewage water flows, a little down-
stream behind the Central Jail. There is also another small strcai
of dirty sewage water in front of the Central Jail. After a littl
meandering it flows into the Aji, Just where it takes a turn to
the last, a group of three birds attracted my attention. Though I
had never seen tho.ie birds before, I could at once identify them.
They were Pied Ilynas. To make sure I wrote down the description
of the birds, later to compare it with the book. On referring to
Whistler I found that I was correct in my identification, I was
very much surprised to find Pied Mynas in Rajkot as that bird is
not mentioned by R.S, Dhr.rmakunarsinhji in his BIRDS OS
SAURASHTRA. Thus my sighting the bird on 18.3.61 may perhaps be
the first record of that bird from Saurashtra. The Pied Mynas wcr

*l _ _J...J. U.X. _-C» U^« —4
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A NOTE OK Qtus scops

By

Robert L. Fleming, Ph.D.

About twenty years ago I heard a small owl calling at dusk* I did
not recognize it. 'Pluck-pak-pluck' it would repeat over and over
again. Barlowganj , Mussooric, U.P., where I heard it, is about
50Q0 feet in altitude and is surrounded by steep, rocky slopes
dotted with bahunia trees.

In Nepal, fifteen years later, I again heard this bird in the
Rapti Dun near the Narayani River. The altitude was about 1000
feet and the forest was largely sal. It was well after dark when
the monotonous sound began and though I could locate the vcrv
tree, the flashlight revealed no bird. -

It was in Jhapa District, the extreme south-eastern district of
Nepal tcrai, that we camped in January, 1965. Here again, several
individuals of this illusive bird, punctuated the night air.
Stumbling over logs in a cut-over forest I finally glimpsed a
smal± owl sitting on a stump in an open glade of light forest.
It ?lew into tall trees neary-by and again I could not find it.
I counted 247 'pluck-pak-plucks « before it stopped.

Three weeks later we camped in the foothills on the border- of
Jhapa and Ilam districts, in a heavy, mixed forest at 800 feet.
Again our little friend began to sound off, this time a half
hour before dusk. Our son, R.L. Fleming II soon returned with a
beautiful bright reddish-tan phased Qtus scops . This was now a
familiar sound throughout the tcrai and into, the Nepalcse foot-
hills to about 3500 feet. Ue were in Kanchanpur two months later;
this is the extreme south-wcstern district of the tcrai . Here,
across the Sarda River from Tanakpur, we collected a specimen
in broad day light. It was silent but flew out of a leafy tree
in front of us into a similar tree near-by.

It had taken so many years t'o know that 'pluck-pak-pluck' were
the notes of the North Indian Scops Owl!

* * #

UNEXPECTED BIRD

By

Lalsinh M. Raol

I was out for birdwatching in the evening on 13.3.61. There is a
vc^ good spot for watcrbirds, especially waders 'a t Rajkot in
the river Aji where the city sewage water flows, a little down-
stream behind the Central Jail. There is also another small strcar
of dirty sewage water in front of the Central Jail. After a littlt
meander j ag it flows into the Aji, Just vrhcrc it takes a turn to
the last, a group of three birds attracted my attention. Though I
had never seen those birds before, I could at once identify them.
They were Pied Kynas. To make sure I wrote down the description
of the birds, later to compare it with the book. On referring to
Whistler I found that I was correct in my identification. I was
very much surprised to find Pied Mynas in Rajkot as that bird is
not mentioned by R.S. Dharmakumarsinhji in his BIRDS OS
SAURASHTRA. Thus my sighting the bird on 13.3.61 may perhaps be
the first record of that bird from Saurashtra. The Pied Mynas wcr
afterwards seen by K.S. Lavkumar and a student of his at differcn'
places on different occasions in Saurashtra.
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We have not been out birdwatching so much this year as last as we have
taker, up sailing at the weekends, but even this sport gives one some
wonderful views. The eagles are many round the river, but none of them
look like Pallas' s Fishing Saglesi We saw our first Avocets and Skimmers,
and on a rough day we have sailed almost into swimming duck and teal
before they have heard us.

Our house is not far from the Jamuna. The garden is small and
mainly shrubs and inhabited largely by the three kinds of bulbuls, tailor
birds, sunbirds and ashy wren warblers. Twice we saw Sirkeer Cuckoo (two
years ago) but this year our only unusual visitors have been two Grey
Hornbills (on two occasions), a large Green Barbet, and a Sparrow Hawk
which crushed to its death against our verandah glass door last November
while chasing a Little Brown Dove (also a victim), who thought to escape
into our house I I believe he is now stuffed and on display in the Bombay
Natural History Museum.

A month or so ago, a pair of White-eye, with a minute baby in tow,
hopped along into a bush where I was pruning. They were a delightful
sight, but I never saw them again.

We are looking forward to seeing Peter Scott's film WILD WINGS
about Slimbridge next week. The Zoological Study Circle is arranging it

with the British Information Service, who have just received the film
from London. It should be very interesting.

M.C, Robertson.

.

Birdwatching in Khanewal, Pakistan :

I normally live in Khanewal (Pakistan). It is a great place for
birds, however particularly in the spring and autumn seasons and one can
see many Palaearctic species in full breeding plumage in late A 1sril -»
such as Grey Plover, Dunlin, Bartailed Godwits, Greater Mongolian Sand
Plovers, Kentish Plovers (breeding) to mention but a few.

T.J. Roberts.

-* # *

Bird notes from Pawatbahata, Rajasthan:

Much of our astonishment, an osprey is staying in the neighbourhood
and seen over the river every now and then. A cuckoo (Cueulus canorus)
rather light grey in colour as compared to what we have seen in Seden was
heard and seen (indeed at 10 ft. distance). I also believe I have heard a
greenshank which I presume should be ruled out. 4 kinds of kingfishers
both specimens of small minivets, pied crested cuckoo, paradise flycatchers
and many more are on the list we are preparing.

S.O. Nilsson.

Zafar Futehally
Editor,
Newsletter for Birdwatchers,

32-A, Juhu Lane, Andheri,
BOT'BAY 58-AS.
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RE&UL>iR AT«D UNCUjnON VISITORS TOTaMBARAM

By

Gift Siromoney & E. 0. Shaw

In the October ( 1 965) issue of the Newsletter hellui'sh recommended that

"everj birdwatcher in India should set about the study of the birds of a

clearly defined area of the country, even if it was only his back garden",

host of the oirds reported here are f rom our gardens and all of them seen

in the campus of the Madras Christian College, which is situated about 25

km. south-west of Madras. The last r eport on Tambaram birds was made by one

of' us in the August issue of the Newsletter in 1963 covering about three

years. This report covers the period since August 1963 even though almost

all the interesting observations were made during the 1965-66 season.

For more than the past year a watch has been kept on the birds of the campu

by some members ofthe staff. The chief interest has been to attempt to keep

track of the changing numbers of certain migrant birds, or local migrants,

and this is already revealing interesting patterns and variations in patter

During the watch many other points of ornithological interest arise and her

we would mention some which may be of general interest.

Flycatchers with one notable exception were scarce .in 1966. The Brown Flyca

cher usually a winter resident was only noted as passing through in 1966

mainly in aarch. The excejtion was the Bluethroated Flycatcher. This bird

mentioned in ^aker and In lis as a very rare migrant round only one at St,

Tho-ias wount (though also recorded later at Tambaram and once by Shaw in

,15k at Chinglepet) turned up in numbers at Tambaram this year. The first

s;ecimens were seen by us in late November 1965. At that time some doubt

e>. stel as to its identity on account of the colouring. This was cleared in

c rrecpondence with kr. lutehally. From then onwards frequent sightings we

ob„u.intd and it was" estimated that at least seven pairs were resident in th

campus until the first we*k of March.

The male birds as seen here differed from the description in Baker, and Ing

in havint- the whole head with neck and throat blue, this colour being cut c



also from the bird seen in Chinglepet in 1954 in which case the neck was

rusty and only the throat blue. The forehead was lighter brilliant azure

blue. The female was olive—brown with the rust of the breast very light in

colour

i

The birds, particularly the male could be seen regularly at some six or seven

points in the campus, all well wooded at the edge of paths. The pairs appear

-ed to observe territorial rights strictly and did not stray from their
particular areas.

They were easy to observe because they would respond to calls with great

readiness and showed themselves much less suspicious or nervous of human
beings than most flycatchers are. When Shaw one day spotted on flying out .

from thick Jungle to an- open stand of small trees he went to get binoculars
to get a better view. This proved impossible for the bird persisted in sit-

ting on twigs at too close range for the focus of the binoculars, and when

disturbed from one so near would fly to another equally near on the other
side. This was typical of their friendly and confident behaviour.

They we e usually called up by imitations of their scolding note, a sharp

- frequently- repeated Tss, - tss,- tss very 'cci-imonly used by them immediately
recognizable as it was considerably sharker in tone than the Blyth's Reed-
V.'arbler's,which is also common in the undergrowth here in winter.

. They. W,,uld. also, respond, to imitations of their s^ng. This is normally a five-

noted little song with the first three notes in descending order and then

• • the- fourth and fifth ascending. It- reminds- one- of the. Ti eke11' s Flycatcher
though xksacK is perhaps more cheerful. To this song it would come out ol

thickly growing wood and by it the bird-'would make its presence known so that

it could easily be found by any one familiar with the call. Occasionally when

close to a bird- it was possible to hear another little song. This was delivered

so to speak sotto voce. It was a long succession of little trills, chirring
noises and whistles

1

; hardly audible yet just to be caught by a sharp ear and

to be noted oy the eye from the movements of the beak and the dilations of the

throat, a scng similar to this has been noted in the urown Flycatcher.

Though mainly fond ,. of thickly wooded spots it did not remain in these but

would visit more open stands of trees and would there usually be found on the

lower branches. A female was once seen eating a small black berry (Zizyphus

oenoplia ) of the jujube family. It did not restrict itself in flycatching and

frequently •/ould fly down to pick off the ground a small beetle or, as once

seen, ar. inch-long caterpillar. In this kind of behaviour it definitely resembled
the chat family,

»

By the first week of inarch they had all departed. It would be interesting

to find if evidences of this migration wave have been noted elsewhere, and

what une pattern is in 1966-67.

The first record of the northern variety of the Grangeheaded Ground Thrush

was made as e arly as 1938 by Mrs, Barnes but the- southern variety was recorded r

only 25 years later. This year both varieties were seen together in more than

the usual numbers.

In the garden these Ground Thrushes occupied the areas usually taken by the

Pittas The first arrival (Northern) was noted at the end of October and the

last bird (Southern) was seen on .:arch 23. The migratory northern variety with

orange head with no ot.i&r markings on the head whereas the southern variety,
believed to be resident in the hills, has a white throat and two dark bands

on the heaJ< There seems to be ; ome variation in the markings between the

individuals. These birds afford an unusual example where two races of tte same

species -can' be easily distinguished in the field.

The -Plaintive Cuckoos arrived i-'. November as usual, and could be seen till the

middle of rtpril. It was not unu&ual for these birds to come down. to the ground
to pick up caterpillars, i'iost of the individuals were dark grey in colour and

only a few of them were chestnut. A t-pod number of these cuckoos were noted in

March and npril and these must have been passing through from Ceylon. The Forest

Wagtails which pass through Tambaram were seen onSeptember 1U, 1965, which is



or twos. For the first time in the last 'few years there were very few

Paradi- e Flycatchers. A couple of them were seen in the jungle once in

October and nothing till April. These seen in April had only short tails.

The Greyheaded Mynas were not numerous unlike the 1964-65 season.

We were able to add a few new species to cur checklist. Since the starting
of a farm in the campus, we found the grain-eating birds like the Munias
and the Weaver birds in large numbers. We recorded for the first time the
Whitebacked Munias in Nover (1965). The Short-toed Eagle and the Openbill
Stork have been seen flying over the campus. Shaw saw a Grackle once in
October (15.10.1964) which is the migratory season. A female Blackbird was
seen by Siromoney at the end of January 1966 eating the Zizyphus oenoplia
berries near the garden. It stayed'in the garden for a couple of weeks.
G6i:.g through the records it is found that a solitary bird was seen once on
February 21, 1958 but no other appearance was noted till this year. A Grey
Drcngo was seen by Siromoney once (14.2.1965) sitting en the telephone wires
very near the campus. It was easily identified by its bright crimson eyes
and the lighter colour of the body. Th- Large Cuckoo-Shrike was seen after
many ye^rs in March 1966 and a few pairs stayed for a week meking their

peculiar call which sounds like nibbing of branches together. .An Indian Banded
Bay Cuckoo was seen for the first time in Tambaram by Shaw.

A Banded Crake was spotted by Mrs. Siroaoney in the garden in December
(20.12.1965). It was usually seen after 4 p.m. and before 9 a.m. and could
be heard at dusk in the scrub jungle nearby. It was quite bold and visited
the bird bath regularly and picked up what it could from the kitchen drain
water. It became such a familiar sight in the garden that the five-year-old
Sircmoney Jr. would often call cur attention to its presence. It stayed till
May 2 in the area usually occupied by the Whitebreasted Waterhen or sometimes
the Fitta.

A Scops Owl has bean seen in the campus but we are not sure of its identity.
We hope to make a special effort to identify the Crested Larks which are seen
in the dry areas. A bulbul-like bird seen only once has defied gut attempts
at -dentifying it and we are giving the descri ption hoping that some readermay be able to identify it. The bird was seen by Siromoney, settling down
to roost in a bush near the garden just before dark on November 16, I965. Itwas of t.:e size of a Whitebrcwed Bulbul with the whclchead purplish blue but
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THE 'STOKE CURLEW

By

E. W. Ramble

Few birdwatchers get the chance to observe the Stone Curlew in its nesting
habits. Our Company has a large park-like area of 16 acres wherein there are
four houses, separated by hedges. For many years a pair of Stone Curlews has
made this area their headquarters, and although they disappear for long periods
they are permanently resident between April and July and are occasionally
resident at. ether times of the year for varying periods. They are. our especial
favourites.

L^tTttfnf^^ %? ^ ?
n° f th& hGUSes ten years aS° recently asked

sunr"fri n5
\Curlews still nested In the garden. I have been here for five

SEE f S ^ar they have nested twice. Is it possible that they are theidentical pair and, if so, what could -be the life span of the species?

The birds lav in the moat, emne^ r-n *na tv,.. „.
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depend entirely on the natural camouiiage 01 we eggs oxe«ax«g «w "«
ground area. Consequently the pair have not often been lucky with the

hatch- without destruction from snakes, monitor lizards, stray dogs, -

jackals, and above all the malis

.

Last year my neighbour and 1 had been watching the eggs for a fortnight

when one afternoon I returned for lunch to find the malis had been clearing

the leaves and sweeping in the vicinity of the nest. I rushed over to find
the eggs gene,- none of thy malis of ' ccurse'know anything about them, but

after a considerable amount of abuse and dire threats one produced an egg
from his shirt pocket, mere abuse .and second mali produced the ether egg,

but it -./as damaged. However, I replaced both eggs in the nest depression
anc" although the whole area had been swept clean the birds returned later
in the day. Next morning 'I,"found that, they had ejected the damaged egg and
I never found it. Two- days later the first egg hatched.

The chick was mo.ved into a nearby hedge a day later by the parents. We
inspected it most evenings, handling it on several occasions to give it a
good examination and in time the parents ceased to be agitated when we .

were around, ' -ound Robert' as we christened him, groew into a fine bird.

This year we located the next -on the 9th March in a most ridiculously exposed
position. The wheels of our car en the path passed within "two feet of the
eggs at least twice a day. Summoning all malis we told them what dire conse-
quences there would be if the. eggs were stolen. The chicks hatched on 26th
March —. 19 days after we had located the eggs. They were covered with brown-
ish d-ewn with three dark stripes down the back. They locked enitely helpless
but by evening had been moved from the nest. It took me an hour of close
searching before I located them under a peach tree 30 yards away so beautifully
camouflaged among the dead leaves that it would have been impossible to find
them except, that one gave the faintest cheap at intervals.

Two days later they were moved a hundred yards to a hedge. Small as they were
the characteristic of pressing themselves flat on the ground with the head andneck stretchod out is r emarkable

.

I had to go away for a few days and on my return it took me four davs to locate£ag
,\
u

' 'fj
6* had lifted to one of the other compounds. I only found onechicK, the other presumably had been taken- by. a kite-. It had grown to four
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they obviously depend on their naturalcamouflage. icr protection rather than their running powers. As it grew it gotugixcr, the head large and the huge yellow eyes were almost frightening.

This youngster survived and before long oould fly and took his place with theparents m the garden.
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. * days te hatch. Can any reader put it closer than that?
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KOTUR, THE STORY OF THE COFrERSMTTH CHICK

By

T.V. Jose

(Continued)

We new took the bird outside the room to familiarize it with new surround

-ings. Gn the first day it made frantic little flights, and we soon took

the bird back home. Such hazardous flights are natural at this phase of

its life, and the parents can take care of theim But with wingless parents

like us such flights may be dangerous.

During the following days, however, when we took it out again, Kotur would

stray on from branch to branch and from tree to tree, or it would sit

helplessly, at one spot for quite a long time, as if not knowing what to

do. Even our calls or the lure of food could nc^ bring the bird down.

.jdny times rather I had to climb the' tree and give it food. Kotur had no

f nse of direction. Besides a number of crows had nested in the nearby

trees and their noisy quarrels were reminders of the danger that our chick

was then exposed tc.

On the 13th the bird sat on Lhe ground and sedately picked up grains of

;
sand and gulped them down. Coppe rsmiths to my knowledge are purely arbor-

eal and their getting down to replenish stock of sand in their gizzards

... is unknown. Even the need of sand seemed tc me quite questionable In the

case of coppersmiths as their food forms no hard part of the fruit which
requires crushing ..and grinding, but the pulpy part and the s tone they
always evacuate through their faeces 'intact'. In these days I examined
its stool and found at times stone grits in it. Some I even preserved. Was
this phenomenon due to a deficiency of minerals in its diet?

In the s earch forinsect food, we discovered the mango hopper ( Idiocerus
i iiveosparsus ) , a jassid, found in good numbers on the bark of a mango
sapling, standing just near our room. This was all together an accidental
discovery. Prior to this, a variety of insects was brought to it, includ-
ing those we got from dead wood of different trees on which 1 had much
hope since adult birds are often seen pecking at withered stumps that
hold no prospect for nest builing. Anyway, Mango-hoppers proved so platable
a dish that our chick was seldom tired of eatingi

Though Kotur was alone, it was not an introvert. It had many antics and
pranks which I would watch for hours. To begin with, it would go into the
folds of canvas which was kept in the fork of tte rmngo sapling, and peck
about and when tired of doing this it would come out only to go into ancthei

r- fold, turn back and would peck again here and there and look out into the
open. Similarly it weuld in its happy mood, perch on and play with the
towel that ;vent round my chest and shoulders.

3
\

In these days I noticed .that t he chick had a particular inclination towards
red coloured things. One day it took 1 f ancy to pack at a neighbour's ear
rings studded with red stones. Another day when 1 found difficulty in caioli

SLSf™ ^° °?rae down
I
waved * -Piece of red coloured cloth and the chick

*

immediately flew down to my hand. 1 tried this trick twice and both times

J *°fr2\r ""Vf
1
Pf rceive red colour, besides white and black* it maybe argued it must be able to distinguish some other colour or colours,perhaps opposite ones in the spectrum.

The 29th was a Friday. After breakfast it went out early in the momine
and returned after an hour. I could hear its calls. While I was busy withsome work, I heard the wailing of a bird - sure, sons bird should havebeen in d anger, perhaps a sparrow. Instantly 1 made for the spot from wherethe sound was heard. A neighbour of ours seeing the chick was caught by ajungle crow and thio wing stones, so the crow too moved from one building tor

fn"^h I
S " *? vxc±nit* heari*g the cry of the chick were gather!in number caw-cawing and circling above us, and so were our neighbour! who

shoutinT ?n°th
er

+

CaJl

\
e
+
°Ut °f th8ir hOUS6S md j0ined us *» throwing andshouting. In the tumult one voice rose above: ''stop throwing stones let thecrow place the chick somewhere." At least one had his wits fcout Su !t



once x,.\3 snouting stopped. ft.ot.ur >*a^ o^jj-l ±11 wie v^cn yi \*rs tiv» ouiu

cor.tiatad to cry pitiably, one wing in the beak of the crow and the other

portion dangling. Luckily, as expecz-ed the crow settled down en ene of the

building tops, put the chick under its feet and was taking stock of the

situation. In the next moment, as it -.zero, it found itself surrounded by a

volley of stcnes thrown from below and noise more deafening. In confusion

the crew loosened its grip over the body and flew away.

The- chick wasted no time. It was weak, it co-old only keep its wings spread
out arvd io flowed down towards us. as it fell on a cluster of parched grass

I took the bird and held in the hollow of ray palm, i-iy- fingers could feel
itr fut-t pounding heart. It was gasping fo_- breath. It turned down the water
we gave it to c" rink, But it ate a little ripe plantain. Afterwards it
refused to eat or drink anything. At tir.es it was seen with one of its
eyes close — a sign of weakness among birds. I had to go to office, so
lecsely swathed the chick in a piece of cloth and kept it between two rows
of oooks. It was getting better and after some fifteen minutes it flew out
and perched en a liny twig of its favourite .rtango sapling, *

On -he following iuncU; (31st hay 1954),_ I get up early in the morring and "?

as usual, waited f ' r Kctur's arrival-. Generally it, appeared at about 6.30
a.m. B»t today it did not come even at" ^ 7 .00,...,I wandered all ever the area
searching for the chick. Nc trace cf it. I watched crows and children
especially when they made loud noises. At. last I tried to console myself
that the bird would have gene right from the roost to a place where it
usii-d to visit after breakfast, Yetit ooeraed very unlikely. Ketur never
rer.stnc i'-absent for more than four hours at a time. Hour after hour parsed.
In "hi. ) verting I a^ain made- enquiries but the ehd was same; and new I knew
th .•• I weuld never recover it.

._..*' ."...:''* ' * *

HEJLiLDEKS OF THE MONSOON

. .By

I am working with anlron Ore Mine in the north of Orissa, The ore is situa-
te I on .he slopes of the Bonai Range, rising here from 1 500-3000 ft. above
E.^n. level. These slopes are covered in high jungle, many sal trees and the
valley below is well wooded, with paddy fields on the flat ground.

I arrived in India in November 1962, and it took me some. time to get to know
wie xoctl birds.

In June 1963, I noticed four lcrge birds cf a species I had not previouslyseen: they were circling round close to the ground near an emoting termite

clan £ tr-^w
1
?? %*
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?i ?*l °,

n thC Wings
'

catc hi«S them with their .claws an i trarsferringthem to their beaks while in flight. 1 later identified -these birds as Brahminy Kites.
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hcr3 were_in very poor condition, with several

- &- -nfe -u-ogetnerj which gave tnair wings a ragged look.

I <-o-ec. that they disappeared again after the end of the monsoon.
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cit is quite possible that in 1963 I did net notice their oripn^. arrival

and that they actually arrived earlier.)

At the beginning
J

6f the monsoon, usually by the end of June, our paddy

fields are water logged and there is plenty of water around, ether than

that in the Karo River. But on the date that the kites arrive in this area

there is no flood water at all, and 1 am surprised that this local migra-

tion should take place before the land is inundated. I would assume that

the birds hail from the Cuttack area where there is plenty of water all

the year round.

I have no records of their departure datec and can only say that they stay
in this vicinity for the whole period of the monsoon, departing again in
September or October,

I nave never seen more than 4 or 5 m this area — this year I have seen
two only — and every year their wings have the same ra&'ged moth-eaten
look!

While i would be pleased if they were resident here, as they are such fine-
lc -kirr; birds, 1 must say that I appreciate the annual joy which they give
on first being sighted, when their arrival announces that the monsoon will
so n bt with usl

NOTES AND COMMENTS

The 9th General assembly and the ICth Technical Meeting of the International
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) was held at
Lucerne from 25th June tc 2nd July. Nearly 300 delegates from 45 countries
attended. Shri Hari Singh, Inspector-General of forests, and the Editor of
this Newsletter were the two representatives from India. These General
assembly Meetings are held every third year, the previous two were in
Poland and Kenya, and the next one will take place in New Delhi in 1969.
The Government of India must be congratulated in having extended the invi-
tation to the IUCN, thus givingpositive proof of their intention to support
conservation policies.

The IUCN' s main objective is the preservation of species and habitats, and
?- «« t S^ly assumed that readers of this Newsletter are fully committed

vatiSsS ali^w^S^ "t
IU?^^ to aaintain contacfwilh confer!
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per annl ifa??3 ^^ f P°ssib^ ^»™* of'lUCN activities'.T

^^^^r^'^^^^^^J^^^ could be sent Jle
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CORRESPONDENCE

Dof:'s hair used for nest by Ashy .'ren Warblers

I am writing to you to inform ycu of a pair of Ashy Wren Warblers that

aru ne stint; in our neighbour's house. They have built their nest just like

the tailor bird's. I saw ono of them pecking at dry straw and trying to break

it into finer (thinner) straw tc bo wov-n into a nest.

Whenever 1 brush my dog, which is a pomeranicn, he sheds a lot of hair. I co]

-looted it and put it near the nest; to my' surprise and enjoyment the birds
utilized the hair very happily and now it stands out white against the green.

Ravindra Bhambral

*-5HHMHHHHHHBH*#
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A3 rival cf Wateroock .just before the rain.-,

I just saw a Watercock nearby (ao.vl.t966). I saw several last ye-aso :.t oh:s tame. They seem to come ever just before the rains.
ar

Y.3. Shivrsjkuciar ofjasdan

".afar Futehally
Editor, Newnletber for Birdwatchers
32-A .Juhu Lane, Andheri, Bombay 5&-AS
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BIRDS AND THE FLOWERING CHERRY

By

Usha Ganguli

I spent three weeks in autumn at Ranikhet (6000 ft.) in Kumaon
Hills from October 25th to November 15th 1965. I had not expected
to see any wild flowers at that time of the year in a hill statio]
So when I saw the Wild Cherry, Prunus puddum , in flower in and
about Ranikhet I was very pleasantly surprised and a good deal
puzzled, Why does the Wild Cherry which I believe is indigenous
to north-western Himalayas, flower in autumn when normally spring
would be the blossoming time for most flowering and fruit trees?
The only other tree in flower was the eucalyptus though only a
few trees in each grove had flowered.

Considering that the eucalyptus belongs to Australia in the
Southern Hemisphere I was not surprised at this late flowering,
for October would be • springtime in Australia, On the other hand,
I have seen a variety of eucalyptus blazing with orange-red
flowers in June, in Ootacamund. A botanist probably would have
an anc. er to this vexing problem. For myself, I 'was happy that
the wild cherry was in flower while I was there. The trees were
leafless and completely covered with soft pink blossoms. They
attracted a variety of insects including bees which I thought
would in turn attract different kinds of birds feeding on them.
What baffled me was that the birds which visited these blossoms
cane mainly for the nectar and not for the insects

i

The following is a list of birds which visited the wild flowering
cherry trees

.

The Brownfronted Woodpecker ( Dendrocopos auricens ) was a regul
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present. At first I thought that the various insects, visiting
the flowers for their nectar had attracted the woodpeckers. But
its mode of feeding left no doubt as to its interest in these
flowers. The bird would dip the tip of its bill into the heart
of a flower and keep it there for a few seconds. It would repeat
this -process, from flower to flover, l never saw it swipe the
crawling or clinging insects in the blossoms with its extensile
tongue as a wryneck does when feeding on ants. The deliberate
placing of the tip of the bill in the heart of each flower did
not suggest picking off insects. So I assume that bhe birds feed
on nectar though no book mentions this fact, although the Sap-
suckers of America (Sphyrapicus) are known to bore holes in
tender barks of trees and drink the sap that oozes from the hole.:

.

The West Himalayan Pied Woodpecker (Dendrocopos himalayensis )

was seen to visit a cherry tree once but it did not feed; it
saw me and left in a hurry.

The Scalybelliad Green Woodpecker ( Picus squamatus ) was seen on
two occasions deeply engrossed in feeding on nectar the same way
as the Brownfronted Woodpecker.

The- Whitecheeked Bulbuls ( Pycnonotus leucogenvs ) were the most
persistent feeders. 'In summer, these bulbuls are much more in
cvide ;ce. In autumn, with restricted food supply of both insects
ana vile" fruit, their number -had dwindled, I" saw small 'numbers
only on the flowering cherry, the flowering eucalyptus, and some
rose bushes -which had bunches of yellow berries, '

The Black Bulbul ( Hypsipetes nadagascariensis ) were infrequent
visitors to these blossoms for nectar, l once watched one at
oaharanpur in late March, feeding on the nectar of Erythrina .

Salim Ali mentions that they are fond of the nectar of Rhododen-
dron, eucalyptus, grevillea, and erythrina.

The Redbilled Babbler (Stachyris pyrrhopa) is not a familiar
bird in the west Himalayan hill stations, I had seen it only
once before in the Kulu Valley in June, I sent sketches to both
Bombay natural History Society and the British Museum (Bird Room'
and the identification was the same from both sources, I must
confess that the red bill was not apparent either in June in
Kulu when I saw a flock with fledglings or in autumn at Ranikhe~-
This babbler v.as a great skulker and fed on insects. But once,
a single bird was seen feasting on nectar.

The beautiful Blackhcaded Sibia ( Heterophasia caoistrata ) were
seen in small flocks in cherry blossoms at places ranging from
7000 ft. to 5000 ft. Once three of them were so engrossed in
nectar sipping on a. small wayside tree that I walked to within
ten fect ' of them without their noticing my presence. Jean
Dela:our, writing on babblers in A NEW DICTIONARY FOR BIRDS
ment: ons that Heterophasia feed on nectar and pollen of flowers
as well as on berries and insects.

Th-5 only bird that visited, the cherry blossoms for insects was
a s :,.,cies of Phylloscopus . It was - like Pallas 's Leaf Warbler
( Phy." loseopus prorcgulus )" in sine, colouring and behaviour but
instead" of a bright yellow ruir.p it had a dull yellowish green
rump which was very prominent as it hovered about the blossoms
frequently. The primaries and secondaries 'ere edged with
yellowish white. Of two wing bars the lower was prominent. The
chin, throat and breast were pale grey, lower abdomen and vent
yellow. It had prominent supcrcilium and grey cheeks,

The Grey Tit, Parus maj or , is a summer visitor to P.anikhet, In

autumn one or two were' occasionally seen feeding on nectar.

. .11 j.j
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(.\ep;i chalos concjnnus ) together with the Yeilowbacked Tit ( Parus
xant hogenys ) were present in summer. But every flowering cherry
tree "in autumn had its cuota ox these tits, the first -two being
more numerous than the third. I saw Parus modestus (Tellowbrowed
Tit^ for the first time in a flowering cherry tree along with
leaf warblers, I was so busy in identifying it that I did not
nocice its mode of feeding. I subsequently saw it on other trees
fecdir, -; on insects c

The Cinammonbellied Nuthatches (Sitta castanca ) were frequent
visitors to the cherry blossoms. 'Two 'males i"n a tree often chase--"
one another. They were also seen seeking insects on the barks of
these trees.

Blyth's YeHowtacked Sunbird (Aethopyga nipalensis horsfieldi )

were seen only in flowering cherrir and flowering eucalyptus
trvj.-s, I do rot know whether thby are resident. I had not seen
then in June in Ranikhet. oin.je nothing is known about their
nic.ification or habits they w^rc probably vagrants.

The Northern. Uhite-eyes (Zostcrops palpebrosa) were regular vi3i
^-tcrs. I had seen them feeding on nectar in my garden. Salim Ali
"also mentions the ';hite~e e's fondness for nectar.

The Cinammon Tree-Sparrow (Pa^er rut ilans ) were seen to visit
these trees , but I somehow cannot recall whether they fed on
nectar. I had vatched yellow throated sparrows feeding on both
the flower and nectar of erythrina; so I should not be .surprised
if the Cinammon Tree-Sparrow also had a 'sweet tongue'.

A male Pinkbrowed Finch once came to a cherry tree, plucked two/
three flowers, threw them down and flew away.

Recently I learnt that the quality of Prunus puddum honey is
excellent. It is very dark and not easy to get as the season has
to be just right for the flowers to produce honey.

The flowering eucalyptus also attracted the 'Brownfronted Wood-
peckers, the White Cheeked Bulbul, the tits, the Cinammonbellied
nuthatches, Blyth's Yeilowbacked Sunbird and white-eyes, I believe
that the above mentioned birds w ere attracted to flowers of the
eucalyptus for nectar.

In all the ornithological literature available to me I find no
mentic 07" nectar as a supplementary food for the birds listed
above except the sunbird and the tree birds mentioned earlier,
i.e, Black Bulbul, Sibia, and l,hite-eyes.

Autumn is a lean season for insects and berries. So the different
species of birds took advantage of the brief flowering of these
trees to supplement their diet,

* * * *

KHANDALA DIARY (May 1966)

By

Adil Dubash

12th I-iey : This evening we explore the beautiful patch of forest
wnTch lies below 'Duke's Nose, We cross a barren and rocky terrair
through which runs a nullah. A couple of pairs of Crested Larks

. a Redwattled Lapwing play pranks on the ground. On reaching
.he ed; e of the forest, we hear a rustling sound in the thickets
and out flies a Spur Fowl. It is surprising to note that we do
not hear the calls or find any trace of the Grey Junglefowl usual
-ly to be found in this area.

and
in.



Brother Navarro sajrs that the weather should be a little warmer
for these birds to call out and move frequently. Along the tall
cliffs of rock near 'Duke's Nose', a pair of Longbilled Vultures
soar high up in the blue sky. Here we also observe the Brown
Flycatcher, the Tickell's Flycatcher and the Blacknaped Blue
Flycatcher. On a tree is a ^ood-Shrike with a huge insect in its
beak. Everywhere in the forest we can hear the sweet whistling
of the Blackbird and the Uhitethroated Ground Thrush.

I see a pair of Yellowbacked Sunbirds flitting between the tiny
pink flowers of a huge shady tree. As we come near the wooded
nullah of Tata Hydro-Electric Co., we disturb a School Boy (Mala-
bar '.Jhistling Thrush) from its bath. On our way back we try to
locate some Nightjars. The year before last we had discovered
the eggs of the Common Indian Nightjar at this spot which lies
just behind Khandala Hotel*

13th May: 3-7 p.m. '.-e go hitch-hiking to the new Dastoori by the
private "Tata H.-E, Power Station Road hich goes right down to
Khapoli . This area is teeming with bird life, Ue see a number of
Grey Junglefowls and often hear the loud call of the shama. I
fine! that the '."hitethroated Ground Thrush is very shy and shuns
the presence of man. It perches en top of a high tree and sings
uninterruptedly; or else it hides in thick undergrowth and then
it is extremely difficult to observe. But the '/hitethroated
Ground Thrush is an excellent mimic and can imitate the calls - of
other birds like that ofthe Goldfronted Chloropsis, Blackbird,
etc. found in this area.

On the bark of an old barren tree, about four or .live Maratta
.oodpeckers , are busy excavating every nook and corner of the
bark in search of insects. Late in the afternoon we scare a hare
from a bush.

^e expect to see some owls on our return, but nothing shews up.
This, however, is compensated by another addition to our bird
list, namely the lihitebellied Drongos, Some of these birds are
quite young which we can make out from their tender plumage.
This proves that the •'.'hitebellicd Drongs have already nested.
Host of the birds which we see during these two days carry all
sorts of insects in their bills. Does this indicate that they ar
feeding their young?

14th May: V.e start early in the afternoon and make for the
Hills adjoining the old Reversing Station. The day is very sultr
and the walk up the hills seems long and tiring. As we enter the
forest the first of its denizens to "elcome us is the shama, a
gorgeous specimen indeed with an exceptionally long tail. As we
proceed further we sight some Grey Junglefowls in a small patch
of open ground. In the thick undergrowth of Karvaanda and other
thorny bushes, the Quaker and Spotted Babblers are hopping from
twig to twig; some come down to the ground searching for tiny
insects in the dry leaves, "ie can hardly move anywhere in the
forest without mailing a noise because of the thick layers of dr\
leaves.

A Serpent Eagle is seen resting on the branch of a tree. Behind
a hil], we spot a hawk but we do not have a chance to identify
it. As we enter another part ofthe forest, a Green Pigeon flies
out from a tree. Some Bluewinged Parakeets dash through the
foliage pell-mell.

This area is full of Golden Orioles which Tive their flute-like
calls at short intervals. Blackbirds are to be seen every here.
The .Indian Stone-Chat and the Indian Robin are to be found in

good numbers in clearings at the edge of forests. Again we come
across a brace of Junglefowl. Brother Navarro remarks that he
has, in the previous years, seen the Red Junglefowl on this spot

.
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It )n „5^UlS and Goldfronted Chloropsis call out at a distance:c do not have a clear look at them because the jungle aroundis unick and impenetrable.

.^thilay^^ Late in the evening about 6.45 p.m., we go out for a-oroii hoping to come across some nightjars which ve *ave seenpraccically every year. Our efforts go unrewarded , but instead
••••e come upon a brace of cuail feeding in the open.

~^h]^Il The absence of the Grey Hornbill in this part of the,-orest is very striking, although vc observe a number of Jungle
u.vnas and bech the varieties of Green Barbets, bi<- end small,in tne- evening (from 6 to 3) we again valk up near the wooded
nullr.n, m the hope of seeing some owls. At first nothing turnsup, as nest of the birds arc busy selecting a nerch to soend tb •

nxghu. At about 7.15 p.m. a hawk-like bird suddenly flies over-
-. aavihose unaerparts (belly and breast) arc of a whitish colour.
.

i. . .
avarro identifies the bird as the Hawk-Owl seen by him

several times in the previous years in the same place. It is the
-i.irst cimc that I have ever seen this bird.

ynd foay
: i.'c go to the ravine -'hich can be seen from Rajmachi

Point, an excellent spot for birdwatching. This valley runs
parallel to the rail track near Karjat where it gradually ends
into the plains below.

On the way we see a pair of Whitobackcd Vultures and the
Crested Swift flying along the slopes of the hills. Up a high
crec (30-40 ft.) are a pair of Rufous Woodpeckers . School-Boys
arc all around the place. Blossomheadcd Parakeets are flying
cicross with tremendous speed.

At the lake we see the Little Grebe, Pheasant-tailed Jacana,
and Fond Herons.

24_th May: Today we explore the place near Cooney Ilission. This
are" is supposed to be one of the wildest parts to be found in
and around' Khandala. Br. Navarro points out to us a huge thick
creeper which runs along the trees for miles together. Here
on several previous occasions ^e have seen the Threctoed King-
fisher, a tiny bird which has multi-coloured plumage. On the
way back we see on the Coone}' Mission plateau a Stone Plover
running along the ground.

* * >[i *

XIV WORLD CONFERENCE OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COUNCIL FOR BIRD PRESERVATION

By

Zafar Futehally

The XIV "..'orld Conference of the International Council for Bird
Preservation was held in Cambridge, -England, from 11th to 15th
July 1966, From India Dr. Salim Ali, Kr, Humayun Abdulali,both
oi the Bombay Natural History Society, Dr. Bisvamoy Biswas,
Jr. Helen Spurvay, and Mr, S.D.' Jayakar narticipated.



Some ci the resolutions passec which are particularly important
i'or India arc reproduced belov.

:

1(a) HAVING NOTED that many pesticides have had lethal
consequences or. birds and other animals, either
directly or by the eating ef poisoned prey or through
the impairment of fertility, and having noted oho
progress in securing Gover imeetal control of pesti-
cides in certain countries, and having noted the
fact that especially in the case of birds adverse
•effects on wildlife can best be reduced or eliminat-
ed if controls are consistent and universal, and
having reviewed the Resolution Mo. 2 reused *at the
New York Conference of the I.e. 3. P. in I?62,

REABFIRI-IS the Recommendation '.at Governments adopt
T-: .is la tie:"1 0? ragrf .''ion" by which pesticides shall
on I- be apple., ac r.'mimue. effectiv concentration,
?r

URGES all Govot .i/.e^.ts i-hich have not already done so:

il) To comeel the loda.tior of the manufacture, scale or
use of pcrs: :v.i.. l v. 1 cumulative pesticides and to
enc our a; ,0 the ir : c ] >la cement by safcr c onpounds ;

(2) To arrange that the - ff :ets of pesticides in their
countries be kci, continually under review and
investigation and that manufacturers, importers,
exporters and wholesale distributors of Pesticides
furnish statistics :>f the amount of their sales of
pesticides

;

(3) To prohibit the manufacture, sale, importation or
exportation of pesticides which have been banned
in the cour.orv of origin or which leave already been
found in any country to involve excessive hazards;

(':-) To re quire that manufacturers aed distributors of'
pesticides, and of products containing pesticides,
label such pcst3.cid.es and other products '-ith their
complete chemical composition , with their correct
dosage, and -ith their possible hazard to wildlife;

{y) To encourage the investigation of biological contra].",

of ansect and oehe•:', pests,

o bird rineine; nrc^rn ^nt.-i_res_ _^ ^-l^t^o^ i^jP3^e raa;ncnpas
'.

' a.th reaard te
• e f T '^~ccss2Xy_ j[s^B3~?£v-£ L̂S

,

:

Considering the danger which threatens v'ild birds in most

r;ountrics through bird re a; : :~. r.nehods, strongly recommends that

(a) no bira ringing (hand:; . ..} should be allseed unless
organised and vontrolbx! through a single national
crga lis ..tion by scientific aethoritics

;

(b} ringing (banning) of :.et-inge should 00 dene only_

by a limited number of tieincd ornitholo ists special 1
.

1

lic^..eed;

(c) efforts should be made to concentrate bird ringing

activities or partienlar investigations ano. ee avoio

ineffective or uselce. mass ringing anc/or rin"irg

which might bo a eanger to rare specie,".

J. v X C, rr-rratifying to note that the next Ornithological Congr

is oroposod to be held- in India "in 1969 ax tie sane iiiiu — -_
:

meeting of the General Assembly of -no International bnion . o,
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THE IUCN GENERAL ASSEMBLY AT LUCERNE : JUNE 1966

By

Zafar Futehally

.is was reported in the last issue of this Newsletter the 9th
General Assembly o£ the International Union for Conservation
of Nature and natural Resources was held at Lucerne from 25th
June till 2nd July, Lucerne is a splendid place to hold a con-
ference from every point of view. It is a small city around a
spectacularly beautiful lake, surrounded by snow clad mountains,
and^nost places can be reached on foot in a few minutes. The
Conference Hall, next to the Railway Station, was a five minutes 1

w
?n f

rom my hotel and no taxi expense had to be incurred for
all the ten days I was there, '.hen the next Conference takes
place in New Delhi in 1969 our organisers must keen this factor
in mind, inspite of the fact that transport in Delhi will be
cheap for the foreigner in terms of the falling rupee.

^ ctl
f£

aj
?
d listening to conservationists is always a stimulat-

ing experience, and the occasion becomes 'more rewarding when the
secretariat has done the groundwork well, and every delegate
gets the papers in good time. The Secretarial staff of the IUCN
at Lucerne, including the Secretary-General spent many sleepless
nights in their successful attempt to keep the delegates supplied
with paper. For this they deserve to be warmly thanked.

Two important themes of the Conference of which we should take-
note were: The Impact of Tourism on Temperate Environments, and
Conservation Education at the University Level. Our increasing
number of tourists must treat the environment more kindly, and
our educationists must think ci introducing courses on Conscrva
-tion in our schools and colleges, so that the coming generation
treats our natural assets with the care and. consideration they
deserve.

The discussions on the ecological impact of introducing new
species in an area was of great relevance from our point of view
because the character of many of our forests is being changed
by planting trees not indigenous to the area. Eucalyptus is being
planted everywhere rather extensively, purely because it is a
fast growing species and its wood will be useful for paper
factories etc. But eucalyptus unfortunately dpes not attract
birds and animals and from that point of view its introduction
in our biotopes is likely to be unfortunate. In one of the
papers submitted to the Conference it was pointed out that a fores
with an 'undisturbed indigenous flora has great strength, and the
accidental introduction of an exotic plant or animal cannot
impair it in any significant way. But if the original complex
is changed artificially it can succumb easily to exotic influen-
ces. In the Periyar Sanctuary which has a beautiful undisturbec
climax forest eucalyptus is being planted on a large scale. Th: s
matter was brought to the attention of the meeting, and partly
because of this the following Internal Resolution was passed,

"The Executive Board is asked to set up a working group of
the ECOLOGY COMMISSION to arrive at a conclusion, and lay
down a policy on the introduction of exotic species and other
related problems arising from the contributions and discussions
of Part III of the 10th Technical Meeting."

An interesting fact which was brought to light in the meetings
was the part played by National Parks in contiguous areas
between countries in solving border disputes. Some delegates
pointed out the possibility of further investigations in this
direction. The relevant resolution passed roads as follows:



-. "The Executive Board is asked to arrange for further Study
of the formation and management of contiguous national
parks in border areas of neighbouring states, as one way
of furthering international collaboration and one ideals
of Conservation. :!

The Rann of Kutch, perhaps, qualifies for such an investigation
if bho 'breeding ground of flamingos lies in disputed territory.
If. not, the matter need not be pursued.

".hen 300 delegates meet and. talk for ten days a tremendous number
of ideas emerge, and the Resolutions Committee has a hard, task
in separating the chaff' from the grain. A -policy decision was
taken to limit the number to "bout txxntyfive, so that these could
be effectively followed up with Governments and others concerned.
Let us hope that the IUCN will succeed in impressing all Govern-
ments with the importance of preserving soccies and habitats,
which is raison dctrc of its jxistcneo. The modern -'orld is so
obsessed with economic c ensidcrat ions , and so prone 'to take the
'short term rather than the Ion." term vicv of things, that Conscr
-vationists cannot look forward to easy success. But the effort
is -..ell worth while.

MOTES AND COMMENTS

Int crnat iona1 " ." ildfowl Count

Enclosed is an appeal from Vlildfowl Trust in connection with
an international wildfowl count during the winter of 1966/67.
Those of our readers who are in a position go participate kindly
communicate with the persons ''•hose addresses arc given in the
enclosure depending on the areas "here you would do your bird-
watching.

Mr-

^

u£e_ Calendar for 1967

Enclosed with this Newsletter is a calendar prospectus of the

Bombay Natural History "Society. "This calendar contains twelve
coloured pictures of birds, animals, and insects of India and it

would be a good gesture to the Society if readers of the News let".

placed orders for a few of these. Please reply direct to the

Society at the address given on the prospectus,

Popule t ion ex pi os ions •

Population explosions of various kinds are not uncommon in

this country. But the Editor has never experienced a Caterpillar
explosion of the 'type which now exists in the house and garden
at'^ndhcri. The species is Asura conferta '.,1k. (a moth), a hair

insect whose exterior covering and internal protective juices

make it unpalatable to birds. Several members of the tluscicapid

found in the garden have been of no help in checking their
•numbers.

COKRbciPONDENCE

On
__

' K

o

tur the story of theCoe^crsmith chick'

Students of bird behaviour will find valuable information in

Shri Jose's notes on the CoDporsmith chick. I lound the followir:-

points to be of special interest.

1. Shri Jose noted 'mock feeding' (i.e. going through the moti.n

ci feeding jn the absence of food). I think this - is an 'intcntio

movement' caused by internal factors like hunger, circulating

hormones, etc. According to Tinbergen --hen such motivation cross s

• "' i j ___-i__„ j ^ „^ , v-.'- inv.'.^rinn nftwpnnnf.s a~w nr even



.-i, O tnough tne situation is not appropriate.

A
2. Picking up of sand particles appears to rac to be more of

m exploratory activity rather than a direct effect of dietary
deficiency." A' chick has to learn about its food by trial and
error.

3. Shri Jose noted how the chick learned to ignore irrele-
vant noises, 1 think this is an instance of learning by 'habitu
-aticn'. By not responding to insignificant stimuli the chick
saves energy.

4« Response to rod colour may be of biological significance
to the species, but to draw conclusions about colour perception
of the bird based on a single fact is unsound. The bird's per-
ceptual world may be different from ours.

D.N. Mathow
Bombay Natural Hist.Society

* * * *

Himalayan Birds

On April 18 at Thyangbochc (near base of Everest) 13,300 ft.
there was a drizzle of snow fall at 5.30 p.m. Since it became
very cold wo (wife, son, and father) closed all the doors and
windows of the rest house. In the backyard we soon saw two dif-
ferent kind of birds. The little snow — hardly one-tenth of a
centimetre — had brought to the surface of the earth some
insects and both the kinds were living on them. They left after
about an hour when the drizzle was over.

Our immediate notes read: 'Two beautiful pheasant or quail-like
birds; under nose reddish; tail lined with reddish; thin stripes
in a background of slightly pale yellowish green back. Female
brownish; both about 17 to 18 inches long, and fat and round.'

I .lave now identified them as Blood Pheasants,

Pho other six birds were of the ^izc ofthe myna, with reddish
tinge near beak and near the tail. Body greyish brown with white
streaks, I have not yet identified these from the books.

It is said that the national bird of Nepal is Daphne (in Nepali
Can any one tell me what the bird is?

S.R. Shah
Scindia Steam Navg. Co. Ltd., Bombay

5p ;,'c ;,; ;,c

Birds in Siliguri

..e are now examining our new territory' with mounting dclig I

\'c expected to find that a tea garden would give us ne^ : friende
but did not realise that wo would have such an abundance of
birds to watch] Many of them are old friends, some are euite
new or rarely seen by us before -- at least one is a mystery!
Could we really have scon a wryneck here at this time of year?
1 am surprised to find so few crows — and no kocls at all so
far] I suppose this could be explained by the scarcity of their
favourite foster parents, though there are cro-'S to be found
round the town.

Maureen Thorn
Siliguri, U, Bengal

* # * *

I ...ertality in the vounr. on-s of the House 3-oarrow

The Editor's of the Newsletter have asked members to make
a study of the House Sparrow.

t n
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I have kept records sine... 1964. I allowed this small but
most troublesome bird to build nests in ray room. The following
observations -were made at four different periods.

1. The number of -ggs laid were four.

2, After incubation all the four young developed for some time.
Dut only one survived in the end.

Phis shows that the number of eggs laid is satisfactory or
fairly good, but the mortality of the young ones is 75 '^cr cent.

B , J , Dangre
Ahmcdnagar

Zafar Futehally
Editor: Newsletter for Birdwatchers
32-A Juhu Lane, Andhori
Bombay 5S-AS

•
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MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS ON BIRDS' NESTS

IN WEST PAKISTAN

3y

Tom Roberts

I have always recognised that compared with many of my birdwatching friends

I am relatively unsuccessful in the art of discovering birds' nests, and I

recall far too many occasions this year, when despite the revealing proxUni-

of agitated parent birds, my clumsy searehings were in vain. However, the

most interesting note about an Ashy Wren Warbler's use of dog hair for nest:

material, published in the August issue of the Newsletter , prompts me to se

down some of the highlights of my nest discoveries of this past Spring and

Summer, These not only reveal the resourcefulness of birds in their uso of

nesting materials, but regrettably have also showed me the extreme hazard a

low percentage of successes which occur in the successful rearing of young.

In late March I was especially pleased to find a pair of White-eyes (Zoster

palpebrosa) incubating eggs in my own garden (in south-west region of the

former Punjab), as this meant that I could keep them under constant observa-

tion. Their tiny nest was the typical miniature Oriole's in form, slung fro

the fork of a twig) in this case a Pear tree still bearing late blossom and

presenting an idyllic setting. Ours is a desert area with scanty ground

vegetation, and the nest cup, instead of 'being composed of the usual grass

fxbres and hairs, was woven almost • xclusively of string (jute twine). Whi

feeding the still blind young, unfortunately the whole s tructu re was torn a

and I did not discover the predator. Later in April, a pair of ShikraS (Ace

badius) built their platform nest in the topmost branches of a Terminalia t

also in my garden. It was balanced on comparatively slender branches and v

high up, so that during a dust storm one evening, (they are common in the r

at this season), the whole nest disintegrated. To my surprise they had bui

another, nest within six days in a similar situation in another Terminalia t

nearby. I could see the female-' sitting on the nest on the seventh day, tho

no doubt the nest structure was reinforced and added to after the first egg
_.^ „.«-*l— . __~J U^,.P^v«^ T J^^n-v-,-*- ^A -P^T.



as Eucalyptus and Silk Cotton, but it seems that the thick foliage cover

afforuod by the Terminalia was the prime consideration in April, at a time

wh;n shelter from the scorching sun is welcome to incubating birds. In our

re t>.n the Silk Cotton is just sprouting new leaves during April.

Quite recently (August 21st), .1 stumbled upon the nest of a pair of Golden

Orioles (Qriolus oriolus.) in a small mango orchard. The agitated behaviour

of both parent birds, who are nonr.eli, so shy and elusive,' indicated that the

young had recently hatched. Such a late brood therefore seems interesting.

Though my tree climbing days are long since over, I was able to ascend the

tree far enough to see that the nest was built on the very flimsy outermost

branches, and consisted of a very de^p almost globular cup, suspended between

two branches, and woven entirely with the bright reddish fibres from the

leaf sheath of the date palm. These are coarse and immensely strong, and in

that locality easily available, whereas grass fibres were not. The nest was

very conspicuous in colour against the dark green of the mango leaves. Inci-

dentally Dr.- Dillon Ripley in his SYNOPSIS gives the distribution of this

Oriole as breeding from the foothills of the Himalayas up to 11,500 feet and

as a winter visitor only to the NW. plains. This is misleading as it is a

regulir visitor to the Funjab from. April to early October, a few pairs always

staying to breed.

Ini-iay whilst walking to the office 1 came across the nest of a pair of

Tailor Birds ( Orthotomus sutorius) , sewn between two Amaltas (Cassia fistula)

leaves-.- The stabbingof their bills had resulted in dessication of the

leaves which had fallen to the ground and thus I found it. I believe this is

a fairly common misfortune. which befalls the Tailor Bird. The cup inside the

leLvoV^c'S made mostly from the silken fibres of the 'aak' plant (a desert

:,.}r.) mixed with long brindled hairs which could only have been dog

J.ast year, another nest in our garden was built between two Bougain-

, j^-.ves which survived the rather random stabbing oftheir bills in theVJJ

savins, operaticn but for unknown reasons, they later deserted the eggs.

Perhaps the ornithological highlight of my year was the discovery of a Paradise

Flycatcher's, nest (Terpsiphone paradisi,). This was in mid April in an irrigated

forest plantation near my home. In the dry KW., paradise Flycatchers are only^

spring migrants breeding in the Himalayan foothills and further North (Afghani

-stan-Chitral); nowhere nearer than 400 miles from this plantation in fact. The

freak nesting in the plains is therefore equivalent to Hugh Whistler's dis-

covery of the Chestnutbellied Nuthatch ( Sitta castaneiventris ) in a mango tope

in Ferozepur (recorded in the Journal of the Bombay Natural History Society

Vol- 24). Unfortunately this nest was also robbed. 1 do not know by what

agency/as this happened after the young had hatched. I have kept the nest

— a perfectly formed stocking perched on a drooping mulberry twig. It is

copiously decorated on its outside with White Spider Cocoons.

Two- other discoveries, further afield, are worth mentioning. On a trip to

Ziarat in NW, Baluchistan in late Kay, a parent Mistle Thrush (Tnrdus

viscivorus ) with -beak full of insects led me direct to its nest in a gnarled

old juniper tree. Compared to the solid nests of the species which 1 found

during my boyhood in Britain, thisZiarat nest was much flimsier with liberal

use of the split fibres of juniper bark and the inside cup instead of being

mud was apparently made entirely from cow manure — necessary adaptations

to local conditions in such an arid rocky environment.

Travelling north to the Murree Hills, where we have a summer cottage at

82GC ft. elevation, two pairs cT Large Crowned Willow Warblers (Phylloscopus

or cipit J.is) successfully reared japing during the same period of late June

to -iJriy July, within 20 ft. of each other in crevices within the stone wall

of the gable end of our house. A most unusual instance of territorial toler-

ance between two males of one speciis which is by no means typical of the

Phylloscopidae. It must however be; added that this cheerful and active little

warbler is extremely plentiful in the Murree Hills in summer.

One could ramble on as other incidences come to mind, I still feel frust rated

when I recall the finding of a Coucal'.s (Ce-'itropus sinensis ) nest and Sind

Jungle Sparrow (Passer pyrrhonctus ) both in totally inaccessible situations,

as these species nests were new 'finds' for me.
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IN A CASUARINA GROVE

By

Vasant Nilakanta

We were instantly awake when called up at five in the morning by a series of
'wolf whistles'

. After a tiring journey from Bombay we were once again on
the sea coast, in a casuarina plantation just south of the Adayar River in
Madras. We had got used to sleeping through the noise of the surf and even
the jet liners taking off over our heads, at Juhu, scarcely disturbed us but
the 'wblf whistles' were different. Only the first half oijthe conventional
•wolf whistle' was uttered and was accompanied by a variety of shrieks.

The whole grove was alive with ncises and every few minutes the shattering
calls of Whitebrowed Bulbuls would penetrate through every room in '.he house.
We hurriedly got ready and with our field glasses ran out of the house. The
whistlers were found to be -lack looking mynas with bright orange bills. Some
were sitting on the top of a casuarina tree and another group was circling
overhead, calling all the time. One glance through the binocu&ars revealed
yellow skin on the nape of the necks and identified them as Hill Mynas.

One bird appeared to be carrying a small egg in its bill. Further examination
showed many birds on English Tamarind trees, busily peeling the spiral pods
and recovering the fruit. The birds had some difficulty in detaching the
fleshy outside from the inedible black seed. This was sometimes achieved by
carrying the fruit, (which, from a distance, resembled a small egg) to a
casuarina tree and battering it on a suitable branch. Keeping this trophy in

.. the bill in no way lessened the piercing quality of its whistles.

On subsequent days, we had many occasions, for observing this group of about
.;: fifteen birds, which were sometimes seen, half a kilometre inland, on a

banyan tree in fruit. As usual, while a few sat on the tree, the others would
.be flying overhead, in-circles of about 500 metres radius and some 100 metres
from the ground. From this height they, no doubt, had a view of a wide area.
The birds overhead were in continuous vocal communication with those on the
tree and appeared to- have a highly developed social order.

When we had been to this place three summers ago, we had not encountered any
.

Hill Mynas. From enquiries made, we laarnt that they have been here for about
two years. We did not observe any breeding colony, but suggestions that these
may be escaped cage birds may be reasonably discounted.

which are v..

Generally the casuarina grove on the beach attracts birds/fond of dry countrj
This particular grove had a number of neem, sandal arid English Tamarind trees
growing between the casuarina trees. For a great many years this place had
been a roost for many birds and' the undergrowthk including lantanas, has no
doubt started from bird droppings. The thick mat of dead needles has not been
removed for many years.

It must be presumed that abundance of food, scarcity of natural enemies and
absolute freedom from being molested by man has induced this flock of Hill
Mynas to stay on in this place, in spite of the general dry weather and May
temperatures of 42 .G.

One day a Hill Myna sat on a broken palmyra tree and peered into the hollow b
bole in which a pair of Common Hynas were raising their young (probably the
same pair and certainly the sane tree seen in May 1963 and'mentioned in
Newsletter 6(4)), No other bird had ever dared to do this earlier. The right-
ful owner of the nest at once rushed to the spot but watched the intruder
from a distance of 2 metres. After about half a minute the Common Myna flew
up the edge of the broken stump making the Hill hyna vacate its perch. The
latter stepped back about one netro to an overhanging 'branch of another tree.
Continued curiosity by the Hill Myna was now tolerated and nothing more was
said-

|

>.:

Although the Hill hynas and Whitebrowed Bjilbuls were the first in the morning
to visit the English Tamarind trees, they were followed by a succession of



Less noisy,, but yet distinctly audible songsters were Ioras and Magpie Robins.
Or? previous occasions it wa's noticed that several abandoned nests of Ioras
were built of casuarina needles. They were usually built on sandalwood saplings .

The needles must provide building material for numerous small birds, such as
a pair of Whitebacked Munias found building a globular nest in 1963 and which
helped me to draw the cover illustrations for the later issues of Vol* 3.
This nest .was reached by standing on the top of my car; an operation which
should never again be repeated as the roof of the car gets damaged.

The casuarina trees on the verge of the beach provided perches for a number
of Bluetailed Bee-eaters and Black Drongos. Even Ashy Swallowtshrikes joined
these and at times all three xeke could be seen sitting on the same branch but

at no time were two birds engaged in chasing after the same insect. The
deeper 'True-roo-roo' of the Bluetailed Bee-eater is somewhat different from
the 'Tree-ree-ree' of the Common Green Bee-eater.

Three years back, on the night that we arrived, there was a heavy thunder
shower. The sand on the -beach was rendered quite wet. The next morning, I

found over a dozen Bluetailed Bee-eaters sitting on "the sand« In fact, they
had made a little hollow on the surface and their breasts were pressed against
the wet sand. Again on 30th April and 1st May 1966' there was a cyclonic stom -

and the following morning these bee-eaters were sitting pres6ed against the
sand.

Ev;ry morning I saw bee-eaters and drongos sitting on the sand close to the
edgo of the sea. Their attitude was different. They were actually perched
there to catch small white sand crabs. Later on in the day, when it became
hot, all birds except a pipit, which defied identification, avoided the sand.

Sand crabs of all sizes were available in abundance* The breeding mynas,
mentioned earlier, often fed their young with sand crabs.> Mongooses and young
jackals have been seen playing with sand crabs, like a kitten playing with a
mouse, before crunching their victim with noisy enjoyment. Palm Civets, though
common and destructive to the Coconut plantation further inland, were absent
in the casuarina grove. There were no House Crows in the near vicinity and no
House Sparrows for two kilometres.

A pair of Jungle Crows, however, had built a nest in the casuarina tree nearest
to the house, A close approach to the tree, by my walking on the flat roof of the
house, used to excite the crows to frenzied demonstrations of tearing up twigs
and throwing them down. Jungle Crows at Juhu tear up coconut fronds when we
come too close to their young,- when the latter are learning to fly.

Severe mobbing by this pair made a long brown snake climb down from a
neighbouring casuarina t re e. The snake disappeared into the space between the
mat of casuarina needles and the actual ground, before it could be identified,
but not before provoking a lot of excitement in its human observers, as well
as in the numerous Threestriped Palm Squirrels and Whiteheaded Babblers,

which joined in voicing^heir shrill protest.

Whiteheaded Babblers are the commonest £arden birds in Madras. Unlike sparrows
and crows, they are not partly dependent on man for providing food nor do they
build their nests in man-made constructions. let, they thrive in the gardens
and suburbs of this sprawling city.

Whiteheaded Babblers hunt in close parties, calling each other with musical
sounds, and in the company of palm squirrels. Babblers and squirrels understand
each other's alarm calls, which are sounded at theleast provocation. An incident
like a coconut frond crashing down sets off all the babblers and squirrels in
the neighbourhood — the squirrels with their pip-pip-pip and the babblers
with a loud musical trl-rl-rl .

One of my plans was to catch a Whiteheaded Babbler, and after banding it, to
release the same, a kilometre away near another flock. The idea was to see
whether the bird returns to its original flock or joins the nearest group.
In the latter event, would the others accept it as a full member and allow
it to cuddle up to them? would they tenderly storke the back of its neck or



'

piex its oui<ST>rex.cnea wingf ± em not even aoie \o iina any xeaaersnip in a
flock of these birds. Does a pear go off separately to build a nest? If they
do, 'wr.si do the fledglings join the flocks? All these interesting studies,
however, were cut short for want of title, .

'

r

PUBPLERUMPED SUNBIRD NESTING

By

L. A. Hill

One day in July my wife happened to mention that she had been hearing the
little trillingnotes of a sunbird singing outside our sitting room window for
several days running. The following day, while we were sitting there after
lunch, she pointed to the bougainvillea just outside and said 'There it is' 1

I looked, and was surprised and pleased to see a female sunbird building a
nestf I later identified the male as a Furple-runped Sunbird.

Ever since we arrived here, four years ago, we have been building up a garden,
and as the bushes, creepers and trees have grown, I have noticed that we have
been attracting several species of birds in the last couple of years which I
had not previously seen in the garden' These included Purple and Purpleromped
Sunbirds; Tailor Birds; Redbreasted Flycatchers; and Rubybhroats, the last two
being, of course, migrants. This was very gratifying since the jungle is close
by. -'

I cert only assume that the tied Mynas have been attracted by the well-watered
lawns, but there were certainly ncno in the vicinity for the first two years
we vere here. The sunbirds are particularly attracted by -the bushes of Hamelia

., patens and Tecoma capensis ,
'

-

Apart from the nests of Pied and Ccur.on iiynas, House Crows,- and Sparrows, I hac
not previously seen others,, and assumed that the other birds were nesting in
the thick, wild and impenetrable bushes along the river' bank, between the
garden and the river.

We were therefore highly delighted to see this pair of sunbirds building their
home; not .oni^; in the- garden.,, but in such a place that w e could easily observe
them while .reclining at ease .in our own sitting room. They were behaving true
to form, as. stated' by -Salim.Aii> and building close to 'an occupied bungalow'.

The nest was near the end of a slim bougainvillea branch, seven feet from the
ground, and four feet away from the window. By using the sitting room as a
hide (l I) I managed to t ake several photographs, but have not yet had tham
developed*

I have made a sketch of the nest — slightly larger than life-size — which i*
depicted on the cover of this issue. It was constructed almost entirely of
grass woven into the shape of a pouch with a projecting porch over the entrance

.. and was 'decorated' with pale pieces of lichen and what appeared to be little
dark balls of caterpillar droppings. Suspended below it by means of fine hairs
and spider's webs was an untidy "''b 'ard' of lichen and these bunches of dark
"round objects.

The building was carried out entirely by the female who, at times, worked at
a tremendous 'rate of striking' , sometimes making atrip a minute for 10-15
minutes at a stretch.

We were, most amused by the male which sat on a nearby perch throughout while
building was in progress, pre'eoir.g itself, tut which never failed to give
little trills cf encouragement ©very time its mate arrived at the nest. It very
often gave her another burst of song as she left, just to hurry her along. He
obviously thought he was doing all that was required of him by supplying the
music while she worked.

When the eggs had been laid, the female spend long periods during the day in
f,

»•



the nest, and also throughout the night. Her head stuck out ofthe entrance,
under the porch, and her eyes would often close for 5-10 seconds at a time.

Even after the eggs had hatched, she spent a good deal of her time, between
feeding sorties, b rooding the chicks.

The female carried cut the oulk of the feeding duties: I only saw the male
feeding the young on two occasions, I also saw him, on one occasion before
the eggs had hatched, alight on the nest and peer in to see how things were
getting along.

The following time table may be oflinterest:

12 July : Started building?
16 July : First noticed nest being built.
22 July : Tempo of nest building slightly slowed the last two days —

possibly due to heavy rain. Today noted some feathers
being brought for lining.

23 July : Started sittin^jji the nest. Noted she was still there at
midnight

.

24 July I : Female sitting, on and off, all day and night.
'•' tO

'•'•'

'J"-"'
>

••*«•'
•

••• !--:; .. C vi'. •.;._ .,..- ,...,..

U Aug. } w
.-. . .

,

5 Aug, : Noted her feeding the young for the first time.
6 Aug. jj : Still feeding the young. After feeding, would often scramble
to 1 into the nest, turn round, and sit for a while with head

20 Aug. J
projecting under the

21 Aug. : Did not appear all day, and when I poked fehfinger in the
nest, found it empty.

Thus the total number of days that elapsed from the time of starting the nest
until the young flew was as follows:

Ne st build ing , .

,

11 days
Laying and incubating 1 3 days
Feeding 16 days

Total 40 days

* •>;- # *

THREETOSD KINGFISHER

By

S.R. Shah

On June 11, 1966 at 8.30 a.m., we (Dock workers) happened to watch the
plight of a tiny bird which was being chased and manhandled by two crows near
'C Shed, Princess Dock, Bombay. The crows preying on young ones of house
sparrows is a common occurrence and does not attract attention. In this case,
the bright metallic colours-flight looked like a flame coloured lightning
streak and attracted attention because both the predator and the prey were
conspicuously silent. Soon it got a good blow from a crow and fell near us.
It was immediately picked up. I was happy to find that practically no injury
had been done to this young one. I tock it to my table and tied its legs with
a string. Still it made vigorous attempts to fly away. It was arfcareetl to see
its short flight up to the length of the string.

With the usual exception of crows, kites, pigeons, house sparrows and sea
gulls, birds are very rare in dock area. Rarely we see a flight of parakeets
flying across from Sw. to NE. A Rosy Paster or a Wagtail is a still rarer
sight. Hence this was a really pleasant surprise. I just wondered how this

bird came to the docks. Naturally it was a straggler, 1 guess it flew across
the creek from the thickly wooded forest or what I call Kihim of Salim Ali.

From its behaviour and energy it was not a young one. Apparently it was a
tired soul, a moment or so before it was attacked by crows.



"The monsoon winds tire out pied crested cuckoos, pittas, and this kind at

this time of the year, i.e. onset of monsoon and all. three species fall an
easy prey to c rows.

On 10 June, 1 had read the June Newslette r. The remarks 'If you see a Three-
toed quail, you can be sure it is one of this strange tribe' had registered
a very strong impression on my 'mind and the very first thing I noticed was
that this one had three toes.

From the longheavy pointed coral rdd bill, I guessed it to be a young one of
a kingfisher. It was slightly smaller than a house-sparrow, though the big
bill gave the impression that it was slightly bigger. Its head, rump and
upper tail coverts were deep orange rufous glossed with lilac. The head had
two black patches on the sides and cue on the forehead. The back was blotched
with blackish bright blue. Whole und^.rpart was rich velvety bright golden
yellow. The tail was rufous with a f =w streaks of red. There was not a single
patch of white anywhere. Its lags w^„-e as .red as the bill. I sent the bird to
Mr. Nilakanta so that it may be correctly nursed and identified. He gave it
adexoline, sardines, hardboiled eggs, water, etc. On the 12th June he was
ready to ring it and photograph it with a camera-loaded and adjusted when to
his dismay he heard a cry from his children 'It has escaped.'

He had identified it as Threetoed Kingfisher - Ceyx erithacus . I understand
from him that it is a rare visitor to Bombay.

UNUSUAL MATING BEHAVIOUR OF THE CROW

By

• Prathap Chandran••••

Frcm several observations during the 1966 breeding season of the crow, I
believe that this bird's pre-copulation behaviour is as follows:

Fivst the female vibrates her t ail sideways, she then takes a submissive
po^u-;; and thtTmale mounts her, but before copulation there is much prodding
and pecking between the pair. The female may strike a 'food-begging' posture
before copulation. The male may hop from one branch to another shaking his
head and t ail before mounting, la my opinion, in crows, the female displays
to the male,- — - • - ..._.,...._

On the 1st of June this year I noticed a peculiar and puzzling behaviour by
a group of crows. I had under observation a crow on a mango tree in the
Museum compound. Soon- another crow p ,rchod about five feet away from the
first. The new comer, sex unknown, started rapidly vibrating its tail sideways.
The first bird approached it and promptly mounted on its back, balancing
with the wings and with the tail bent down. The female spread her tail and
copulation took place. Three other crews now mounted, one on top of another
on the copulating pair making a' corvine pyramid'— five crows tall. In this'
process the bottom-most (female) bird lost its balance and the three 'extras'
fell off but the first male was clinging on to the female's back till they
both touch the ground and then s eparated.

* * * *

TRAGIC DEATH OF a DOMESTIC PIGEON

H.P. Mookhprjee

One Sunday, I went out with my family to the cinema. When we returned home
my wife saw the aluminium rice cooking vessel lying inverted. Curiously
she lifted it and we were all surprised to see a dead pigeon inside it.

I ca:::e to the conclusion that perhaps, the pigeon had ente red t hrough the
window and seen the vessel containing the rice. While busy with its meal,
some sudden disturbances might have frightened it, and it tried to withdraw,
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But the narrow ne.ck of the vessel, did not allow, it to come out easily. In

the struggle to escape the light aluminium vessel must have been overturned

and the poor bird died, suffocated after a painful struggle.

H.P, Mookherjee

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Enclosed in this Newsletter is a booklet on the IUCn. As was reported in

an earlier issue the next General assembly meeting of this organization

will be held in New Delhi in 1969, and it is hoped that the occasion will

be made use of by officials and non-officiai§ $Iike to discuss usefully

the problems of nature conservation in this country. Some of our readers

may want to become FRIENDS OF IUCN, and the manner of doing so is described

on the last page of the- booklet.

The Editor would be grateful if those who wish to join inform him about

their decision to do so.

The letters in the Correspondence section indicate that the Editor has been

functioning rather inefficiently. «ny suggestions for changing the present

incu'ibent will be welcomed.

The sketch on the cover was copied from a drawing sent by L.A. Kill, whose

article appears in this issue. Ever since cyclostyled covers have been used

as a measure of economy, instead of tie printed ones used previously, the

worries of the Editor have been doubled. Formerly he had to worry only over

the contents; now it is a problem of zhe cover also. It would be appreciated

if subscribers (or non-subscribers) send in cover designs from time to time.

And may I remind our talented member R.a, Stewart Mellui&h to apply his

splendid calligraphy towards this cause — and incidentally to fulfil a
commitment made two summers ago.

Adve rtisement

BINOCULARS FOR SkLE

Carl Zeiss Zena 16 x 40 Prismatic ...... RsSOO/-

Carl Zeiss Zena 4 x 20 Prismatic ...... R#00/-

Apply:. Mr. C.C. Adenwala, Bombay Telephone 367996

CORRESPONDENCE

'Birdwatching in Khanewal - Pakistan'— A Correction

I am afraid that t his has been misquoted (Newsletter Vol.6(7)) and

for the sake of accuracy perhaps, a correction should be published. All the

birds mentioned in the note can be seen only on the sea coast and in parti-

cular l was referring to sitings within the environs of KaracBii itself. I

havent seen any of those species near Khanewal which is about 640 miles

north-east of the sea coast. I think what 1 probably wrote, was that I

normally live (stay) in Khanewal which is rather a dull uninteresting area

for birds whereas Karachi area is from my point of view very fascinating.

Two of the birds mentioned in the note — Bartailed Godwits and Dunlin —
are I believe very much maritime in the feeding habits and I dont think

one would-Bver get them nesting far from the sea coast. 1 often see the

Blacktailed Godwit upcountry on the margins of jheols but never the Bartailed.

_>-frave' taken the trouble to write this as 1 am afraid anyone reading the

note in the July issue may discredit my report as being highly improbable

that is if they could find Khanewal on the nap I T T RnhPT+e,



/The Editor apologizes for the misleading.title^
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'The Pied Crested Cuckoo 1 •

i $

In response to hr. £.W. Ramble's letter (Newsletter Vol*6(5)) 1 would lik<

to state the fbllowfeigi

This yeaav-as it' lfep$ene|d,,,, the monsoon was late and there was a threaten*

lag" draught .jij-the-^ea^ern
1

part v
<|£ the country. But even then, 1 had the

opportunltyto record tbe-arrival of the Pied Crested Cuejcoo, said to be the

indicator of .monsoon, ..in the vicinity or Calcuttaduring -tie-- hottest--days of

the season.

On 17 May 1966, at about 3 p.m. or so when we were walking along the

embankments of the big fishing bheries in north Salt Lake, a f ied Crested

Cuckoo was seen for the first time in&t|l&-% seasbn, in this area. This year

most of the bheries were dried up. Small thickets and bushes were grown here

and there on the sides of the embankments. The. bird' was perching' on a Ce&truia

tree (variety of Baanahena or Mt-ki-renl). is we approached, the MM fte»
from bush to bush uttering its note in its familiar wayk and finally flew off

towards the village, some 2 or 3 kilometres away. Since then more birds have

arrived.

I would like to add that in the preceding season these were last seen on 5<

October 1965.
S.S. Saha

-X-JHBHi-K-

Grey Fart ridges and a Mongoose

It was Sunday the 21st August when I, with some of my friends, went for

birdwutohing to Kayar Lake, about 6 miles from Ajmer on the Jaipu'' Road..

Kayar Lake is 2 miles to the left of the main road and when we reached

this place we waited for seme of cur friends who had been left behind. In

the meantime I spotted a pair of Grey Partridges by the side of a broken wall

a few minutes later a pair if i-iongoose came out from the broken wall and

advanced in the direction of the Partridges.

Seeing the mongoose coming, the birds gave a shapp cry and flew to the other

side of the wall,

A few minutes later they returned to the same place but once again they were

disturbed by the mongoose.

To my surprise this time the birds were not frightened but charged the animal

half flying and half running*. For about two minutes, the birds continued a

keen attack on the mongoose. All of a sudden the mongoose turned back and

ran away into the bushes nearby.

It was perhaps, because the mongoose had seen me standing near the wall and

watching the fight.

I was sorry for being the cause of disturbing the bout. At the same time

I think myself very fortunate for having seen such an interesting e\pent.

Bharat Singh

*'-**%£#**£ -- fr-*-"- frc-ii- Irinriffr^fcfc- - -
«#*#*$£.

S.D. Jayakar writes to say that the report in the last Newsletter about

his and i Irs. Spurway's presence atsthe I.C.B.P. meeting at Cambridge is

'incorrect. -They were not at-Cer.»b*&age but attended the International

Onithclogical Congress at Oxford. Apologies for the error. It just

shows how difficult it is to report correctly on the basis of rumour.

Zafar Putehally
Prt-it.n-r. newsletter for Birdwatchers

- Ed.
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I give "below a list of "birds observed in the Assam and Naga Hills.
Many of them are an addition to my" list. Considering the richness
of avifauna of the area the list is quite unimpressive "but then a
personnel of the Security Forces in Nagaland is handicapped "by
the restriction on his movements imposed by the conditions of the
'Ceasefire*.

My wanderings in Assam were restricted to Sihsagar district which
includes the Garampani and the Kaziranga sanctuaries. Apart from
that, the many scattered tea gardens in the area provide great
scope for Dirdwatching.

In Nagaland, the restriction of thousand yards around the post and
a hundred yards on either side of the road, has proved very
frustrating. I would add here that much of the jungle of Nagaland
has given way to 'Jhoom" cultivation. It is an eye-sore to observe
ranges upon ranges completely denuded of forest. This deforestation
in my opinion certainly affects the density of "bird life, in the
area- Often forested valleys , which are rare'isas are a contrast
to the scantily Dird populated, deforested valleys. Apart from
that, the Nagas are indiscriminate consumers of flesh and no
"bird is spared. One should not "be surprised if even birds like
the mynas, crows, sparrows, and kites are all together absent
from the villages; i"



The vegetation, as such, in Nagaland is patchy. The lower Valleys
damp am mosquito-ridden arc a tangled mass of greenery wh0re
•Krees soar high from the entanglement of exuberant creeper?.
Thousands of clamouring arms r-.iaw the gnarled tree trunks in
deadly embrace. From the prevalent jondition3 of days gone by
of savagery and tribal warfare, a Naga feels safe perched oh ahill-top. All villages are thus situated, while surrounding hill
3lopes and upper valleys are cultivated. Only the higher mountain
features, like the Japvo (highest in Nagaland) and disputed
valleys, are spared from cultivation 4 Certainly there are' areas
in Theusang district and the belt boraering Burma where awesome
jungles blanket the hill ranges, but
limited.

^then my beat has been

. 1

1. The Ttingtailed Fishing Eagle: Should be common in ihe Assam
plains but I only observed. a pair, nesting in the
Kaziranga Sanctuary in December.

2. The Crested Serpent Eaglet Commonly met in the forested areas
of Assam. None observed in Nagaland.

3. The Black Eagle: Only observed one bird in AssaVnear
Gauhati in January. None observed in Nambnr or Kalyani
forest or in Nagaland.

t' mu
e gphminy Kite: Common bird of marshlands of Assam plains.

5. The Shikra: Assam. Have not met in Nagaland. ;

6. The Besra Sparrow Hawk (v): A pair inhabit the slope of hill
.on which our post is situated. The bird very much resem-Dies a bhiifra but for the slender appearance, longer
tail with distinct "four bands, and heavily streaked

~
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n«ck, breast and back.

(. ihe Barred Owlet: Came across one bird at Dimapur, which isdown in the plains. I have not observed any in Naftahills and neither have I heard the call.

!

8. The Pigmy Collared Owlet: none seen or heard in Naga hills.
Is a common bird in the forested areas of Assam. I haveoften observed the birl bravely perched oh the very top
of trees, in broad daylight, and callings It seems thematutinal biras evidently accept, the little fellow.

/ t

9. The Pied Harrier: A winter migrant to Assam Plains. Commonly
._ seen hawking over the paddy fields.
10. The Long-tailed Nightjar (?): The bird not correctly identi-
11 tk„ tT *5

ut ?°?eJe? tieard calling in the jungles of Sonari.
10 SS ^f1^ ^ 13! Spinetai: Swift: ;' These three birds have
}i' ??SJ?

i

?
lt£j 1

?
r0at'ed Spmetail Swift:

j been observed in theW. Blyth s Whiterumped Swift:
j Naga Hills. The Brown-

throated swift in its foraging descends down to Assam
plains too. Mixed flocks of these birds are often met
hunting on the windward side of the ridges. Three more
swifts have been seen by me here but' which I have fail-
ed to identify so far,

14. The Bluebearded Bee-eator: Only observed one bird at Sonariin Assam.
15. The Large Indian Pied Hornbill: It is

ft common bird in the
Garampani sanctuary and the adjoining Nambar and
Kalyani B..i\ Large flocks of the tfird are commonly met.
It is also caramon in the forest belt between the Naga
Hills and the plains where the Nagas hunt it for its
feathers.

16. The Great Assam Barbet: It should be 'common in the forested
areas or Assam but because o. the heavy foliage it is

17 ThP r^tSS^ °^ei73a '
J ?et the bird at Garampani.xr. me Lineated Barbet: Common m Assam and the lower forest

of Naga Hills.

to S£
e ?,uf0QS ^iculet! Naga Hills.

iy. me Large Yellownaped Woodpecker: Naga Hills in forested
areas.

20. The Rufous Woodpecker: Common in Assam. Commonly met in the
01 mu ^shade of ^ees in Tea gardens.
<si.. The Pigmy Woodpecker: Common in Assam.
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22. The Large Cuckoo Shrike: Assam.
23. The Scarlet Minivet: Assam and Naga Hills. Seen upto 6000

f^et.
24. The Orangeoellied Ohloropses: Assam and Naga Hills.
25. The Fairy Blue Bird: Garampani Sanctuary, Assam. None met

so .far in Naga Hills.
26. The Olive BuTbul (?): A commonly met bulhul in the forests

of Assam and lower forests of Nagaland.. It is a dainty
little ."bird;, slightly smaller than the Redwhi3kered Bul-
bul. Is uniform olive-green with the tail "blending into1

grey. Head and neck up to the collar, black, with a
prominent crest.. Yellow round the eye is conspicuous.

27. The Striated Green Bulbul: Naga Hills.
28. The Whitethroated Bulbol: Naga Hills*

'

29. The Black Bulbul: Naga Hills, Quite common;
30. The Redwhiskered Eiiljul? Common in Assam but not seen above

4000 ft. in the Naga f.Iills.

31. The Bedvented Bulbul: A darker and heavier "bird than the
western race. Common, i: Assam and the Naga Hills, up to
6000 ft.

32. The Ferruginous Flycatcher:. The Naga Hills;
33. The Greyheaded Flycatcher: The Naga Hills.'
34. The Bedbreasted Flycatcher':-: Assam- and Naga Hills.
35. The Whitethroated. Fantail Flycatcher: The Naga Hills.
36. The Tickell's Blue Flycatcher: The Naga Hills.
37. The Slaty-blue Flycatcher (?): The Naga Hills.
38. The Verditer Flycatcher: Assam and the Naga Kills.
39. The Brown BaDhler (?):. A common "bird in the tea gardens

situated on "borders of forest tracts. It is a large
"babbler of the same size a? the Large Grey Ba"b"bler. Is
olive-"brown above with tail shading into dark "brown —
almost black. The chin, throat, cheeks dark "brown,

approximating to "black. This deep shade continues to

breast and abdomen. Ket in sisterhoods of 10-12. Shy
and noisy.

40. The White Crested Laughing Thrush:Assam and Naga Hills. Not
met above 4000 ft. It is very common in the tea garden

- in the winter.
41. The Chestnut-bellied Beck Thrush: The "bird was met in the

Theusang district of Nagalaid. I have not recorded it
elsewhere so far. . .

42. The Large Brown Thrush: A common "bird in -the Naga Hills. It

is more often he arc. than seen. The call is free-too
repeated at interval- A clumsy "bird, partial to damp
hillsides. The little note of wee- too it produces with
considerable effort — by jerking up its head.

43. The Blackheaded.SJbia: Common in the forested valleys of
Nagaland

.

44. The Greehbacked Tit; The Naga Hills.
45. The Silver-eared Mesia* Very common in the Naga Hills. It3

call is a familiar juggle sound.
46. The Redstart (?): A winter migrant to As3am* The "bird I

observed was in appearance exactly like the Common
Redstart except for a conspicuous white wing patch.

47. The Collared Bush Cha*: Probably a winter migrant. I first
recorded it in the Naga Hills on 8,ix, 1966.

48. The Dark Grey Bush Chat: Common in the Naga Hills in open
hillsides.

49. The Forktail: So far only one "bird was recorded "by me in

the Naga Hills in November last year.

Many wagtails appear on the passage through Nagaland.

They however are a confusing lot. This year the first "bird was
recorded "by me on 8th September, Now they are in abundance. The

only ones I have "been a"ble to identify are
n

The White Wagtail; The Grey Wagtail; Hodgson's Pied

Wagtail (
? j; Swinhoe's Wagtail (?) •

identification of the last two is not certain.



"bird was recorded on 10 September. It winters in
Assam and where it is commonly met during that season.

52. The Bedwinged Shrike Babbler: The Naga Hills, but not very
* common.

53. The Grey Drongo: Common in the Naga hills.
54. The Haircrested Drongo: Common in Assam. Met occasionally

in the Naga Hills up to 5000 ft.

55. The Bronzewinged Drcngo: Naga Hills. Not very common. Only
recorded "by mc in the Tuensang district in heavy

• forest.
56. The Lesser Backet-tailed Drongo: Assam forests.
57. The Tree Sparrow: Assam and the Naga Hills.
58. The Cinnamon Sparrow: The Naga Hills.
59. The -Himalayan Tree Pie: A3 3am forests and the Naga Hills.
60. Irs. Gould' s lellowbacked S'^nbird: Assam and Naga Hills.
61. The Imperial Pigeon: A very common bird in the G-arampani

3anctuary and the adjoining forest. Often large tracts
of jungle echo with their deep call.

62. The Speckled Pigeon: The Naga Hills. Not very common.
Usually inhabit the inaccessible deep jungles.

63. The Wedgetailed Green Pigeon (?): Common in Assam.
64. The Bufous Turtle Dove: The Naga Hills,
65. The Spotted Dove: It is the commonest member of the family

in Nagaland.
66. The Kalij Pheasant: It is a much darker bird than the

White Crested Kalij. Is common in the Assam. jungles
and the forest "belt between Assam plain and Nagalhills.
In winter it provides great sport in. the tea gardens
and the planters call it the 'Doric Pheasant'.

In Nagaland certain pheasants are reported to occur
but I have not come across any so far. Probably they
inhabit the safer neights of Patkoi Bange on the Burma
border. I met only one bird which however offeree
little opportunity for identification. The bjrd was
about the size of a village hen. The plumage was
generally light fawn, heavily streaked and spotted
with rufous.

67. The Bed Junglefowl: Common in the Assam jungles and the
tea gardens.

68. The Swamp Partrid <$e : Common in Assam swamps. Much in
abundance in .ae Taziranga Sanctuary. The nird is

more heard than seen. Is ;.; a difficult "bird to flush.
69. The Common Hill Partridge (?): One "bird Observed in Naga

Hills at about 5000 ft,
70. The Woodcock: It is common in Assam. The bird is occasion

-ally seen at dusk flying low, probably changing its
feeding ground.

71. The Bluethroated Flycatcher (?): Two birds were observed
in the Naga Hills, Probably common, "but inhabit the
deeper forested valleys. The "bird is about the size
of sparrow with longish tail. Above azure blue with
tail inconspicuously tipped vvith white, the chin,
throat, and" upper breast distinct deep blue. In flight
the tail appears somewhat graduated.

72. The Greybacked Shrike (?): Probably a rare visitor in the
area. Only observed one bird on 26 September. The bird
I observed tallies in description closest to the bird
mentioned above.

73. The Great Hornbill: Naga Hills. Two birds were seen flying
at an approximate height of 5000 ft. on a steady course
due west, on 26 September. The flight was powerful and
steady. Except for the long trailing legs they resem-
bled the Adjutant Storks, Evidently it was a pair and
in my opinion making a season descent to the warmer
jungles of Cachar and I.akir Hills from the Patkoi
Bange

.

74. The Blackbreasted Sunbird:, Naga Hills. In the denser
valleys. .**.-x *-*-x- x * xxxx -xxxx k

a * * • «_)



50. The Blackhead,ea anriKB: uommon in- ta« r:aga hiiis.
51. The Brown Shrike: Probably migratory. This year the ixrst

"bird was recorded on 10 September. It winters in
Assam and where it is commonly met during that season.

52. The Redwinged Shrike Babbler: The Naga Hills, "but not very
* common.

53. The Grey Drongo: Common in the Haga hills.
54. The Haircrested Drongo: Common in Assam. Met occasionally

in the Naga Hills up to 5000 ft.
55. The Bronzewinged Drongo: Naga Hills. Not very common. Only

recorded "by me in the Tuensang district in heavy
forest.

56. The lesser Racket-tailed Drongo: Assam forests.
57. The Tree Sparrow: Assam and the Naga Hills.
58. The Cinnamon Sparrow: The Naga Hills.
59. The -Himalayan Tree Pie: Assam forests and the Naga Hills.
60. Irs. Gould's "iellowbacked ?'irbird: Assam and Naga Hills.
61. The Imperial Pigeon: A very common "bird in the Garampani

3anctuary and the adjoining forest. Often large tracts
of jungle echo with their deep call.

62. The Speckled Pigeon: The Naga Hills- Not very common.
Usually inhabit the inaccessible deep jungles.

63. The Wedgetailed Green Pigeon (?): Common in Assam.
64. The Bufous Turtle Dove: The Naga Hills.
65. The Spotted Dove: It is the commonest member of the family

in Nagaland.
66. The Kalij Pheasant: It is a much darker bird than the

White Crested Kali j . Is common in the Assam, jungles
and the forest belt between Assam plain and Nagalhills.
In winter it provides great sport in the tea gardens
and the planters call it the 'Doric Pheasant '

.

In Nagaland certain pheasants are reported to occur
but I have not come across any so far. Probably they
inhabit the safer neights of Patkoi Range on the Burma
border. I met only one bird which however offeree
little opportunity for identification. The bird was
about the size of a village hen. The plumage was
generally light fawn, heavily streaked and spotted
with rufous.

67. The Red Junglefowl: Common in the Assam jungles and the
tea gardens.

68. The Swamp Partriu^e: Common in Assam swamps. Much in
abundance in one Inzironga Sanctuary. The oird is
more heard than seen. Tz z:\ a difficult bird to flush.

69. The Common Hill Partridge (?): Cne bird observed in Naga
Hills at about 5000 ft,

70. The Woodcock: It is common in Assam. The bird is occasion
-ally seen at dusk flyiag low, probably changing its
feeding ground.

71. The Bluethroated Flycatcher (?): Ta»o birds were observed
in the Naga Hills , Probably common, but inhabit the
deeper forested valleys. The bird is about the size
of sparrow with longish tail. Above azure blue with
tail inconspicuously tipped with white, the chin,
throat, and upper breast distinct deep blue. In flight
the tail appears somewhat graduated.

72. The Greybacked Shrike (?): Probably a rare visitor in the
area. Only observed one bird on 26 September. The bird
I observed tallies in description closest to the bird
mentioned above.

73. The Great Hornbill: Naga Hills. Two birds were seen flying
at an approximate height of 5000 ft. on a steady course
due west, on 26 September. The flight was powerful and
steady. Except for the long trailing legs they resem-
bled the Adjutant Storks. Evidently it was a pair and
in my opinion making a season descent to the warmer
jungles of Cachar and hilar Hills from the PatKoi
Range

.

74. The Blackbreasted Sunbird: Naga Hills. In the denser
,iiccitr <-•



By

• K.E.L. Simmons

(From the Countryman , sent "by Kr3 Maureen Thorn)

Anting- is in many ways the most fascinating and controversial of
all "bird-insect associations. My interest in it started when a
friend shaved me how his tame jays spread their "beautifully
patterned wings in front of them to allow hordes of fierce wood
ants to swarm over their plumage. Since that time I have seen
anting "by twenty-two kinds of "bird in my own aviary, at the zoo
and in the wild.

This "behaviour is apparently confined to the great Passerine
order of perching "birds, of which ah out a hundred and thirty "birds

are known to ant. They include such familiar British "birds as the
carrion crow, rook, magpie, jay, "blue tit, mistle thrush, song
thrush, "blackbird, robin, starling and chaffinch. Only a minority
ant in the jay's special manner. Of those named the crow,, rook
and three larger thrushes also occasionally permit an'ts to crawl
on them, "but most bird 3. ant in the more typical and active way.
Instead of taking an ant '"bath' , they seize one or more of the
inseets in the tip of the hill and rapidly contort, sometimas
tumbling and tripping, into a highly characteristic pose. A3 the
head is ducked down to apply the ant, one wing is held out and
forward, and the tail comes round to the same side "behind it;. All
this is accomplished so rapidly that it is hard for the observer
to 3ee exactly what is happening; "but it is generally agreed that
the bird is rubbing the ant on the under side' of its primary and
tail feathers. It then usually eats the insect, but 3ome discard
it. Both forms of anting result in the feathers being anointed
with ant secretions, chiefly formic acid. Though few observers
have identified the ants used, a recent compilation of records
by an American ornithologist shows that . these are mainly worker
ants of the sub-family Formlcinae, especially the dairying ants,
which keep aphids and milk them for their sugary liquids - and the
generally bolder and larger Formica ants. These do not s:ing but
spray formic acid from the and of the gaster (abdomen).

Many explanations of anting are offered by naturalists. 9ome
interpret it as a utilitarian or defensive means of ridding the
•insect of harmful, unpleasant or irritating liquids. Others
believe that it in some way benefits the bird's plumage; at one
time the most popular theory was that the formic acid acted
against feather-lice and other external parasi<fce3, but this is
now largely discredited. Yet other naturalists se"e aniing as a
form of sensual indulgence or pleasure and speak in terms of
intoxication, perfuming and sensuality. Recently thtt view has
been expressed, and well received, that anting is induced mainly
by the thermogenic properties of the ant, which 'burn' the bird's
mouth when it picks up the insect.

W-e. gave several kinds of ants to my pet Pekin robin on many
occasions. When he received his first of the season, a yellow ant,
he immediately anted with it; and he repeated the performance
moderately well with about half of the initial batch of thirty
but thereafter usually ate this species without anting. He
preferred the garden ants, with which he would perform quite
frequently, especially if he could hunt them on a branch along
with the black aphids they were milking. Tho jet-black ant wa3
still more effective, causing him to posture and contort intensely
when applying it; but he evidently did not like its taste and,
when not in anting mood, would reject it with apparent disgust.
The three Formica species induced the best anting performances,
especially the wood ant. Sing individuals were applied up to
twenty-three times, until not a drop of fluid remained. The
common red ant, on the other hand, proved to be unacceptable.
Thp. P«lrin r-nhin mruilri nnt ant, with it r»nri . thmiffh hfl ntfl n few



workers at first, tie afterwards largely ingnored them, often
•scolding* rae when I offered them to him.

We also sampled these various kinds of ant ourselves "by crushing
individuals in our mouths and "by allowing them to spray their
acid on our tongues. Both worker and queen yellow ants produced
quite a sharp hut not unpleasant acid taste, rather like lemon
crystals — more prolonged if we let the insect crawl about and
squirt on the tongue. There was no impression of heat. We received
the same acid flavour from all the other i'ormicine ants. However,we
soon stopped letting ants crawl on our tongues because, when
removed, they often left their jaws firmly embedded; and the
larger species could hurt.

From late July onwards we hao. the tame song thrush indoors (as I
write he is tugging at the tassels on the carpet). From time to
time I gave him ants we had collected, first the jet-blacks when
he was twenty-three days old, then the slave ants, the robber
ants and the large queen garden ants. When he was thirty-five
days old, we tried him with wood ants. Anting often appears first
in young birds at about this age, but not once did the thrush
perform, though he found all the species to his taste in spite
of the acid. I had begun to despair that he would ever ant until,
when fifty days old, he immediately did so with first worker
yellow and garden ants he had seen. Four days later he performed
also with wood ants, since when he has not done so again..

As the summer progressed I kept a frequent look-out for birds
anting in gardens and parks but did not see one behave thus, though
many obiviously had the opportunity to do so, especially with
garden ants. I came across any number of these in most places
where starlings, blackbirds and song thrushes were foraging.
Quite clearly the birds, all well-known anters, were recorded
for common red and yellow ants. Indeed I had seen one cock
blackbird dig up the side of a yellow ants' hill early in the
season; he uncovered a few workers and then, most disappointingly
ate them without anting. I tipped some of these ants into the
garden and, although they were overlooked by most birds, a few
were eaten by a. starling and a house sparrow; in'thejend a most
unkempt cock blackbird had most 'of them. On another occasion a
robin ate many, also without anting.

It would seem then that anting is uncommon in the wnd; but
clearly for many kinds of bird there are special circumstances
which induce it. It seems to occur during periods of swarming,
at least with the smaller dairying ants. The swarm — that is,
the workers collect together and mill exitedly about in a greater
concentration than usual — on two main occasions: when the nest
is disturbed, and at the time of the marriage flight, when the
winged sexes quit the nest to mate and found new colonies.

This view received support in two ways. On July 11 my stepfather,
George. TrenfieId, uncovered an entrance to a garden ants' nest
when mowing his lawn. He described to me later ha1? a robin came
down and anted in the active swarm just like my Pekin robin,
which he had seen, performing in the aviary. Then, on August 10,
a humid day, my wife and I saw anting in nature while spending
the weekend at a country house in Hertfordshire. Ifcirriage flights
of garden ants were widespread at the time, and we came across
many winged males and females. Observing from the house with
binoculars, we were lucky enough to witness the anting of three
blackbirds during the day; each was performing at a nest of
swarming ants, having come on them during the relatively short
period when the winged sexes were emerging with numerous workers
in attendance. Birds were ignoring routine worker activity, and
robins, house sparrows, chaffinches, pied wagtails, greenwood-
peckers and others, as well as blackbirds, were feeding on the
males and fenales which were landing on the lawns after flight-
ing.



Although I was encouraged "by these views of "blackbirds * anting t I
still realised that, if I Was to observe more anting by "birds in
the wild, I would have to provide ants fit suitable places, rather
than wait indefinitely for more chance observations. We carried
out an experiment in Gillmor's garden. We deoposited nest debris
and up to three hundred wood ants at a time near a birdi-table and
"bird-"bath, which we could watch unobserved at close range. Ten
kinds of bird came near these ants, and their reactions varied frt
active avoidance to full anting* Blackbirds, robins, starlings

j

nuthatches and blue tits all ate at least one ant; but house
sparrows, song thrushes, great tits, dunnocks and chaffinche:
kept right away, some individuals showing extreme caution and
fear. Only starlings and blackbirds ate the ants in any quantities

'' and both anted more than once. A young robin also performed thus
confirming my stepfather's record, which was the first for tie
robin) , as did a young blue tit, another .rarely observed an; er»
A young song thrush came, looked at the ants from a distance and
then performed anting movements under its right wing withoui an
ant in its bill. But the starlings were the prize anters. Ifr to
four or five at a time would turn and contort, applying anf after
ant until their bills were packed with great wads of the cushed
insects. These were quivered down the primaries, which sometimes
glistened noticeably, saturated with acid. All the while tee birds
vigorously stamped their feet, as if to prevent ants from swarming
on to their bodies; and every now and then they would rub lend on
shoulder, blink and scratch, as acid was squirted in or ne\r the
eye. -•- - ,

Such is the plain tale of some of this season's results. Tfcat has
been achieved? If only for the fact that birds were seen using
identified kinds of ants, the -work was well worth while. ?jie ant
species used l>y birds in the wild have rarely been distinguished,
and no ornithologist had previously experimented with so ?reat a
variety. Our tests on the flavour of .the Formicine ants showed
'that they do not have a persistent burning taste, and. this suggest
that heat as such is not the a11-important factor it was thought
to be in anting. Instead, there is a characteristic and ::ot

unpleasant acid taste, though it is not clear just how s;gnificant
a role it plays. .. . .

My "study of the precise movements of birds in applying ants has
convinced me more than ever that the behaviour, is .relates, to
preening and is in some way similar to normal preen- oil anointing.
The most important discovery this year was that the typical anting
movements of most birds are almost identical with those used in
oiling the wings after bathing. In the once case acid is applied,
in t&e other preen-pil, mainly to the tips of the primaries, which
are extremely difficult to preen effectively. The sideways spread
tail could be seen acting as a stay to make the wing-tip more
rigid for the anointing. But much work remains to be dene before
we can hope to understand fully the mysteries of anting.

X -XX- X X-X-X-* .

FIELD CHARACTERISTICS

By

J. N« LIcKelvie

My wife and I were recently staying at Kumardhubi on the Bengal-
Bihar border and on a single day two instances of misleading or
inadequate field descriptions in Whistler's POPULAR HANDBOOK OF
INDIAN BIRDS came to my notice.

On the morning of 9 September, 1966, we were walking in rough
scrubby country close to the Panchet Dam when we saw a small
party of Ashy-crowned Finch-Larks (Erempjrberyx grisea ) . At the
time I noted in ray diary that they were black on the breast and



the wild, I would have to provide ants fit suitable places, rattier
than wait indefinitely for more chance observations. We carried
out an experiment in Gillmor's garden. We deoposited nest debris
and up to three hundred wood ants at a time near a bird-table and
bird-"bath which we could watch unobserved at close range. Ten
kinds of bird came near these ants, and their reactions varied frc
active avoidance to full anting* Blackbirds, robins, starlings J

nuthatches and blue tits all ate at least one ant; but house
sparrows, song thrushes, great tits, dunnocks and chaffinche:
kept right away, some individuals showing extreme caution and
fear. Only starlings and blackbirds ate the ants in any quantities

" and both anted more than once. A young robin also performed thus
confirming my stepfather's record, which was the first for tie

robin) , as did a young blue tit, another rarely observed an;er*
A young song thrush came, looked at the ants from a distance and
then performed anting movements under its right wing withoui an
ant in its bill. But the starlings were the prize anters. T? to
four or five at a time would turn and contort, applying an;" after
ant until their bills were packed with great wads of the en shed
insects^ These were quivered down the primaries, which sometimes
glistened noticeably, saturated with acid. All the while tie birds
vigorously stamped their feet, as if to prevent ants from swarming
on to their bodies; and every now and then they would rub lend on
shoulder, blink and scratch, as acid was squirted in or ne:;r the
eye ;--"-• - •

Such is the plain tale of some of this season's results. Tnat has
been achieved? If only for the fact that birds were seen using
identified kinds of ants, the work was well worth while, "jie ant
species used by birds in the wild have rarely been distinguished,
and no ornithologist had previously experimented with so ?reat a

...variety. Our tests on the flavour of /the Formicine ants g,iowed

"that they do not have a persistent burning taste, and. this suggest
that heat as such is not the all-important factor it was thought
to bo in anting. Instead, there is a characteristic and :;ot

'unpleasant acid taste, though it is not clear just how s;gnificant
a role it plays. •

My "study of the precise movements of birds in applying acts has
convinced me more than ever that the behaviour. is relatea to
preening and is in some way similar to normal preene-oil anointing.
The most important discovery this year was that the typical anting
movements of most birds are almost identical with those used in
oiling the wings after bathing. In the once case acid Is applied,
in the other preen-pil, mainly to' the tips of the primaries, which
are extremely difficult to preen effectively. The sideways spread
tail could be seen acting as a stay to make the wing- tip more
rigid for the anointing. But much work remains to be dene before
we can hope to understand fully the mysteries of anting.

x -xxxx -x-x-x-

. FIELD CHARACTERISTICS

3y

J. M-. LIcKelvie

My wife and I were recently staying at Kumardhubi on the Bengal-
Bihar border and on a single day two instances of misleading or
inadequate field descriptions in Whistler • s POPULAR HANDBOOK OF
INDIAN BIRDS came to my notice.

On the morning of 9 September, 1966, we were walking in rough
scrubby country close to the Panchet Dam when we saw a small
party of Ashy-crowned Finch-Larks (Ercmoptervx grisea) . At the
time I noted in my diary that they were black on the breast and
throat, the black rising to ah eye mark, with head and cheeks

8
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grey. When I later looked up this bird in Whistler's POPULAR
HANDBOOK it was disconcerting to read- that the darker plumage
is 'chocolate-brown'. Had it not been for the picture on p. 232
(second edition) I should have queried my own identification
but I was relieved later to find that in his THE BOOK OS MDIAN
BIRDS Salim Ali clearly describes the underparts as 'black'. This

is certainly what it looked to the naked eye.

On the evening of the same day I visited the Haithon Lam, some
miles away on the other 3ide of the Grand Trunk Road. My wife
and I found ourselves listening to a sweet and sustained song

which we soon trace to a Large Pied Wagtail ( Motacilla maderas-
patensis ) which was perched on a heap of stones or rocks a few
yards from the water. The song was something between the twitter
-ing of a skylark and the much of a song thrush, a clear whistling
call of great variety and charm. Hugh Whistler certainly does not
do justice to this in his brief description 'there is a short
musical song' but Salim Ali gets closer with his 'the male sings

sweetly' during the breeding season.. Even this hardly conveys
the song as I heard it, and would September be the breeding
season anyway?

xx- xx-x -x-x- x-

THE BLACKHF.ALEL ORIOLE ( ORIOLUS XANTHQRHUS )

'

. 3y

JVM. JIoKelvie

This Oriole is a common bird in. Calcutta gardens (more common
in my experience than Oriolus oriolus) and this year we were
fortunate enough to have a pair nesting in our garden in Alipore.
I am indebted to Mr. L.A. Kill of Bolani in Orissa who was staying
with me at the time and who is. an occasional contributor to your
pages, for locating and identifying the nest on 21 April 1966,

about 20 ft. up in a G-liricidia maculata. After Mr Hill had left,

my wife a nd I watched for developments and it was in early May
that we. first saw the parent birds feeding the young in the nest.
On 18 May, Mrs. McKelvie saw one fledgling being fed bv the
parent birds; it had moved from the nest and was on a branch a
few feet below it; the young bird was very drab in appearance
and had a crawny neck with no feathers on it. The parents were
relentless in their attacks on crows whenever these came too
near, dive-bombing and chasing them fearlessly and uttering a
most unmusical but threatening hissing sound, quite unlike their
normal- fluting call.

Both parents were observed on 19 May, and.the. same hissing
(warning ?) note was heard; the young bird was not seen. On 20
May the young oriole appeared to have found its way to a Rain
Tree on the other side of our lawn, gtill jealously guarded by
the parent birds. On 21 May I saw the young bird being fed by the

parents, and noted the same attacks being made on any crows that

approached too near. On 23 Kay both parent birds fearlessly har-
ried a common Pariah Kite in the same way. Luring thi3 time the
young bird appeared weak and defenceless but on 4 June, when I'e

next recorded a clear view of it, the neck feathers had grown,
the breat had acquired streaky metrics giving it a tawny appearance
and the bird had evidently reached a stage when it could more or

less look after itself. The deep.black of the adult bird was
markedly absent, except in a very restricted area of the head.

On 9 June the young bird was seen for the last time, more mature
still but with one parent bird still in attendance (but not
feeding it). At this stage the bill had not yet acquired its

familiar orange colour.
-x- xxxxx **-*
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THE GREAT INDIAN BUSTARD IN AHMEDNAGAB AREA

By

B, J. Dar.gr

e

While I was reading the old records of this city and of the
district Ahmednagar during last month, I came across a page
entitled - 'The fauna of the district' and found that the descrip
-tion claims the presence of the Great Indian Bustard in this
district.

So I was very eager to see the "bird. I asked Mr Mathew Sonaware,
our laboratory assistant, to accompany me, as he is well sffipBoa

acquainted with most of the villagers of this district.

We "both set off for the area as was described in the records on
6 BctDber 1966, crossed the distance of nearly six miles and
reached the village Araugaon. We refreshed ourselves in the
roadside village canteen and Mathew inquired there about the
birds. We got the information that the bird known here as
karduk or maldhek is seen at times and the description thought
not correct gave us the idea that it was a large bird. We
decided to try our luck. We requested the boy who described it
to us to come along with us and show us the place where he saw
the bird.

He took us nearly two furlongs deep near the old firing range.
These ranges are to the east of the river names Mendhaka. From
these range hills he showed the site. I took out the binoculars
and kept them at the ready. As we were walking on he stopped
saying 1

: 'Look there* , But we were unable to see anything.

I asked the boy to wait for us and we went ahead nearly a hundred
feet and Mathew asked ne to lock at the left hand corner of the
ba.iari fields. I carefully loo' :d through the field glasses aid
I 3aw the Bustard 3*

There were two birds. The height was between 2 and 2£ feet and
the coloration as it was black capped with white neck, brownish
baC-v , long whitish legs and most of she lower side white.

I could observe these birds for not more than three to four
minutes as one of them ran the distance of nearly 8 to 10 feet
and took to its wings while the other one followed it immediately

A A A "A T"A T

ORIENTATION OF SUKEIRD'S NEST

By

Joseph George

While studying the nest construction technique of the Purple
Sunbird in Dehra Dun it was found that out of 24 nests observed
in one season, 13 had the entrance hole facing west, 7 north,
and 2 each east and west (George, J. Bombay nat. Hi3t. Soc. 55:

420 ) . Das observed 46 nests in Baroda. Of these 16 faces west,
II r.ortn, 10 ea3t, 6 south, 2 south-west and one south-east
(Pave 2:71). He concluled that there was no preference to any
particular direction in. the location of the entrance hole.

On the face of it over 4Q& nests facing in one direction appeared
significant. The data was therefore, presented to Dr V.J. Chacko,
Statistician, Forest Research Institute, Dehra Dun, who very
kindly carried cut an analysis and gave the following conclusions

"There is no evidence of inconsistency in the direction of



entrance hole of the nests between the two sets of observations.

"The hypothesis that the entrance hole facing any of the four

directions is equally likely is not true.

"George's observations show that the preference is toward.3 west

as compared to east or south. However, there is no significant

difference between west and north directions. These conclusions

are corroborated by analysis of the combined data of the two

observers*

"The number of observations should be larger to find out whether

there is a definite directional preference.

NOTES AMD COMMENTS

Last month we celebrated our ECth Wild Life Week. On that occasion

the Government of Jfoharashtra distributed a leaflet, the fcexo or

which is reproduced below:

"We have by now celebrated nine Vanya Prani Saptahas so that it

is unnecessary to explain again what their purpose is. It is clear

to everyone, that wild life and wild nature has to be Preserved

for aesthetic, scientific, economic and moral reasons. It would be

irore to the point to determine exactly what we propose to do,

during the coming months, to implement the objectives about which

we are all agreed.

"With the industrialisation that is taking place in '^harashtra,

and the great pressure that is building up on the land, due to

SncrensiSg population, the position of wild life will become more

and more precarious. The most important step that we can take for

preservation of wild birds and animals is to ensure that their

habitats are not disturbed. Every animal has its own special

requirement a. The Sambhar and the four- horned antelope need thick

forest cover, black-buck needs scrub and open grassland, panthers

and tigers live in jungles where they can rest during the day, and

hunt by night. The Cheetah unfortunately now reported to. be sxtinct

needs wide open' country with moderate cover, where it can utilise

its great speed in bringing down antelope, hare and other mammals a

No sScies of life can Survive for long until it gets both natural

protection and adequate food from the environment.

"As with animals, so with birds. In spite of their great mobility,

each species has very definite requirements, and some are extra-

ordinarily selective about their environment. Some Flycatchers

and^Sblers live almost entirely on insects that are found among

the top storeys of a tree; some find their sustenance around the

middle storey, and others still prey on insects on the ground.

Among waterbirds too,- some prefer to feed on the water's edge

some in knee-deep water, and others go deeper still. It is, there-

fore extremely important for us to understand the ecological ,

requirements of each form of life, for without this knowledge we

v.:.ll not be abUe to ensure its survival.

"Before we change the landscape. of an area by cutting down^a
' forgot nr dminine a marsh or diverting the course 01 a river, oi

WatSg fv^illy bfbuilding a dam, we must study the entire

™Sex^f life and make an assessment of the total picture before

22b? usins our imagination, it is often possible to strike a

Glance oe^een conslrvat ion' and development. It is our duty to-

preserve the superb beauty of the landscape of/A^shto&0f
it* hills estuaries, coast line and marsh lams, and ya go a.

ii?honr development Plans. This is a uilemma which is being

^S^tta^a^e?,^ associating biologic and soi**- .

with the planning that is being cone.
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"The hypothesis that the entrance hole facing any of the four
directions is equally likely is not true.

"George's observations show that the preference is towards west
as compared to east or south. However, there is no significant
difference "between west and north directions. These conclusions
are corroborated "by analysis of the combined data of the two
ohservers*

"The number of observations should he larger to find out whether

there is a definite directional preference."

xxxxxxx x-*-*

NOTES AND COMMENTS

Last month we celehrated our ECth Wild Life Week. On that occasion
the Government of Maharashtra distributed a leaflet, the text of
which is reproduced helow:

"We have by now celehrated nine Vanya Prani Saptahas so that it

i3 unnecessary to explain again what their purpose is. It is clear
to everyone, that wild life and wild nature has to he preserved
for aesthetic, scientific, economic and moral reasons. It would he
more to the point to determine exactly what we propose to do,

during the coming months, to implement the objectives ahout which
we are all agreed.

"With the industrialisation that is taking place in "^harashtra,
and the great pressure that is "building up on the land, due to

increasing population, the position of wild life will "become more
and more precarious. The most important step that we can take for
preservation of wild "birds and animals is to ensure that their
hahitats are not disturbed. Every anLmal ha3 its own special
requirements. The Samhhar and the four-horned antelope need thick
forest cover, hlack-huck needs scrub and open grassland, panthers
and tigers live in jungles where they can rest during the day, and

hunt hy night. The Cheetah unfortunately now reported t* he sxtinct

needs wide open country with moderate cover, where it can utilise

its great speed in "bringing down antelope, hare and other mammals*

No species of life can survive for long until it gets "both natural

protection and adequate food from the environment.

"As with animals, so with birds. In spite of their great mobility,

each species has very definite requirements, and some are extra-

ordinarily selective about their environment. Some Flycatchers

and Warblers live almost entirely on insects that are found among

the top storeys of a tree; 3ome find their sustenance around the

middle storey;, and others still prey on insects on the ground.

Among waterbirds tooy some prefer to feed on the water's edge,

some in knee-deep water, and others go deeper still. It is, there-

fore extremely important for us to understand the ecological
requirements of each form of life, for without this knowledge we

v.:_ll not be ahUe to ensure its survival.

"Before we change the landscape of an area by cutting down a

forest or draining a marsh or adverting the course of a river, or

inundating a valley by building a dam, we most study the entire

complex of life and make an assessment of the total picture before

us. By using our imagination, it is often possible to strike a

balance between conservation and development. It is our duty to-

preserve the superb beauty of the landscape of Maharashtra, of

its hills, estuaries, coast line and marsh lands, and yet go a.

with our development plans. This is a ailemma which is being

tackled the world over, by associating biologic and scien*-^- >

with the planning that is being done.

"Let ur take the example of the beautiful country and^f-o^y^
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around the Koyna Valley. Electricity had to "be generated and
industries established in that area. But at the same time, it is
possible to preserve the forested tracts on the hillside, and to
ensure that no undesirable structures are erected in the surround •

ing area to mar the natural "beauty of the countryside. (The "birds
illustrated in this brochure will show what a variety of birds 1';t~
in the forests and plains around Koyna and hew much they can
contribute to our enjoyment.)

*

"There are many forested areas in Maharashtra which need similar
protection. All of us mast play our part in preserving these
area3 and their inhabitants by preventing damage by illicit
wood-cutters, and assisting the authorities in enforcing the
Maharashtra Wild AnimaLs and Wild Birds Protection Act which is
a very well thought out piece of legislation. Government is also
considering the question of declaring more areas as national
Parks and wild life sanctuaries on the advice of the State Wild
Life Advisory Board. We have in our State only one National Park
at Taroba and one wild life sanctuary at Karnala fort is being
active pursued, which when formed will remain as a permanent
nature reserve not only for birds but also for mammals like tie
four-horned antelope, the panther and langur, which could multipj.
there with a little encouragement and protection. These plans
will only be realised if the public is whole-heartedly behind it,
and takes pride in preserving the rich inheritance with which
nature nas endowed Maharashtra,

"The picture on the cover page shows the bulbul, a bird pet for
its beauty and melodious voice; as a bird of love, it has figured
in poetry."

CORRESPONDENCE

About 'Kotur'. the Coppersmith chick

This has reference to the comment of Sri D.N. Uathew on
" Kotur *s" behaviour in the September issue of the Newsletter . Of
Ms four points two merit further consideration.

1. -Sandpicking as exploratory activity: As for the exploratory
activities kotur had enough but sandpicking seemed to have origin-
ated from , dn ^altogether different urge. It would come down to
the ground only to select and gulp suitable grit, while exploratory
activities such as pecking at bark, leases ana fruits of trees
and playing mock-chase were confined to place above ground.
Learning by trial and error does help the young to perfect the
instinct inherited from its parents, but the instinct to descend
and explore ground is not known to be existing in a coppersmith
bird.

2. Colour perception in 'Kotur': I have repeatedly seen ( thong;

.

all thu events had not appeared in tte Newsletter ) Kotur pay
attention to red colour, yet I do notdare say, it could see red
colour in the manner and extent we would. For the perceptive
capacity of an organism is strictly restricted to serve its
business of life and that nurs is different from that of copper-
smith's is clear. It is well to quote what R.H. Smythe says in
his book ANIMAL VISION, page 174: ".... that colour vision anc

its origin have been subjects of an immense amount of experiment- a".

work, and of even a greater amount of argument, for the past wc
centuries, at least. The outcome of it all is that up to the
present moment nobody can provide a complete explanation of
colour- consciousness and. its mechanism."

T.V. Jose
X* iv X ,7?"X ,iX X X' X )r'X"X' X X X X



The National Bird of Nepal ..„~ *• ">
.

Sri S.R. Shah's letter (Newsletter , Sept. 1966, p. 9). The

National bird of Nepal, DAGPHEY (g-nasal) in Nepali is Lophophoru§

inroe.ianus . Some hill people near Gothavan call it NIL MOHR, v^cn
incidentally seems to "be local name for the bird in Kashmir.

Beferences

THE G-A1.E BIEDS. OF. INDIA, BURMA, AMD. CEYLON. By E..C. Stuart

Baker, Vol. 3, 1930.
:

....;.:. ... . ,-. .

The birds of Nepal.By Biswamoy Biswas. J. Bombay nat, Hist^

Soc. , i960, p. 306...: -. •
• ... v.

National Emblems of Nepal. His- Majesty • s Govt, publication,

J. "langalaraj Johnson
X X X X X X X

'Thaan thara thithrric *

'

Jul^-August means torrential rains, impenetrable grass, thick

undergrowth of vegetation hiding the footpaths and leeches; not

an ide"l time for roaming -around the peripheral scrub jungle and

grassland.

Tl~ceu thara thithrric , the piercing call of the Black Partridge

(Frnnc'olImirrr^ncQnnus ) staging the silence of the cornfields

ana"""The~vaTIey is irresistaule and yen automatically collect the

Mnoculars and walk in the direction of the call. ^ *^often
learnir.g your presence "before yo; could see it, vanishes from the

place where you ara-focusii,g the bincculars to startle .from a

brassy river bed, some throe furling i.way. The bird it seems

enjoys this hide and seek gams and a.: iosc always is, the winner.

The call is rendered also as sheer daram shakarak (Persian)

and subhan turi kudrat. Dr Fleming renders it as pan peedi

cigaretTThcTcall one does not miss in the railway stations.

The bird gjves out a milk trink 2-*-seconds -before
+
the vigorous

th^nn thnm thithrric. This trink is audible at a distance Ox

W^ "Ml only. £f sometimeFis rot followed by iteffiyMgBa

thithrric . Out of the 18 occasions I heard this season, three

^imes it stopped with the trink. ^ ]%ngalaraj Jotmson
•x -xx xyx- x-* -

Unusual mating "behaviour of
.

th_i_ crow

Shri Pratapebandran's note nj. the above subject in the October

issue n-p the Newsletter was quite interesting. One can ask several

Questions about the 'corvine pyramid' he describeu. jor ^stance.

what type of a bheaviour was this? I think this was some kirn of

mimetic behaviour. In gregarious species (Hinde 1961 )
performance.

of a particular pattern of behaviour by one member of the flock

induces others to perform similarly. I think in this case the

th-i-iR- extras 'were all cartel. Pra'apeharidran (personal communica-

tion! noted that all -to tflree ^as-tried to complete ^the motor

pattern of copulation. The sight Ox a copulating pair may have

released similar behaviour in the other three males. Again, if

thPr-P w»q onlv one female, why did the three extras try to

cSmp!ete°cSpilat°ionfTnimils *~ if one follows the Lorenz-Tinberg r

school — are not concerned with the achievement of a goal in

,

the same way man does. -The discharge of the instinctive act. in

this case copulation with a follw megber in mounting posture

consur.es the nervous excitation, he that member biologically

correct one or not.

Piling up into a pyramid was probably due to the fact that there

was^ne comon SouXe of stimulus for all the three. 'extras'. They
. = z- 1-4-., «m+k ~ nnnaT^ifift individual in suitaole posture
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around the Koyna Valley. Electricity had to he generated and
industries estahlished in that area. But at the same time, it is
possible to preserve the forested tracts on the hillside, and to
ensure that no undesirable structures are erected in the surround-
ing area to mar the natural beauty of the countryside. (The birds
illustrated in this brochure will show what a variety of birds 1

'
;-•

in the forests and plains around Koyna and how much they can
contribute to our enjoyment.)

"There are many forested area3 in Maharashtra which need similar
protection. All of us mast play our part in preserving these
area3 and their inhabitants by preventing damage by illicit
wood-cutters, and assisting the authorities in enforcing the
Maharashtra Wild Animals and Wild Birds Protection Act which is
a very well thought out piece of legislation. Government is aj-.o
considering the question of declaring more areas as national
Paries and wild life sanctuaries on the advice of the State Will.
Life Advisory Board. We have in our State only one national Pari
at Taroba and one wild life sanctuary at Karnala fort is being
active pursued, which when formed will remain as a permanent
nature reserve not only for Mras but also for mammals like the
four-horned antelope, the panther and langur, which could multipj.

•

there with a little encouragement and protection. These plans
will only be realised if the public is whole-heartedly behind it,
and takes pride in preserving the rich inheritance with which
nature has endowed Maharashtra,

"The picture on the cover page shows the bulbul, a bird pet for
its beauty and melodious voice; as a bird of love, it has figured
in poetry."

COHBESPONDENCE

About 'Kotur'. the Coppersmith chick

This has reference to the comment of Sri D.N. llathew on
" Kotur *sn behaviour in the September issue of the Newsletter . Of
Ms four points two merit further consideration.

1.

-

oandpicking as exploratory activity: As for the exploratory
activities kotur had enough hut sandpicking seemed to have origin-
ated from , dn ^altogether different urge. It would come down to
the ground only to select and gulp suitable grit, while exploratory
activities such as pecking at bark, leages ana fruits of trees
and playing mock-chase were confined to place above ground.
Learning by trial and error does help the young to perfect the
instinct inherited from its parents, but the instinct to descend
and explore ground is not known to he existing in a coppersmith
bird.

2. Colour perception in 'Kotur': I have repeatedly seen (thoug.'.
all thd events had not appeared in tte Newsletter ) Kotur pay
attention to red colour, yet I do notdare say, it could see red
colour in the manner and extent we would. For the perceptive
capacity of an organism is strictly restricted to serve its
business of life and that ours is different from that of copper-
smith's is clear. It is well to quote what B.H. Smythe says in
his book ANIHAL VISION, page 174: ".... that colour vision anc
its origin have been subjects of an immense amount of experimentV-
work, and' of even a greater amount of argument, for the past wc
centuries, at least. The outcome of it all is that up to the
present mom-mt nobody can provide a complete explanation of
colour- consciousness anci its mechanism."

T.V. Jose
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Sri S.R. Shah's letter (Newsletter, Sept. 1966, p. 9). The
National "bird of Nepal, DAGPHEY (g-nasal) in Nepali is Lophonhorus
impe.ianus . Some hill people near Gothavari call it NIL MOHR, which
incidentally seeras to "be local name for the bird in Kashmir.
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'Theen thara thithrric '

July-August means torrential rains, impenetrable grass, thick
undergrowth of vegetation hiding the footpaths and leeches; not
an ideiiL time for roaming around the peripheral scrub jungle and
grassland. "

Theen thara thithrric . the piercing call of the Black Partridge
(Francolinus francolinus ) staging the silence of the cornfields
and the valley is irresistaole and yea automatically collect the
"binoculars and walk in the direction of the call. The "bird often
learning your presence "before yoi ecu3d see it, vanishes from the
place where you are. -.foeusing the binccuiars to startle .from a
grassy river "bed, some three furlong av/ay. 7he "bird it seems
enjoys this hide and seek gams and a2 :ost always is the winner.

The call is rendered "also as sheer daram shakarak (Persian)
and subhnn turi kudrat . Dr Plemifig renders it as nan "beedi
cigaret, the call one does not miss in the railway stations.

The "bird gives out a milk trink 2^3 -second 3-before the vigorous
theen thara thithrric . This trink" is audible at a distance of
30 -;,o 50 ft. "only. And sometimes is rot followed "by theen thara
thithrric . Out of the 18 occasions I heard this season, three
times it stopped with the trink .

J. Mangalaraj Johnson
xxx x x-xx-a- '

Unusual mating behaviour of the, crow

Shri Pratapehandran's note nn the above subject in the October
issue nf the Newsletter was quite interesting-. One can ask several
questions ahx.it the 'cervine pyramid' he described. For instance.
what type of a bheaviour was this? I think this was some kind of
mimetic behaviour. In gregarious species (Hinde 1961) performance
of a particular pattern of beonviour by one member of the flock
induces others to perform similarly. I think in this case the
three" extras'were all r.:aJe£. Pra + apchf.ndran (personal communica-
tion) noted that all the three b?%l as" tried to' complete 'the motoi
pattern of copulation. The sight of a copulating pair may have
released similar behaviour in the other three males. Again, if
there was only one female,. w:iy aid the. three extras try to
complete copulation? Animals ••— if one follows the

:
Lorenz-Tinberg r

school — are not concerned with the achievement of a goal in
the same way man does. -The discharge of the 'instinctive act, in
this case copulation with a foJ. low meiiber in mounting posture
consur.es the nervous excitation, oe that member 1 iolOt.ical.ly
correct one or not.

Piling up into a pyramid was probably due to the fact that there
was one common source of stimulus for all the three 'extras*. They
had to copulate with a conspecific individual in suitable posture
and hence the 'pyramid'.
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Food.-"begging-posture struck t>y the female "before copulation
if common, is biologically significant , Cne does not know if crows
can distinguish a potential mate from an intruder. If they cannot,
the first reaction on seeing a fellow member is likely to be
aggressive. Here, the female can indicate her submission by taking
a food-oegging posture. An unnecessary fight is avoided. Pracap-
chandran (personal communication) has aoiied food-oegging "be for
copulation on a few other instances. It will "be interesting to
know if the "behaviour will be ritualised.

D.N, Mathew

Zafar Futehally
Editor, Newsletter for Birdwn+.chers
32- -A Juhu l£ine, Andheri
Bombay 58-AS
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BIRD BOOKS

By

R.A. Stewart Melluish

Nothing adds so greatly to the pleasures of field ornithology, and makes

them meaningful, as the handling, study and regular use of satisfactory

literature .. Many bird books are intrinsically pleasant and beautifully

illustrated; it is little winder that far more people buy bird books for

armchair contemplation than ever dream of doing anything more about birds

or watching them than chucking a few crumbs at sparrows every day. Many

will gloat over reproductions of the paintings of Audubcn or Gould, G.E.

Lodge or David Reid-Henry, wh<» will never be found counting starlings

going" to roost, or optimistically climbing trees to delve into old aban-

doned nests full of droppings and slush. The joys of ornithological

literature can be savoured independently of the more rigorous study of

the living bird.

For the serious birdwatcher, however, his bird books are more than coffee-

table or fireside diversions. They are valuable tools or accessories,

often hard to be without. Indeed, they play so big a part in fixing the

direction his studies take and the ^intensity witfct which he pursues them

that their selection should be as deliberate and systematic as that of

other far more costly pieces of equipment, like field-glasses and cameras.



.Yhat books are useful for the birdwatcher in India, and in what degree?
.'This article is supposed to offer a partial answer. It is a review of
some of the reference literature available and forthcoming which is
relevant to birds in this country. It is net intended to be comprehen-
sive because I have confined myself strictly to books systematically
describing birds found in the subregion, and have said nothing about
more discursive literary works such as Lowther's A Bird Photographer

• in India and Llacdonald ' s Birds in My Indian Garden , however excellent
they may be. I have also not discussed books on birdwatching in general
and of inter-regional application, or those whicls deal with birds of
other. regions and yet are useful to Indian observers because species
migrate or overlap from one region to another (e.g. Witherby's Handbook
of British Birds ). There are other omissions due to my own unfamiliarity
with the books in question. To the veteran birdwatcher this may well be
of no interest whatsoever; but there are many readers of the Newsletter *

whose acquaintance with ornithology is not of long standing and who
would be stimulated to far greater activity and interest- if they possessed
good books to guide them, and knew their way around those which are only
to be seen now in libraries or other people's homes.

The book to buy first, unless one lives in an area covered by a provincial
survey, is unquestionably Salim Ali's The Book of Indian Birds . Wisely,
this does not include everything. There are nearly 2100 species and sub-
species of birds on the subcontinental list, and to illustrate all these
in a handy inexpensive volume of portable size and to include adequate
text under each entry is impracticable. Salim Ali restricts himself to
describing 256 of the commoner birds to be found in every variety of
habitat, and- all the birds described are illustrated - not all, it must
be said, with unqualified success - in colour. There are also numerous
photographs. The author has chosen his representative selection of species
shrewdly, and his descriptions are models of intelligent compression. It
is remarkable how much he can say about a bird in a few short sentences.
Salim Ali's writing on birds is always a pleasure to read; he gets the
very most out of the English language, his style being lively and colour-
ful and yet at the same time precise. He never forgets how varied his
readers will be in their knowledge of his subject, and avoids pretentious
displays of erudition and the horrors of writing down to the novice. His
scholarship is impeccable. In the introduction and the 30-odd pages at
the back devoted to nesting, flight, migration, the usefulness of birds,
and birdwatching, he is at his very best.

"very user of this book could doubtless suggest improvements. The order
in which the birds are dealt with is not the most up to date, even if
the latest editions have acknowledged the fact and explained it satisfac-
torily. I have always thought a few plates of birds in flight, especially
of duck and other v/aterbirds , and raptors - to show their upper and under
wing and tail patterns - would greatly ease the .observer's task of identi-
fying our commoner birds. But eosts prevent any great change in the lay-
out from edition to edition, and compromises are unavoidable. This book
is a fine achievement by any standards, and at R;»25/= it is very good value
indeed. Any reader of the Newsletter who does not possess a copy really
should at once make amends fur this grave and deleterious omission as long
as he has enough pocket-money left over afterwards to pay his subscription
to this paper too. The Book of Indian Birds is published by the Bombay
Natural History Society at Hornbill House, opposite Lion Gate, Apollo
Street, Bombay 1—BR. It is now in its seventh (1964) edition.

Another useful book - by another meticulous craftsman, the late Hugh
'whistler - is The Popular Handbook of Indian Birds , the 4th edition of
which was revised by Kinnear and re-issued by Oliver and Boyd in 1963
at 30s. What follows may not apply to this latest edition, as I have not
seen i-;; but earlier editions were decidedlv attractive, a little old-
fashioned in appearance (not a disadvantage), of great character and ster*L-

ing worth. It is well illustrated with paintings and drawings by H. Gronvold.
Only 4 of the 17 full-page plates are in colour, which is a pity, especially
since the privileged 4 are so capably done. But the descriptions in the text



of the colours of plumage are detailed and greatly compensate for this

economy. Some authors rely too much on their not always adequate coloured

plates, and if a bird is pictured in colour they think it lets them off

a full description. Whistler was not one to skimp his readers in this

scurvy way. Ke was a diligent observer, and he lets others enjoy the full

benefit of his experience.

The above are the only two books in print today which attempt systematic

descriptions of the birds of the whole of India, and for anything else at

all comprehensive one must visit libraries or scrounge around for older

works now much dated: e.g. The Fauna of British India Including Ceylon

and Burma (the bird volumes are seven, and were written by Stuart Baker

and published between 1922 and 1930). nhis book is in the monumental cate-

gory, and although any beginner who is offered a copy should pounce on it

without hesitation (if he doesn't afterwards find a use for it he can al-

ways sell it to me) he may agree with Whistler who wrote, 'One search for

a common bird in the volumes of the splendid Fauna of India series is

enough to send the inquirer away frightened by the mere wealth of material

and by the technical terms in the descriptions- 1 Notwithstanding this com-

ment I must add that as one's interest in the study of birds grows with

closer acquaintance of them, so also grows the. desire and need to refer

regularly to, if not to possess, the standard authoritative reference book

on the region one lives in. Indian ornithology has been blessed with three

such standard works over the last hundred years: Jerdon's Birds of India

(1862-4); Blanford and Oates' bird volumes in the Fauna of British India

(1889-1898); and Stuart Baker's 'New Fauna' already mentioned. And now,

happily, a fresh 'last word' is soon to be uttered and so to take its place

in this progressive chronicling of Indian avifaunal studies. The first

volume of the Handbook of the Birds of India and Pakistan together with

those of Nepal, Sikkim, Bhutan and Ceylon , by Salim All and S. Billon Ripley

II, is already in press, and nine more volumes will follow it in the next

few years. This series will be nne of thine fat juicy stupendous sets of

reference books packed with fastidiously presented technical detail and

multitudinous gorgeously coloured pictures, which all birdwatchers in India

will want to own. The author's names - particularly the former's, with his

long experience of writing popular books for the non-scientist - are a suf-

ficient guarantee that this series will not_ daunt the amateur, in fact will

hearten him and give him confidence, while at the same time it will offer

the more technically-minded everything he could ask for. Of course it will

not be the last word; the authors are well aware that there cannot be a

final unalterable verdict on most ornithological phenomena; but it will

say all that can now be said at the present rudimentary stage in the pro-

gress of bird studies in India.

So much for descriptive books covering India as a whole. There is one other

all-India book still obtainable, a check-list, which everyone should know

about even if many may not need to use it very often - Ripley's A Synopsis

of the Birds of India and Pakistan together with those of Nepal, Sikkim,

Bhutan and Ceylon , published by the Bombay Natural History Society in 1961

and costing R&25A. This is a list of all the species and subspecies known

to India, either as common residents or visitors, or as accidental vagrants.

They are classified in the scientific order now most widely accepted (i.e.

starting with the 'lowest' forms of bird life, the poor Loons and Divers,

and working up to the more highly evolved ones). The Synopsis presents a

still largely upto date assessment of the racial variations within species,

and of the allocation of species to genera and families. It is useful in

showing at a glance the English and scientific names of all the species

and subspecies one is ordinarily ever likely t* see in India, with a brief

note on the status and range of each. It contains a few maps, but no pic-

tures of' birds.
of

The remaining books/fairly recent authorship which describe and illustrate

birds are provincial studies. Their regional bias does not however mean that

they are quite useless to anyone outside the areas they nominally cover.

Here is a list. It is not complete, because I do not want to mention booKS

I have not seen and learnt to appreciate myself. If any reader of the
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Salim Ali's Indian Kill Birds (1949, Oxford University Press, Ri35/=)
is a most attractive pocket-book with a lively text and 64 coloured plates
by G.M. Henry. The birdwatcher who visits ghat-country or a hill-station
without a copy in his baggage or better, I suppose, pocket, handicaps him-
self needlessly. Even if the sholas are silent and empty, and mist smothers
every view, he can enjoy looking at the pictures and reading about what he
might have seen. This book is in print, and costs R&35/=. Also by Salim Ali

,

and published by Oxford, are °he Birds of Kutch (1945), The Birds of Tra

v

an-
core and Cochin (1953), and The Birds of Sikkim (1962) - the last containing
some particularly good coloured plates. These three can now only be obtained
secondhand; but The Birds of Travancore and Cochin will shortly re -appear
in a revised end enlarged edition under the title Birds of Kerala . The Breed-
ing Birds of Kashmir , by P..S.P. Bates and E.H.N. Lowther (1952, Oxford,
Rs3o7=] and A Guide~"to the Birds of Ceylon by G.M. Henry (1955, Oxford,
Rr. 35/=) are two more highly competent studies not to be neglected by anyona
living anywhere near the areas they deal with. They arc still in print.
Eeing normally confined to southern India I have rarely had recourse to
the former, but at Madras I am constantly using Henry's book and would
warmly recommend it to birdwatchers in southern peninsular India. G.M. Henry
is an outstanding bird painter and draughtsman, and his pictures make this

guide one of those cherished companionable volumes that can be returned to

again and again in those moments of agreeably exhausted repose at the end
of a long day's walking in the sun, and it never ceases to please. The
text too is illuminating and reveals '"he wisdom of a lifetime's careful
observation in the field.

I do not know whether Birds of Saurashtra , written and published by R.S.
Dharmakumarsinhji (1954), is still in print. I hope so, because it is well

/the worth possessing. It is a book of/sumptuous expansive type, with generous
broad margins and a serene, leisured look; particularly good are the black
and white photographs, many of them by the author himself, which follow
the paintings. It describes many birds eommor to other parts of lowland
India, and could certainly be useful outside- Saurashtra. Of similar extra-
limital use is Smythies' Birds of Burma (2nd ed. , 1953, Oliver and Boyd,

84 s. ). This is shown as in print in Whitaker's British Books in Print 1965
so may well still be obtainable, I quote the reviewer who concluded his
notice in the April 1954 issue of the Journal of the Bombay Natural History
Society with the following words: 'Finally I strongly advise people to

order the book, look at the Jungle Cock on the dust cover, open- the bock

in the middle and feast on the beautiful plates and promptly pay the bill
without letting the first glow of excitement fade. They can later find

the money by giving up smoking for a year. Their health will not suffer
and they will be in possession of one of the finest bird books published

anywhere in the world.

'

Mention of the Journal reminds me that the tack numbers of this publica-
tion, which has appeared without a break since '.VB6 and is now in the 63rd
volume, are the godown in which is embedded by far the greatest store of

information about Indian birds, as well as about other forms of animals
and plants. In their pages will be found accounts of numerous provincial
surveys of bird life, such as 'The Birds of Bombay and Salsette' by .'ialim

Ali, Humayun Abdulali, and Hugh Whistler (1939-40), and Whistler and
Kinnear's report on their survey of the Eastern Ghats (1930, 1933-7),
which is still the only satisfactory published study of the birds of the
eastern hr.lf of peninsular India and should be examined by all birdwatchers

in Andhra and Madras, and perhaps the states which adjoin them too. Then

there are numberless letters and notes from correspondents which go to

make the Journal a kind of Aladdin's cave of treasure. Its entrance is

usually to fc? iound buried deep beneath the matted thickets and scrub-

and-bv3h jangle of public libraries. It is veil worth hacking a way

through the 'indergrowth new and then and spending an hour or two in sweat-

ing communion with its riches. It is also advisable to spare one's pos-

terity such effort and by joining the Society obtain new issues of the

Joufivu for oneself every four months. A subscription costs Ha 30/=. It is

true that some issues barely recognise 'the existence of birds at all, being

fflO.abic.ly devoted to such irrslevancies as the pre-coital posturings of



snails, or the number of bristles on the big toe of a new kind of louse;
but one must learn to take the rough with the smooth, and frequently
very useful ornithological notes appear.

Lastly, a brief word about buying books. Theoretically, any bookseller
worthy of his calling ought to be able and willing to supply any book
which is still in print (i.e. of which the publisher holds unsold stock
or v/hich he is reprinting or proposes to reprint). If the bookseller does

not have a copy in his own stock, he ought to be prepared to order it,

from abroad if necessary & if the import trade control procedure permits,

for any bona fide customer. Unhappily not every bookseller will take the

trouble to order unstocked books - it is often far easier for him to shake

his head and say 'not available', whether he has heard of the title or not -

and there are sometimes perfectly respectable reasons why the best of book-

sellers cannot satisfy their eustcnera. It frustrated the customer should

not give up hope but should write to the publishers and explain his dif-
ficulty, ihatever authors may say to the contrary, somewhere in the lower

regions of their systems, often modestly hidden from view, publishers usu-

ally have a residual urge to barter their wares for gold.

Books v/hich are out of print are much more difficult to come by, but a
secondhand bookseller, of which there are a number of good ones in India,

can often work miracles.

* * t ****** *

BIRDWATCHING IN KCIABA DISTRICT

3y

Zafar Futehally

On Sunday 2^th November Stewart :fellui3h aid I rendered about near Alibagh
ard Dharamtar Creek in the Kolaba District. I will try and report on the
more- interesting birds that we saw.. As I have rorcrteo in a"i earlier issue
of the Hfrwsletter this area provides/ excellent ht-bxtat for a variety of
birds. The 3ca coast/Wrdered with a rieturetoue line of casuarir as and
has formations of bjack rock in many plicis wh,-e the patient nond heron
and the impatient gullbilleu tern can both be senn with the spray from the
se.a wetting their feathers. Behind t: o sea ciast ti:o.?e is some forest where
the ungainly grey hornbill and the elegant golden oriole are always arounO.
At this season th_-re were several par-iuise flycatchers hawking insects among
the high banyan trees. Behind the forest, again, there is a wide marsh where
before sunset a dcz en polder, plovers stood motionless almost asltep and it
was only through Stewart's telescope with 25 n unification that we ecu Id
see ther sufficiently well > be cer- a in abou* their identity.

We starttd tfee^ a litsurely breakfast ax 9 a.m. and as we were walki.ig
along a dusty path bordered with lantaras, bhend, euphorbia and casuarina::
a brownish bird landed on the ground in fro-.', of ue aid quickly disappear...

d

into a rear-by tree. Both from the appearance ant from rte fact that "the

number of Itedwhiskored bulbulc. tailorbi'r-ds, ard others started to scream
we thought it was a shikra. Goon hcwe\or it crune into view again and with
the slanting rays of the morninc; sun ;ve got an excellent view. It ha:1

, a
weak yellow bill and a long drorrvinr tail and we surmized that it was a
cuckon of some sort. The two white liner: on the tail and the other on the
nape were confusing but after seeing specimens in the Borfcay Fatural History
Society and af\,er checking up with the books we came to the conclusion that
the bird was tk; C -mnoi. Hawk Cuckoo , the Train-fever bird. It war completely
silent. Oth crwirje Lt would ha\e been "uch easier to identify the epacics.

It is both exciting and disappointing to run into a r.jw bird which one ccn-
not identify straight away .... dirappoinding because it shows up our
ignorance, and exciting for obvious reasons. I have been watching birds
in this area fcr the last ten years but had never come across the hawk cuckoo
before

,



Soon after our encounter with this cuckoo we came across a Pied Crested

Cuckoo which is a species which should not have been here at this time.

It should have migrated to its native land in Africa. As is well known

these birds come to India with the SW. monsoon in early June and after

perasitising our babblers depart for their wintering grounds by about

October. Prom the fact that this bird remained practically in the same

patch of jungle for about 20 months or so a thought crossed our mind that

it might be injured and not fit enough to do the migration across the

Arabina Sea. In the same patch of jungle there were purple rumped sun-

birds, whitebacked munias, Tickell's blue flycatcher, whitebrowed bulbuls,

redvented tulbuls, black drongos, orioles. We heard the pleasant whistling

of the spotted babblers and the not so melodious scolding notes of Franklin's

wren warbler.

We cane out of this mixed forest into a pure casuarina grove where years

before I had seen the blackcapped kingfisher which I then thought was

the handsomest bird under the sun. Every attempt to see it agaL n has

failed. A raptore suddenly came into view. In profile it looked rather

like a pigeon apart from its large size of course. Again with the help of

reference books we pinned it down as a Honey Buzzard. Stewart's capacity

to make sketches on the spot indicating terminal and subterminal bands

on the tail, the shape of the wings, the type of head, flat or rounded,

is a great asset and much more effective for subsequent identification

than the conglomeration of loose words on which I am deperd ent.

In the evening before returning to Boifoay we spent a little time near

Dharamtar Creek. As the steno is getting impatient to go home I cannot

dwell too long on the many birds which I saw here but I must mention

the Hen Harrier of which we got a superb view from fairly close quarters.

The country on both bonks of Dharamtar Creek is flat and treeless, and

gives an excellent view of the high flying species which patronize it.

* ******
SOLE COMMON MIGRANTS IN CALCUTTA AND WEST

BENGAL

3r

J. McKelvie

Those who live in Calcutta through the long hot weather . look

forward to the first signs of autumn not only for the relief it brings

in climate but also for the greater variety of birds one may see in

one's garden, on the golf courses or further afield. The arrival of the

first migrants is greeted with pleasure as the first real sign that

cooler weather is on the way.

In my garden in Alipore, the first autumn arrival thisyear (1966) was

the Brown Shrike (ienius cristatus ). He reappeared on 17 September, bold

and prominent on the top of a jamnn tree, after an absence of some five

months; I had last recorded him in the garden on 8 April on ahot day,

but he may well have been with us somewhat later as my observations

were -interrupted r.bout that time. On the same day (17th) in September,

I saw another Brown Shrike in a prominent position on a bougainvillea

at the Tollygunge Club and another (or perhaps the sane ) bird in my

garden in the evening. On 18 September I saw two more in the Botai ical

Gardens. It was obvious that the Brown Shrike had arrived ard shortly

aft'jr-ards I saw it again in the north of the State in Kalimpong (22

Sept ,-mber),

Tne Common Sandpiper (Tringa hypcleucos ) is often found on the nala at

the tack of our garden, which divides Alipore from New Alipore, but the

fir'. ; I saw in Calcutta this year was on a stony margin of the Hooghly

River alongside the Botai ical Gardens on 18 September. A week or so

earlier I had observed a single bird -on a small sandspit near the edge

of .the Maithon Reservoir, in the Damodar Valley Corporation area on the



borders of West Eengal and Bihar (-10 September).

My wife ard I awaited the wagtails with impatience.
Wagtails (Motacilla alba ) on 8 September on the road and parapet of the
Maithon Reservoir (without being able to identify the race) ard when I
returned to Calcutta I went hopefully to the Tollygunge Club on 17 Septem-
ber expecting to find Yellow and Yellow-headed wagtails in their familiar
place on the 1st and 7th fairways. I was disappointed, and did not see a
single wagtail. Eventually we saw our first wagtail of the Calcutta season
in our own garden on 29 September when a single Grey Wagtail (Motacilla
caspica ) alighted or the Lawn about 0800 houus and fed for ten minutes or
so. Another, perhaps the same bird, was seen feeding in the evening. On 1

October another Grey wagtail appeared, :;his one having either lost or not
grown his tail, presenting the strange sight of a bird trying to wag a
non-existent tail.. It was joined a few minutes ivter by a second of the
same species, this being fully equipped with standard-size tail, aid the

two fed alongside each other for a few minutes until the tailless one (which
had shown signs of resenting the rew arrival getting too close) eventually
shooed it away into our neighbour's garden. The same tailless bird reappear-
ed on 2 October on which day we also had a visit from a White wagtail which
set me studying the excellent illustrations of eighteen wagtail heads
opposite p. 254 of the FIELD GUIDE TO BIRDS OP BRITAIN AND EUROPE and
wishing sow thing. similar could be produced in India.

I mentioned Kalimpong in connexion with the Brown Shrike. I suppose beir_;

further north end of higher altitude, Kalimpong gets its migrmts coming
in weeks earlier than Calcutta but in four days there on 21-24 September
I did not see a single wagtail. Flycatchers were the most prominent visitors
and I bad good views of the Greyheaded ( Culicicapa ceylonensis ), Little
Pied (Muscicapa westermanni ), and Verditer (Muscicapa thalassina). One

flycatcher remained unidentified: it v/as slaty blue above, with a chestnut
breast extending the full extent of the urderparts except for a grey threat,

and witha prominent white nark on the wing coverts. The bill was dark brown
or black and the legs pale ashy brown. It v/as the white mark (patch rather
than bar) on the wing that v/as especially clear and this feature was seen
by Mr Brooks, Kc'admaster of Dr Graham's Homes, as well as by myself. I

cannot find any flycatcher in my books with this mark.

* * -* # # * #

BIRDS OP COCHIN A 7rD ERNAKUIAM

ST

N. G. Pillai

Given below, are a few additions to the lists of birds published for this

are. 1
, in the Newsletter (May, September, and ITovcmber 1961, ard June 1962).

1 . The Nilgiri Pied Push Chat : Saxicola caprata

A single bird on the outskirts of Ernakulam, on the road to Trippunittura,

perched on the wall of a roadside embankment in a stretch of rice fields.

First ard only time seen on September 27, 1965. A male with the white of

the urderside confined to the vent.

Apparently a straggler, as it is a bird associated with high elevations

— hills chiefly above 3000 ft.

2, The Southern Indian Elackbacked P.obin: Saxicoloidcs fulicata

A single female seen on April 10, 1966, nEar the northern end of the

Willingdon Island, pecking at the rotten tip of apsrtly decayed stump,

later, chivied by crews and driver, into a shed attached to an unoccupied

house. Altogether a surprise, sire e the island with its marshy terrain :'.s

anything but the 'dry stony' type of country which is the preferred habitat

of the bird.

j- The Paradise Flycatcher: Tchitrea paradisi

Not common in this area. Heard a call for the first time on February 11,
tq«;k n rr) in+j»T nu the 24-th. saw a ehestnu* nlumae-ed bird with short tail at



Ernakulam, The bird was not seen nor heard again until February 9> 1966,

when a chestnut bird with streamers was seen on a Muntingia tree, in the

neighbour's compound. On March 27, a chestnut plumaged bird was noted on

the sane tree, but disappeared before I could make sure if it was the

longtailed form,

4. The Malabar large Racist Tailed Drongo: Disseraurus paradiseus

Noticed for the first time on 19*4.1964 on a tree at Edappalli about 7

miles north of Ernakulam. The very next morning, one was seen on a jak

tree in the neighbour's compound for a few minutes before it flew away.

Saw it again on the 13th of March 1965, on the same tree. Since then, the

tree has been cut down and the bird has not been seen again,

5. The Rosy Pastor: Pastor roseus

First seen on a Muntingia tree on Willingdon Island on the 20th of

January 1965 — 3 to 5 birds. Again on the 7th of February and 1st of March

1965, the same number on a Bombax on the island.

6. The Indian Alpine Swift: Micropus melba

This magnificent swift was met with for the first time at Ernakulam on

18th of February, 1965. Thereafter it was seen almost every morning till

March 26. Reappeared on February 24th this year aid remained with us till

April 2. Usually seen singly, but 3 to 4 birds were at times seen working

the extensive waterfront from Tevara bridge in the south to Rama Nilayam

(Kerala High Court) in the north. In this connection, Mr Ravi's note

(Newsletter Vol. 4, Oct. 1964, p. 10 ) that the bird was observed in Guntur

in January and February 1963 arri again during the same period m 1964, in

large numbers flying from the HW. to SE. , but only in the evenings, apparently

on their roosting flight, is of special interest. At Ernakulam the bird

was seen only in the mornings.

NOTES AND COMMENTS

The Council of Nature in London brings out a monthly newsletter called

Habitat. The name is appropriate for a publication which is devoted to

Nature Conservation, because the preservation of Habitat is after all

the most difficult challenge which naturalists are facing all ov?r the

world.

The English are well known for their love of nature and a single issue

of Habitat gives evidence of the great effort which nature lovers in

that country put into the 'cause'. Habitat of September 1966 refers

among other things to:

A public meeting on the- Tees Valley 5- Cleveland Water Bill will be

held at the Caxton Hall, London the chair will be taken by Dr

Bruce Campbell. The Tees Valley & Cleveland Water Bill will have its

third reading in the House of Common on October 13 .... it will then

go direct to the House of Lords for its first reading there and within

the next ten days a new petition opposing the Bill will be submitted

by a vast number of organizations interested in nature.

The Orkney Field Club are core erne d about the precarious existence

of a unique British sheep which can throw light on the evolution of some

of our modern breeds.

The growth of interest in conservation in N. Ireland is shown by

the success of National Nature V.'eek

Last month's request for inform tion on permanent or seasonal nature

trails brought more than 50 completed forms.

The Monks Wood report outlines the research on toxic chemicals being

done in Eritain.

Observers round the coast of Britain will be going out each week

for the next 12 montho checking beaches and offshore waters for birds



The Youth Gondii tteo of the Council of Nature has organized natural

history courses for youth leaders which have been well attended.

The Duke of Edinburgh has taken many photographs of birds and manuals

and are being displayed in an exhibition of wild life. Sale proceeds of

the photographs and the catalogue will go to the World Wildlife Fund,

Finally there is a note on tie Bonbay Natural Kistory Society: "The

above Society wishes to contact former residents and tourists coining to

India to get their impressions on apy aspect of the country's natural

history,

"

Habitat is published on the first Wednesday of every month by the Council

for Natore/c/o Zoological Society of London, Regent's Park, London N.W,

1. Readers of the Newsletter will find very interesting material in this

cyclostyled bulletin.

Members of the Bombay Natural History Society were recently shown WILD

WINGS, a film about the Severn Wildfowl Trust at Slimbridge, England.

Sliinbridge has become world famous both because of the good work it

is doing for rehabilitating vanishing species of waterfowl and because

Peter Scott is the founder and Honorary Director of the Trust. The film

is available with the British Information Services and it is willingly

given to any group of persons who went to have it displayed. It is a

film well worth taking the trouble to see.

One interesting fact revealed by the film is that geese have very strong

social ties and stay together in families even in the non-breeding season.

For this reason when geese are caught for ringing the entire lot that is

captured together is released at the sane tire, but ducks are less dependant

on nrnbers of their own tribe. So individual ducks are released as soon a

the.- aro ringed and recorded,

Birdwatching at Slimbridge is very hard work indeed. Naturalists on the

staff cannot iust sit back and enjoy the scone. When they are not involved

in catching birds with nets powered with rockets they sit down and count

how many times a minute geese and duck peck at the grass, what is the

total quantity of food consumed by each bird, and so on. Counting the

number of birds in any area is net an e. sy task and the film indicates

how.it coi be dor j. Aerial photographs of the birds are taken on which

Tines are dra-.vn dividing the photograph into convenient sectors for

counting. By this means the results are very accurate,

Peter Scott visited Bharatpur last November, and made certain recommendations

for improving facilities ci this splendid waterfowl sanctuary in Raiasthan.

We arc avraL ting (in true Indian fashion) for something to happen.

Zafar Futehally

Editor,
Newsletter for Birdwatchers,

32-A, Juhu Lane, Andheri,

BOMBAY 58-AS.
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